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PREFACE 

Shingon is the Japanese version of Tantric Buddhism systematized by 
Kukai in the ninth century. This book explores Shingon and is divided 
into five parts: the first establishes the Indian foundation of Tantric 
Buddhism; the second discusses the major tenets of Buddhist systems of 
thought as conceived by Kukai; the third is an exposition of basic Shin
gon doctrinal concepts; the fourth describes those concepts iconographi

cally in terms of matt4alas; the fifth is an interpretive account of practice. 
The rationale underlying this division-and hence the rationale under
lying this work-is to investigate the Indian foundation ofTantric Bud

dhism upon which Shingon doctrine and practice are based, to survey 
the Shingon system of doctrinal classification, based upon a Chinese 

model, as a means to establish the necessary doctrinal perspective to 
examine and to contextualize the Shingon development of doctrine and 
practice, and to study Shingon in terms of its doctrine, matt4ala and 

practice. A treatment of Shingon in terms of its doctrine, matt4ala and 
practice is imperative to provide a structured approach: the doctrine 
provides the theoretical basis of Shingon; the ma(14ala, an iconographical 
representation of Shingon doctrine, personifies states of mind, religious 

qualities and virtues; and practice is the instrument through which what 
has been described doctrinally and iconographically is actualized. The 

Epilogue identifies and describes Shingon as an entity of Iv1ahayana; it 
is a summation of Shingon theory and practice from a Buddhological 

point of view; it articulates the fact that Shingon is an experiential 
philosophy, not a form of mysticism. 

This work takes a Buddhological approach; that is, ir presents Shingon 
in terms of its doctrine, ma1J4ala and practice based UfOn fhiJoJogical 
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and textual studies. Hence primary sources (Buddhist siitras and sastras 
contained in the Taisho Tripitaka and classical Shingon works contained 

in the Shingon canons) and works by modem Japanese Shingon scholars 

and practitioners are extensively employed in interpreting Shingon 

theory and practice. I have done so to avoid the danger of treating 

Shingon simply as a system of speculative thought. 

This work is primarily designed for students and specialists in Bud

dhist studies who are interested in examining the Japanese development 

of Tantric Buddhism. It presupposes some knowledge of Buddhist doc

trine and practice; it is not a phenomenological study nor is it a his

torical treatment of Shingon and its founder. Because this work is not a 

historical treatment of Shingon, I have not attempted to describe the 

historical circumstances surrounding the development of what I have 

referred to as orthodox and neo-Shingon, nor the personalities associated 

with these two traditions. These traditions and personalities associated 

with them are mentioned (in Part ill-5) merely to indicate a problematic 

issue inherent in Shingon doctrine. 

The theme underlying this work is the integration of man with the 

cosmic Buddha (Dharmakaya Mahavairocana). The purpose of this work 

is to present a system of Buddhist doctrine and practice which deals with 

a spiritual realm beyond verbal description (a realm in which the self 

is completely liberated in and integrated with the infinite world of 

Dharmakaya Mahavairocana), to circumscribe such a realm within the 

limits of verbal description, and to examine Shingon as a cross-cultural 

product. 

Since Sanskrit is the lingua:fl·mzca of Mahayana, I have attempted to 

reconstruct technical terms into Sanskrit and standardize them in San

skrit, whenever possible, though technical terms of Japanese origin and/ 

or those most popularly employed in Japanese have been retained in 

that language. Whenever a tecl--niol term is introduced, an attempt is 

made to define it as comprehem:2:y as possible. But here we must note 

that sometimes a clear distinct:c-~ i:e:\wen terms or an interpretation of 

a term consistent with a giwn cetinition become difficult in Shingon. 

For example, Dharmakiiya, 1:;: 2e:i.ni:ion, is Dharma-body, a term em-
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ployed in contradistinction to Dharmadhiitu, the Dharma-world. But it 
becomes difficult to distinguish the 'body' from the 'world' simply be

cause Shingon conceives the Dharmadhiitu-world as Dharmakiiya Maha
vairocana, the 'body' of the personified Dharma. which constitutes the 

Dharmadhiitu-world. Tathatii is another example. This term literally means 

'thusness', in contrast to the concepts of the 'this' and the 'that'. But in 

this work tathatii is often translated as 'ultimate reality' or even 'cosmic 

harmony', the last being more to the point in Shingon. And the term 

Dharma is translated as 'truth', 'principle', 'emptiness', or 'middle path 

principle'; pratitya-samutpiida is translated as 'co-arising', 'dependent origi

nation', 'conditional causation', 'interdependence', or 'relative'; prajiiii 
as 'wisdom', 'knowledge', 'right cognition' or 'perfect understanding of 

Buddha-nature'. Buddhist terms must be understood within the given 

doctrinal context in which they are being discussed. A term taken out 

of that context and interpreted on the basis of a traditionally established 

definition contributes to confusion, if not an error, in interpreting a 

given doctrine. This is particularly so in the case of Shingon. 

A selected and annotated bibliography on Shingon is attached to this 

work. It consists largely of Japanese sources, because Western sources 

on Shingon are limited. Chinese and Japanese primary sources (works 

included in the Taisho Tripitaka and in the Shingon canons) are not cited 

in the bibliography because they are already available in Yoshito S. 

Hakeda, Kukai, Major Works: Translated with an Account of His Life and 
a Study of His Thought, (New York and London: Columbia University 

Press, 1972, pp. 281-83). Nor are Indian Tantric sources cited in the 

bibliography for they are available in Agehananda Bharati, The Tantric 
Tradition (New York: Doubleday and Co., Inc., Anchor Books Edi

tion, 1970, pp. 303-36). A comprehensive glossary of Sanskrit technical 

terms with Chinese characters is also attached to this work. 

Names of Japanese personalities are indicated by last name first and 

first name last, following Japanese custom, though names of Japanese

American personalities are rendered in the usual Western tradition. The 

Hepburn system is observed in the romanization of Japanese terms and 

personality names, unless the personality in question employs anothe1 
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system of romanization to indicate his name. 
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Chapter One 

THE INDIAN FOUNDATION OF TANTRIC 

BUDDHISM 

1. Basic Suppositions 

The term 'tantric' is derived from tantra, literally meaning a 'thread'. 

It is identical in its literal meaning to the term sutra, that is, "a thread, 

yam, string, line, cord, wire," which later came to mean that which 

"holds everything together, rule, direction, or manual of teaching in 
ritual, philosophy, grammar."1 Sutra is a religious literature which con
tains the alleged sayings of the Buddha, but tantra, in contradistinction 

to sutra, specifically refers to a type of religious literature which deals 

with incantation (i.e. mantra and dhiira!Ji), divination and magic, and on 
occasions, iconographic (i.e. ma!J4ala), sexual and other devices to sym
bolically illustrate what the writers conceive as the truth. A system of 

thought which has incorporated these elements is referred to as Tantrism. 
Tantric elements can be found in ancient Indian literature, such as in the 

aboriginal Dravidian literature as well as in the Vedic literature of the 
Indo-Aryans. Interestingly, they developed most prominently in areas of 
ancient India where cultural intercourse with alien elements was most 

pronounced, such as in the west, where commercial seaports developed, 
and in the northwest, which bordered on the Silk Road. But the origin 

of tantra remains obscure and efforts to defme the range of tantras, whether 
on a ritual, symbolic, or philosophical level, have been a frustrating ex
perience. Bhattacharya therefore rightly points out "the writers of the 

tantra were most erratic and never followed any defmite plans."2 It can 
be assumed that various schools of tantrism and forms of tantric expres
sion existed in ancient India, of which one was Buddhism. 
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Tantric Buddhism is a term used to characterize a school of Buddhism 

systematized in India by incorporating tantric elements. Matsunaga Yiikei 

defmes Buddhist tantras as follows: 

... religious texts developed within Indian Mahayana Buddhism 

after the eighth century, and which came to replace the literary genre 

of siitra which has previously been the major literary form of Bud

dhist scripture.3 

But here we must note that what Matsunaga refers to are 'pure' tantric 

texts, in contradistinction to 'miscellaneous' tantric texts. The former 

refers to tantric texts which have incorporated the philosophical tenets of 

Madhyamika and Yogacara, while the latter refers to a wide range of 

texts which have incorporated folk cult practices, such as incantation, 

divination and magic. Matsunaga therefore says, 

The transition from Miscellaneous Esoteric Buddhism to Pure Eso

teric Buddhism was a gradual one, and indeed it is difficult to sepa

rate clearly the division between the two, but the following con

sideration may be relevant here. Scriptures of the Miscellaneous 

Esoteric tradition generally take the form of sermons preached by 

the Buddha Sakyamuni, and concern magic and ceremonies designed 

to avert evil and bring about blessings. There is no unitary religious 

practice involving [mantra and] dharat;~i, mudra [finger signs], or medi

tation, nor are the various Buddhas and bodhisattvas systematized into 

the scheme of a matt4ala [iconographic representation of truth]. The 

scriptures of the Pure Esoteric tradition are preached by Vairocana 

Tathagata; in the practice of the teachings set forth in these scriptures, 

meditation is combined with mudra and dharat;~i (mantras), and the 

interrelationship between these three-which now have as their goal 

the attainment of the full illumination which is Buddhahood-is 

strongly stressed. Also a variety of mat;~4alas are depicted in these 

Pure Esoteric Scriptures.4 (Note: Brackets are mine.) 

As it is apparent, tantrism per se did not develop in the eighth century, 

it developed before that period. What did develop during this period, in 
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the tradition of the evolution of Buddhist literature, is pure Buddhist 
tantrism. Pure Buddhism tantrism is different from miscellaneous tan

trism in that the former constitutes the basic literary material for the 
development of an independent school ofBuddhism-Tantric Buddhism 
-with a distinct religious organization. In other words, pure Buddhist 
tantrism employs tantras as a means to interpret its Mahayana doctrinal 

contents. Granting that tantric elements are inherent in Mahayana litera

ture per se, these elements are, however, of the miscellaneous type, con
stituting popular beliefs, which the writers of Mahayana literature have 

incorporated simply following a folk tradition. As such, the mere fact 
that this type of literature incorporated tantric elements does not neces
sarily warrant its classification as tantric. Mahayana literature incorporat

ing miscellaneous tantras is Mahayana literature, not Buddhist tantric 
literature, because it does not conceive tantra as a means to interpret its 
doctrinal contents. For example, the Prajfiiipiiramitii and the Saddharma
putJ4arika literature incorporate forms of incantation, but these are mis
cellaneous tantras. In the Shingon tradition, the composition of the 

Mahiivairocana and the Tattvasa111graha Siitras signals the beginning of 
pure Buddhist tantra. Thus the process of development from miscella

neous tantra to pure tantra took several centuries, that is, pure tantras 
developed after the development of major Mahayana siitra, the Mahii
vairocana and Tattvasa111graha Siitras being later Mahayana compositions. 
But this is not saying that the two-the pure and the miscellaneous
are independent, that they are totally unrelated. The composition of 
miscellaneous tantra, extensively incorporating popular belief, constitutes 
the period of preparation for the development of pure Buddhist tantric 

texts. But, as Matsunaga has rightly pointed out, the division between 
the two is not a clear one, and though Shingon does not identify texts 

such as the Guhyasamiija, Paficakrama, and others as pure Buddhist tantric 
texts, they are nevertheless Mahayana texts in which tantras are conceived 

as fundamental and employed to interpret Mahayana doctrines. With 

these suppositions in mind, we are now ready to examine the circum
stances under which tantras penetrated Buddhism. 
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2. The Impact of Non-Buddhist Thought upon the Development 

of Mahayana 

Sakyamuni, who is assumed to have lived in sixth century B.c., pro

hibited the practices of incantation, divination and other forms of reli

gious practices of Brahmanic origin, and he is said to have accused the 

mantra practitioners as transgressors of patayantika, a moral offense re

lated to speech.5 Primitive Buddhism was, most likely, able to eliminate 

this deep rooted Brahmanic tradition primarily because it existed at a 

time of the declining prestige of the ancient clan system associated with 

Brahmanism and during the rise of a new socio-political order. 

By the sixth century B.C., the Indo-Aryans-the carriers of the Brah

manic tradition and the conquerors of the natives of the Indian sub

continent-had firmly settled themselves in the Ganges Valley. They 

established village communities and exercised absolute spiritual authority 

over these natives. But intermarriage between the Aryans and the natives 

brought about a new breed, a generation indifferent to the Brahmanic 

tradition, aspiring to find new types of expression. Economically, the 

development of agriculture produced surplus goods which gave rise to 

commerce, industry, money economy, and cities. Socially, economic 

prosperity enticed the minds of people into seeking pleasure in material 

goods and in realizing immediate benefits. Politically, local kings, who 

once had governed a territory consisting of groups of cities, were gradu

ally absorbed by more powerful kings, the latter developing a system of 

absolute monarchy and enforcing the traditional social caste system 

against which the people rebelled. Religiously, the sacrifices to gods to 

realize good fortune and the desire to ascend to heavenly paradise, which 

characterized the traditional religion of the Vedas, were observed with 

varying degrees of skepticism. For example, the Brahmans assumed fire 

to be sacred. Yet, the city dwellers felt that if fire were in fact sacred, it 

would be the blacksmith whose profession is the most sacred, not the 

Brahmans. The Brahmans also held that water was sacred and performed 

rites of purification along the Ganges River, but the urban populace felt 

that if water were actually sacred, it would be the fish of the Ganges 
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River who would be assured ofliberation, not the Brahmans. The ancient 
religious rite and incantation associated with the conservative socio
political system were met with growing disbelief, so a new religion of a 
local clan of Magadha spread throughout India with astonishing speed. 
This was one of the free-thinking, anti-establishment systems of thought 
of the time-it was called Buddhism. 

But Brahmanism was a force with which Buddhism had had to re
concile itself. It eventually proved to be the dominant force underlying 
ancient Indian civilization. It absorbed Buddhism, and, in spite of Bud
dhism's success in penetrating other areas of Asia, in due time, Buddhism 
was rendered imperceptible in the la1;1d of its birth. An historical inves
tigation of Buddhism in India shows distinctly its reaction to Brahmanic 
tradition during its formative years and a gradual process of its absorp
tion by Brahmanism thereafter, as we shall now see. 

Though Sakyamuni established the four categories of disciples (bhikju, 
bhik~t~i, upiisaka and upiisikii) and is said to have invited men and women 
of all classes into the Sangha, there was a definite distinction between 
monks and laity and between monks and nuns in the makeup of the 
early Sangha. The role of monks was to exemplify enlightenment and 
that of the laity was to support monks; and legend has it that Sakyamuni 
accepted nuns only upon the urging of Ananda though he personally 
thought women to be detrimental to the maintenance of discipline within 
the monk-oriented Sangha. Apparently, the early Sangha, notwithstand
ing Sakyamuni's popular appeal, was an astute organization which em
phasized an elite monastic Sangha. Iwamoto Yutaka claims that over 
fifty percent of the Buddha's direct disciples were of Brahmanic origin 
(and over twenty-five percent of k$atriya origin), based upon his inves
tigation of the Pali Anguttara-nikiiya, the Chinese Anguttara-iigama, and 
the Sumagadhavadiina. 6 

Though Sakyamuni himself was not of Brahmanic origin, and though 
he proposed the middle path between the pleasure of the flesh and the 
humanly unbearable forms of ascetic practices in seeking enlightenment, 
the effect of a Brahmanic cultural orientation-which fostered an in
tellectual elite-:-
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composition of the Buddha's immediate disciples. It was this basic cul
tural orientation which provided a favorable Brahmanic beachhead with
in Buddhism and for Brahmanism to exercise a significant impact on 
Buddhism. 

The Maurya Dynasty began from 317 B.c. and lasted until about 180 

A.D. Chandragupta, its first king (reigned ca. 317-293 B.c.), established a 
central government. This dynasty also marked the time of the first major 
schism of the Buddhist Sangha into Theravada and Mahasanghika, the 
so-called 'conservative' and 'progressive' elements, respectively. How

ever, no religion seems to have been persecuted under Chandragupta's 
administration. Buddhism, Jainism, and Brahmanism flourished without 
political discrimination. By the reign of King A~oka (ca. 256-232 B.c.), 

Buddhist influence was felt even within the Mediterranean region. But 
the territory ruled by King A~oka was extensive, and in spite of the great 
zeal with which this Buddhist king attempted to spread Buddhism, the 
new religious outlook, which transcended the limits of incantational prac

tice and magic, failed to penetrate the outer fringes of the vast kingdom, 
where the traditional Brahmanic outlook remained solidly entrenched. 
Even the early splinter schools, such as the Vatsiputriya and Dharma
gupta, compiled texts called paritta, a collection of mantras, and claimed 
that mantras were the concoctions of Sakyamuni. Undoubtedly, mantras 
were practices which even the early Buddhists, particularly among those 
of Brahmanic origin, could not completdy abandon. 

Alexander's expedition to northwest India (327-325 B.c.) left a great 
impact upon the devdopment of Indian Buddhist thought. A Greek 
colony referred to as Y avana was established in Bactria in the late third 
century B.c. It contributed to the development of Greco-Gandharan art 
at about the beginning of the Christian century. This art depicted the 
Buddha anthropomorphically and gave rise to the cult of deification, 
and subsequently to the concept of the enlightened body as eternal, 
transcending the historical Buddha. This is not saying that the cult of 
deification was completely absent in the preceding period. It was not, as 
can be attested by the creation of many stUpas immediatdy after the death 
of the Buddha. Neverthdess the depiction of the Buddha anthropomor-
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phically represents the concretization of the Buddha as an eternal en

lightened body, transcending the historical Sakyamuni. Added to the 
influence of the Greco-Gandharan art was the influence of the nomads 

of Central Asia, who, even prior to the beginning of the Christian era, 
invaded the agricultural communities of northwest India whenever their 
trade was frustrated. To these tribes, immediate secular profit and the 
concept of a supernatural being, rather than speculative philosophy
which characterized the conservative elements of the splinter schools 

-had a greater appeal, and this impact most likely also contributed to 
the development of Buddhist devotionalism and the cult of deification 

which transcended the historical Buddha. 

Buddhism thus developed its ideas and practices beyond the scope 
envisaged by its founder, incorporating the Brahmanic practice of in

cantation and divination and encompassing within its pantheon a host 
of deities of Brahmanic and perhaps other origin, and was most likely 
inspired by the Greeks, central Asians and western Asians, as it ap

proached the beginning of the Christian era and during the period im
mediately thereafter. Buddhism owes much to these external influences, 

particularly in the development of Mahayana. What then are the major 
doctrinal themes developed in Mahayana? 

During the reign of King Kani~ka {128-rsr A.D.), the Abhidharma
mahavibha~a-siistra, an encyclopedic work of the splinter schools and a 
culmination of previous Abhidharma studies, was compiled. Abhidharma 
scholarship dealt with theories of existence and the individual's path to 

liberation. Possibly in reaction to a highly meta-physical (and analytic) 
approach-which obviously appealed only to the intellectual-Mahayana 
literature developed. Mahayana, or larger vehicle, is a term used in con

tradistinction to Hinayana, or lesser vehicle, though these terms are of 
Mahayana origin. The early portions of the Prajiiaparamita literature, the 
first among the Mahayana works, were composed just before the begin

ning of the Christian era. This siitra emphasizes bodhisattva practices to 
bring about universal salvation. The Sukhavatil'yziha, composed in the 
second century, conceives a universal Buddha transcending the historical 
Buddha and directs its followers toward a devotional approach. The 
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SaddharmaputJ4arika, composed over a period between 50 and 150 A.D., 

also conceives a transcendental Buddha and enunciates the Ekayana 
(catholic) doctrine of universal salvation. The Vimalakirtinirdda, probably 
composed before the second century, demonstrates that the enlighten
ment of the laity is of a kind not unlike and possibly superior to that of 
monks. The Srimiiliidevisilphaniida, composed perhaps sometime after 
the Vimalakirtin'irdeJa, portrays the dignity of woman in pointing out the 
path to enlightenment. Some definitions might be in order at this point. 

A bodhisattva, in the Mahayana context, is one who willingly renounces 
the possibility of realizing self-enlightenment, id.entifies himself with the 
problems of the world of sentient beings, and improvises skill-in-means 
to alleviate the sufferings of others. Bodhisattva practices designed to 
alleviate the sufferings of others articulate an experiential approach. 
Ekayiina, an entity within the Mahayana tradition, means a universal 
vehicle which makes no distinction between man and woman, monks 

and laity, insofar as realizing enlightenment is concerned. As such, Maha
yana literature extensively employs such terms as kulaputra and kuladu
hitr, good sons and daughters, making no distinction whatsoever between 
monks and laity as it does in pre-Mahayana literature. Hence we can 
now see that Mahayana literature emphasizes universal salvation, con
ceives a transcendental Buddha, and articulates bodhisattva practices. It is 
devotional, directing its faith to a transcendental Buddha, and experi
ential, emphasizing practices directed to deal with the problems of the 
empirical world and the beings of that world in its approach to salva
tion. This is particularly so of the schools of Mahayana based upon the 
siltras mentioned above. 

The rise of Mahayana was evidently a gradual one, and despite specula
tion that many Mahayana schools were targets of persecution by the 
established schools, Hlnayana and Mahayana apparently co-existed for a 
considerable length of time in India, as Hsiian-tsang, for one, reports in 

his travel accounts. But most important to note here is the consistent 
impact of non-Buddhist thought in the course of the development of 
~uddhist thought and practice in India, particularly of Brahmanism and 
particularly in the course of the development of Mahayana, notwith-
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standing the fact that Buddhism originated as a reaction against Brah
manism. It is upon the historical background as we have just described 
that we will now examine the gradual development of Tantric Bud
dhism. 

3. Events Surrounding the Development of Tantric Buddhism 

Before we attempt to trace the history of the development of Tantric 
Buddhism in India, we might note here, as we have briefly noted be
fore, that tantric elements can be found in early Mahayana literature. 

The A$tasahasrikii-prajnapiiramitii-siitra, which is believed to contain the 
earliest of the literary layers of the prajnii literature and to have been 
composed some sixty years before the beginning of the Christian century, 
employs mantras; and NagaJjuna, who is believed to be the earliest of 
the Mahayana sastra writers and to have lived in about ISQ-250 A.D., 

cites mantras in many of his works, apparently following the tradition 
established by the prajna literature. Furthermore, Lokak~ema translated 
into Chinese the Pratyutpanna-samiidhi-siitra, an early and apparent tantric 
text which is no longer known to be extant in Sanskrit, in the second 
century. It is then obvious that, following a popular tradition, tantric 
elements, particularly the chanting of mantras and of visualizing deities, 
were accepted as supporting entities of meditational discipline, if not a 
fortu of meditation per se, by the early writers of Mahayana siitras and 
;tlslras, even prior to the systematization of Buddhist Tantrism. But we 
cannot overlook the apparent external influence in the development of 
Buddhisr Tantrism. 

In T 68, during the K~:il;la period, an epidemic spread throughout India 
which brought terror to the masses and possibly produced a favorable 
condition for the popular resurgence of incantational practices and magic. 
Tile K~at;ta:; originally came from central Asia, a shaman territory, where 
inc:an[ational practices and magic have had a great appeal, and Mahayana, 
With its catholic outlook, obviously demonstrated less resistance to in
corporating non-Buddhist ideas, practices and institutions than did the 
lllill'ly schools of Buddhism. As a matter of fact, it can be established that 
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the development of Mahayana during the K~aJ].a period was greatly en

hanced by incorporating tantric elements. 
In the early third century, the power of the K~:il].as in northern India 

and of the Andras in southern India declined, and for the next hundred 
years monarchs warred against one another. Written Chinese sources 

contain rich information for examining Indian Buddhism of this period. 
Dharmarak~a (ca. 230-308) and an Indian monk whom the Chinese 
refers to as Chu Lii-yen (mid-third century) and other Buddhists from 

northern India and central Asia translated Buddhist tantric texts into 

Chinese. Dharmarak~a (not to be confused with Dharmarak~a of the 
fourth-fifth century), variably known as Bodhisattva Yeiih-shih and 

Bodhisattva Tun-huang, was a native of Yiieh-shih whose parents even
tually settled in Tun-huang, though another account says that he was a 

native of Tun-huang and that his parents came from Yiieh-shih. At any 
rate, he traveled extensively throughout central Asia, introduced many 

Buddhist Sanskrit texts to China, lived in Ch' ang-an and Loyang, then 
the centers of Buddhist studies, and translated some 260 items of Bud

dhist Sanskrit texts into Chinese in those cities, among which were the 
Prajfiaparamita-, Saddharmapu~;~4arika-, Vimalakirtinirdda-, Sukhavatiz;yuha-, 
and other important Mahayana-sutras. He also translated Buddhist tantric 

texts, as for example, the Siigara-nagagaraja-siitra. Chih-ch'ien, a member 
of the nomadic Yiieh-shih tribe, who subsequently became a naturalized 
Chinese, translated some fifty-three Buddhist Sanskrit texts into Chinese, 

between 223 and 253, some of which were tantric texts, as for example, 

the Pu~pakuta-dhara~;~i-sutra, Amitamukha-guhyadhara-siitra, etc. Fo T'u
ch'eng (232-348), another monk from central Asia, was favorably re

ceived by the emperors of north China. He incorporated incantation, 
divination and magic, through which he spread the Dharma. The 

Dharma was also spread by the introduction of many dhara~;~i texts de

signed to cure toothaches, eye diseases, etc., as was in the case of Dhar
mak~ma of late fourth century. Many monks who came to China be
tween the late Han and early Six Dynastic periods spread the Dharma 
in these manners. Obviously, Tantric Buddhism exercised a significant 

influence in northern India and central Asia during the third and fourth 
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centuries as can be clearly seen reflected in the type of literature-Bud
dhist tantric literature-that was carried into China by Buddhist monks 
during this period. But what is most important to note here is that 
regardless of the early period of the composition of Buddhist tantric 
texts in India-as judged from extant Chinese records-these were not 
'pure' Buddhist tantric texts. Further examination of the socio-political 
situation of India is in order to see the gradual rise of Vajrayana, one of 
the systematized forms of Buddhist tantrism which employs 'pure' Bud
dhist tantric texts. 

Chandragupta I founded the Gupta Dynasty in 320 and his son Sam
dragupta (335-375) established a central government. The Gupta kings 
exercised power in northern India until about 470. The Gupta represented 
the period of Brahmanic renaissance. Brahmanism became the state reli
gion, the traditional caste system was observed, and civil law based on 
Brahmanic texts was re-established. Trade and commerce developed, 
Indian merchants traded with the Romans, Greeks, and Iranians, and 
Roman currency flowed into India in substantial amount. Buddhism 
of this period, more than ever before, utilized various forms of mantra 
designed to cure the sick, to accumulate wealth, to prevent misfortunes, 
to insure longevity, to bring about rain, and to realize a bountiful harvest. 
Tantric texts-which were designed to foster secular satisfaction-were 
most likely composed in significant number during this period. (Many 
of these texts are no longer extant in Sanskrit but ar.e preserved in the 
Chinese translation.) Gurus appeared and functioned as spiritual authori
ties. Buddhism, at least in its outward appearance, became increasingly 
difficult to distinguish from Braham:mi~m during the Gupta period. 

The Roman Empire fell in 475 and the flow of Roman currency to 
India-which had begun in the K~al}a period-came to an aburpt end. 
In addition, the Huns invaded northwest India in the late fifth century, 
destroying many Buddhist monasteries and stiipas. The Indian economy 
was seriously threatened because the Huns used a new kind of currency. 
The plight of this economy created social unrest and in all 1wnh~bili1)' 
further stimulated the development of magic. In the sixth century, 
Bodhiruci (not to be confused with the monk of the same name of south 
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Indian origin) and Buddha~anta, both of north Indian origin, escaping 

from the threatening Huns, came to China, carrying with them some 
Tantric Buddhist texts, though most of these texts had already been 

introduced by previous Buddhist missionaries from central Asia. 
In the early seventh century, the Haqa unified northern India. Hsiian

tsang (6oo- or 6o2-<i64) made his pilgrimage to India and returned in 

645. Among the many Buddhist texts he brought back were about ten 

Tantric Buddhist texts, some of which had previously been known in 
China. Indications are that tantrism became the major school of Bud

dhism in India immediately after Hsiian-tsang returned to China. In 
southern India, the Pallavas, who had come to power in the fourth cen
tury, exercised a dominant influence from the early sixth through mid

seventh centuries, but were defeated by the Cholas in about 750. The 

Pallavan converts to Tantric Buddhism sought refuge in Orissa. This 
period marked the decline of Tantric Buddhism in southern India and 

its rise in Orissa, where Vajrayana became popular. 
King Indrabhiiti (678-717)-who, incidentally, was the father ofPad

masaip.bhava, the prominent monk who entered Tibet in about 747 and 
who is the founder of the Tibetan rNin-ma-pa school-is the author of 

Jniinasiddhi, Kurukulliisiidharma, and other Buddhist texts. He is the al
leged founder of the Vajrayana school of Tantric Buddhism. The term 
'vajra' means 'diamond', though it also means 'thunderbolt', 'weapon', 

etc. Vajrayana means the 'indestructible vehicle'. It prescribed methods 

for attaining the indestructible body (vajra-kiiya) by realizing the nature 
of emptiness (sunyatii), and it incorporated the tantras then popular among 

the masses of the Bengal region and contributed much to developing 

unique Buddhist literature written in local vernacular, like the Apabh
ratf1sa. This unique collection of literature is called caryiigiti or dohii and 
was developed by the Sahajayana branch of Vajrayana. The Sahajayana 
attempted to realize the ultimate truth within one's own physical body 
(sahaja). (Vajra-kiiya was conceived within sahaja-kiiya.) Though this 

theory has a solid doctrinal basis, it nevertheless led to moral depravity 

in practice, as in the case of mahiisukha, the union of male and female 

energy-the former representing the seeker of truth and the latter truth 
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per se. But it is an open question whether moral decadence w~~ the result 

of tantrism or whether the type of tantrism which developed during this 
period reflected the moral decadence of its society. Even if the former is 

true, Vajrayana did manage to produce prominent and respectable phi

losophers, like Atisa (980-1052), who entered the kingdom of King 
'Khan-Ide of Tibet, upon invitation, and contributed much toward re
forming the Tibetan Sangha. It would be erroneous to simply associate 

Vajrayana per se with moral decadence. 
In the wake of anarchy which characterized northern India during the 

first half of the eight century, the Palas (possibly of non-Brahman and 

non-K~atriyan origin) emerged and expanded their empire throughout 
this area. Gopala (reigned ca. 765-770), the first Pala king, built water 
reservoirs, developed irrigation systems, and promoted agriculture. Tan

tric Buddhism entered Bengal from Orissa at about this time. Gopala 
became a Buddhist convert and he established a Buddhist academy, the 

Odantapuri. Dharmapala, the second king, established the Vikramasila 
University in the late eighth century. This was the center of Vajrayana 

studies to which monks from Tibet, Nepal, Srivijaya, and China came to 

study. In the ninth century, Devapala established the Somapuri University. 
It is a safe assumption that the Palas supported Buddhism as a reaction 
against their predecessors in northern India, the Brahmanic Cholas and 

Guptas, but the type of Buddhism which they supported was that which 

already manifested a heavy trace of Brahmanic influence. At any rate, 
Tantric Buddhism in Bengal received the support of the Pala kings until 
the early thirteenth century, a period which signaled the Moslem invasion 
of the Bengal region which essentially wiped out what remained of Bud

dhism. Fortunately, Mahayana was already introduced to East Asia, 

making possible its survival in that area and marking that area as a distinct 
Mahayana complex. 

4· The Tantric Transmission to East Asia 

Subhakarasirpha (637-735), Vajrabodhi (671-741), and Amoghavajra 
(705-774), a disciple of Vajrabodhi, carried with them a vast collection 
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of Buddhist tantric texts when they entered China. Subhakarasiqilia·en
tered China by the northern land route, from central Asia. Vajrabodhi 
and Amoghavajra entered China by the southern sea route, from South
east Asia. The routes they took are suggestive of the popularity of tan
trism in those areas at that time. Because tantrism incorporated astronomy 
(and astrology), phenology, music, art, and folklore as methods of pro
jecting its world view of a type which was apparently a product of syn
thesis of various world views representative of various cultural entities, 
the introduction of Tantric Buddhism contributed much to stimulating 
the growth of Chinese culture of a cosmopolitan dimension. 

Buddhism was already popular in Southeast Asia in the fifth century, 
as attested by the vividly portrayed travel accounts of Fa-hsien (340 ?-
420?). And it is very possible to assume that Buddhism had penetrated 
this area much eariler, as can be attested by the legendary accounts related 
to the transmission of the Dharma held to by the native of this area and 
through early Chinese historical records. The Chinese monk 1-ching 
(635-713), who studied in Nalanda for some ten years, continued to 
study Sanskrit in Palembang on the eastern coast of Sumatra on his way 
back to China, suggesting that Buddhist scholarship had already estab
lished deep roots in this area by the seventh century. In the first half of 
the ninth century, the Palas, under King Devapala, engaged in diplomatic 
relations with King Balaputradeva of the Sailendra Kingdom of Java. 
The Vajrayana tradition of Vikrama~ila was introduced to Java at this 
time, culminating in the world renowned Boroboudour, its architectonic 

ma~;~4ala. Jayavarman II of Java entered Cambodia in the early ninth 
century and became the king of the Chen-las. Angkor Tom, completed 

in the twelfth century, and Angkor Vat, completed in the early thirteenth 
century, are modeled upon Boroboudour. The Vajrayana impact on the 
development of culture in the Hindu-Buddhist countries of Southeast 
Asia is thus apparent. 

The two siltras-Mahavairocana and Tattvasart~graha-form the basis of 
the Japanese Tantric Buddhist tradition and were transmitted from 
China. The Mahiivairocana S17tra was introduced to China from India by 
Subhakarasil11ha, a monk of royal origin, who studied at Nalanda and 
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entered Ch'ang-an in 716. The Tattvasatpgraha Sutra was introduced to 
China by Vajrabodhi and Amoghavajra in 720, four years after Subha
karasiqilia had arrived in China. The Japanese monk, Saicho {767-805), 

the founder ofJapanese Tendai, studied under Shun-hsia, whose master, 
1-lin, studied the Mahiivairocana Sutra under Subhakarasiqilia. Kukai 
{774-835), the founder of Japanese Shingon, studied under Hui-ko, who 
in turn studied the Mahiivairocana tradition under Hsuan-ch' ao, a disciple 
of Subhakarasirpa, and the Tattvasatpgraha tradition directly under Amo
ghavajra. Thus the Buddhist tantric tradition in Japan is represented by 
two major schools, Tendai and Shingon. The Japanese tantric tradition 
incorporated within Tendai is called Taimitsu, while the Japanese tantric 
tradition represented by Shingon is called Tomitsu. Kukai' s Shingon 
{Tomitsu) represents a systematized doctrine based upon a synthesis of 
thoughts derived much from the Mahiivairocana Sutra and the Tattva
satpgraha Sutra. 

5. The Mahavairocana Siitra: Its Origin and Transmission 

This siltra probably was known in full as the Mahiivairocaniibhisatpbod
hivikurvitiidhi§!hiina-sutra. It is extant in the Chinese and Tibetan transla
tions. It is not known to be extant in Sanskrit. The Tibetans refer to this 
siitra as rNam-par sNam m]ad chen-po miilon-par rGogs-par Byan-chub-pa 
rNam-par sPrul-pa Byin-Gyis rLob-pa Sin-tu rGyas-pa mDo-sDei dBati-poi 
rGyar-po ~es-Bya-bai Chos-kyi riilam-Grans, according to the sNar-than 
edition, a probable translation from the Sanskrit Mahiivairocaniibhisatp
bodhivikurvitiidhi~thaniivaipulyasiltren-drariijaniimadharma paryiiya. The Ta-ji 
ching su {Commentary on the Mahiivairocana Sutra), composed by Sub
hakarasi~pha and the Chinese monk 1-hsing, calls it the Ta-kuang-po ching 
yin t' o-lo, a probable translation from the Sanskrit Mahiivaipulyasutrand
rariija. It is commonly known as the Ta-ji ching in Chinese and Dainichi
kyo in Japanese, that is, the Mahiivairocana-sutra. It is most popularly 
studied in Japan. Kukai called Mahavairocana the 'Dainichi joan henmyo-jo 
shokakuja shin pen kaji-kyo taishaku o', meaning the "King [who inter
preted] the siltra on the miraculous transformation of the power of the 
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One who has realized the supreme enlightenment and whose great light 

is omnipresent and [capable of] illuminating [all darkness]." Mahavairo
cana literally means 'the great light'. 

The Mahiivairocana Sutra is not mentioned in the following Chinese 

travel accounts: a) Fu-kuo chi (Record of the Buddha-land) written by 

Fa-hsien, who observed India and Southeast Asia for a ten year period, 

from the late fourth century through the early fifth century; b) Shih 
hsi-yu chi (Record of the Mission to the Western Region), written by 

Hui-shen, who was in India for three years in the early sixth century; 

and c) Hsi-yu chi (Record of the Western Region), written by Hsiian

tsang, who stayed in India for sixteen years in the first half of the seventh 

century. However, I-ching, who entered India in 671-some twenty-six 

years after Hsiian-tsang returned to China-and who remained there for 

the next twenty-five years, speaks of the Mahiivairocana Sutra in his Shi-yu 
ch'iu-Ja kao-seng chiian7 (The Biography of Eminent Monks Who Sought 

the Dharma in the Western Region). Furthermore, Wu-hsing, who 

arrived in India about the same time as I-ching, sent a copy of this siitra 

to China, and states in his letter that the teaching of the mantra is honored 

by many people.8 I-ching, speaking ofhimself, writes that though he has 

gone to Nalanda, "he has found the teaching of the mantra very dif

ficult."9 Ch'ang-min also arrived in India at about the same time as 

I-ching, and he writes in his Yu t' ien-clm chi (Record of Travel to India) 

that Vairocana is worshipped by many people in Vai§akha in central 

India.10 Judging from these accounts, it may be surmised that the Mahii
vairocana Sutra was composed sometime in mid-seventh century, that is, 

between Hsiian-tsang's return to China in 645 and I-ching's arrival in 

India in 671, as it is speculated by Toganoo Shoun.U 

Since the sutra makes reference to things like an ocean, salt and mer

chants, and describes the garment worn by the Buddha as a patta, an 

extremely light garment, and also describes great cities and many deities, 

it can be assumed that the composer of this sutra was knowledgeable of 

an ocean, lived in a tropical area, and was exposed to a variety of reli

gions of a cosmopolitan setting. Interestingly, among the fifty-six monks 

to whom I-ching refers to in his Shi-yu ch'tu-Ja kao-seng chiian, four are 
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iJ,·rrrifin.l as converts to tbe .. 'l.·bh'iv.1it(1l"~J1,l cu1t. A11 four monks bad 

made plans to go to the western coast of India, and two of them, Hsiian
chao and Tao-lin, went to Uita in the Kathiawar peninsula on the western 
coast of India. Furthermore, Bharukaccha, that is Broach, once the capi

tal of Lata, was an important port city which ships from Greece, Egypt, 
Persia and other countries of the Mediterranean frequented. Here mate

rial goods and ideas were exchanged and various religions of the world 
-like Jainism, Brahmanism Hinayana, Mahayana, and Zoroastrianism
co-existed. It was one of the port cities destroyed by the Arabs in the 
ninth century. Both Hsiian-tsang and 1-ching were familiar with this 
general area and identified Malava and Valabhi, the neighboring cities of 

Bharukaccha, as prosperous commercial sites and great academic centers 
of Buddhism. It is very probable that the wealth of this area contributed 
much to the development and the maintenance of the cave temples of 

Ajanta, Ellora and Nasik, sites found just southeast of this general area, 

and that Tantric Buddhism was very popular within this region as can 
be attested by the archeological remains found along the trade routes 
within this region. 

Since 1-ching says that the Mahiivairocana Sutra was studied at Nalanda, 
it can be assumed that the sutra was introduced to Nalanda by way of 

Uddiyana, following the established trade route of that time. It can also 
be assumed that Nalanda, at the time of I-ching, was one of the great 

centers of Tantric Buddhist studies, though the condition of tantric 

studies after his departure remains uncertain. Most likely, the Rajputs 
brought the once prosperous Tantric Buddhist center to an end. Sub

sequently, it is further assumed, the sutra was introduced to southern 

India. Whether the sutra was introduced to Ceylon or not is not, how
ever, clear. But a Chinese record indicates that at the time of the reign 

of Emperor Hsien-tsiing (8o5-82o) of T'ang, a Tantric Buddhist text 
called the Hsin-ti kuan ching (The Sutra on the Meditation upon the 

Original State of Mind) was presented to the court by the king of Cey
lon.12 Tantric Buddhism, in fact, was popular in Ceylon even before the 

ninth century, but because Ceylon was a stronghold of the Vibhajya
vadins, it is quite obvious that Tantric Buddhism did not exercise any 
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significant influence there for any length of time. 
With reference to its introduction to the northern region, a preface to 

the Mahavairocana Sutra (the Zokuzo version) says that this siltra was 
transmitted to Bolora in Kashmir.13 Toganoo cites a story from a com
mentary which mentions that Subhakarasiqilia instructed the king of 
Gandhara in worship of the Buddha based upon the Mahavairocana 
Sutra.14 Though this story may be mere legend, it is possible that the 
siitra was introduced to northwest India, Karakorum and Khotan, from 
Bolora, to give rise to such a legend. 

According to 1-ching's account, Wu-hsing, whom 1-ching had met in 
India (and, incidentally, the only known Chinese who had studied under 
Dharmakirti, the renowned Indian logician), attempted to carry the 
Sanskrit manuscript of the Mahavairocana Sutra to China on his way back. 
Wu-hsing unfortunately died in northern India in 674, but the manu
script was nevertheless carried to China by one of his disciples. The 
siitra was then translated into Chinese by Subhakarasiqilia and his dis
ciple 1-hsing (683-727) in 725. They used the Sanskrit manuscript which 
had been carried into China by Wu-hsing's disciple. 

Many studies on the Mahavairocana Sutra are available in Chinese and 
Japanese, but very few in Tibetan and none yet discovered in Sanskrit. 
Yamada Ryiijo speculates that the system of direct transmission of the 
Mahavairocana tradition, from master to disciple-a system extensively 
observed among the tantric traditions-might have been abruptly termi
nated because of political reasons in some countries, such as in Tibet, 
but since the Chinese and Japanese tantric tradition, based upon the 
Mahavairocana Sutra, allowed for textual study as well as direct trans
mission, the Mahavairocana tradition survived in these two countries, 
regardless of whether the system of direct transmission was terminated 
or not.16 

6. The TattvasaiJ'Igraha Siitra: Its Origin and Transmission 

The Tattvasa~pgraha Sutra, known in full as the Sarvatathagata-tatwa
sa~pgraha-mahayanabhisamaya-mahakalpa-raja-sutra, is retained in the Chi-
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nese Tripitaka in three versions: the first translated by Vajrabodhi into 
four chuan, the second by Amoghavajra into three, and the third by 
Danapala {late tenth century} into thirty. The Tattvasarpgraha Sutra is a 
part of a Tantric Buddhist text which Matsunaga refers to as the Va
jrostJisa Sutra, 18 a collection of texts consisting of sermons delivered by 
the Buddha at eighteen assemblies and organized into roo,ooo verses. 
The Chinese holds that Amoghavajra obtained the entire collection from 
King Silamega (733-772) of Ceylon and died after translating the Shih
pa-hui chih-kuei (The Outline of the Eighteen Assemblies). Sections of 
this outline, but not the contents of all eighteen assemblies, are retained 
in the Chinese Tripitaka. What is commonly referred to as the Tattva
sarpgraha Sutra in the Shingon tradition, actually refers to the contents of 
the first assembly. 

The Tattvasarpgraha Sutra describes a realm of enlightenment in terms 
of the fivefold Buddha assembly and the practices to realize that realm 
in terms of the five stages of meditation. But the fivefold Buddha as
sembly first appears in the Pu-k'ung chuan-so ching, probably known in 
Sanskrit as the Amoghapafa-siltra, which Bodhiruci (of South Indian 
origin} brought to Loyang in 693, or which found its way into China 
by some other means, even before that time. The fivefold Buddha as
sembly is also described in the previously mentioned sutra, the Hsin-ti 
kuan ching. 

Because the Amoghapiisa forms the model for the Tattvasrpgraha-as 
can be clearly seen upon examining the doctrinal contents of these two 
sutras-we can assume that the Tattvasarpgraha was composed after the 

composition of the Amoghapa!a; furthermore, the fact that the Amo
ghapiiSa makes frequent reference to the Mahiivairocana (but not to the 
Tattvasarpgraha) is suggestive that the Mahiivairocana was composed prior 
to the Amoghapiisa. In other words, among the three satras under con
sideration, the order of their composition may be as follows: Mahii
vairocana, AmoghapiiSa, and Tattvasarpgraha. But this theory must be held 
as a tentative one, because another account holds that the AmoghapiiSa 
was translated into Chinese by Jfianagupta Qate 6th century to early 7th 
century} before 6oo, a date preceding the probable date of composition 
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of the Mahiivairocana. What is relatively certain, however, is that the 

composition of the Mahiivairocana preceded the composition of the 

Tattvasal?lgraha. 
Since Vajrabodhi studied in southern India and introduced the Tattva

Sal?lgraha to China in 720, it can be concluded with some degree of cer

tainty that this siitra was popular in southern India in the early eighth 

century, and that it was subsequently intoduced to Orissa, then to west

em India, and subsequently to China and Tibet. This speculation general

ly corresponds to a Chinese account recorded in the Chin-kang-ting ching 
i-chueh, Vajrabodhi's commentary on the· Tattvasal?lgraha and recorded 

by Amoghavajra, that the Tattvasal?lgraha is of southern Indian origin, 

and that it became popular throughout India in the eighth century. But 

it must be added here that the Chin-kang-ting ching i-chiieh is of dubious 

authorship. It is not recorded either in the K' ai-yiian or Chen-yiian 

catalogues. 

7· Conclusion 

Though details surrounding the origin and the Indian transmission of 

the two basic Shingon siitras-Mahiivairocana and Tattvasarttgraha-do 
not go beyond speculation, we may tentatively conclude that the Mahii

vairocana was composed somewhere in the Kathiawar peninsula in mid

seventh century and was subsequently transmitted to various regions of 

India, and that the Tattvasal?lgraha was composed shortly after the com

position of the Mahiivairocana, perhaps in early eighth century, some

where in southern India. What is certain is that these two siitras were 

transmitted to China in the eighth century and that, regardless of the 

degree of popularity they enjoyed in India and China, they became the 

two basic canonical sources of Japanese Shingon. We do not know for 

certain whether the doctrines of these two siitras were integrated and 

contributed to the development of a distinct system of Buddhist tantric 

thought in India, as they did in Japan. They probably did not, notwith

standing the fact that they were known and were popularized in various 
regions of the Indian sub-continent at one time or another. And, not-
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withstanding the fact that these two "pure" Buddhist tantric texts-the 
Mahiivairocana Siitra and the Tattvasaf!lgraha Siitra-were transmitted to 
China from India, and notwithstanding the fact that two great "pure" 
Buddhist tantric masters of India-Subhakarasiqilia and Vajrabodhi
came to and resided in China for some time, Tantric Buddhism based 
upon the tradition of these sutras and masters failed to establish deep 
roots in China and to sustain the interest of the Chinese, as it did in 
Japan. In other words, granting the fact that Shingon is largely based 
upon texts of Indian composition and that its tradition was transmitted 
to Japan from China, the formulation of Shingon doctrine, the sys
tematization of Shingon as a distinct religious order, and the identifica
tion of Shingon as a distinct entity of Mahayana are attributed to the 
creative efforts of Kiikai. 

Some basic historical issues, however, still remain unresolved. Matsu
naga claims that "pure" Buddhist Tantric texts developed after the eighth 
century in India, while Toganoo speculates that the Mahiivairocana Siitra, 
a "pure" Buddhist tantric text, was composed in mid-seventh century. 

On speculating the date of the composition of the Mahiivairocana Sutra, 
I have more-or-less followed Toganoo's line of reasoning. But both 
Matsunaga and Toganoo entertain the view that Vajrayana, which has 
had considerable impact on the formulation of Shingon, developed in 
eighth century India, a view extensively entertained by most Indologists 
and Buddhologists today. But what remains puzzling is the evolution of 
the terms 'Vajrayana' and 'Mantrayana', terms obviously indicating 
schools or sub-schools of Indian Buddhist tantrism and which appear 
extensively in the Mahiivairocana Siitra and the Tattvasaf!lgraha Siitra, as 
well as in other Buddhist tantric literature. We do not know for certain 
which came first. Furthermore, was there in fact a school called Bud
dhist Tantrayana in the same vein that we refer to and distinguish the 
major schools of Buddhist thought, such as Hinayana and Mahayana, 

and Triyiina and Ekayiina? Clarification of these matters must wait for 
further investigation by the Buddhologists. 





Chapter Two: 

THE SHINGON SYSTEM OF DOCTRINAL 
EVALUATION AND CLASSIFICATION 

1. The System of Doctrinal Evaluation as a Spiritual Biographical 

Testimony 

Shingon, or Shingon Mikkyo in full, is the abbreviation of Shingon
darani, the Japanese rendition of mantra and dhiira7Ji. Mantra in the Shingon 
context means a formula into which the teachings of the Buddha are 

distilled. It does not refer to "words in praise of gods," as the term means 

in the Vedic literature. Dhiira7Ji is another word for mantra. But whereas 
mantra represents the ultimate distillation of truth expressed in a simple 
syllable, dhiira7Ji is a description of truth in a simple verse. 

Shingon, in the Sino-Japanese characters, literally means 'true word'. 

It refers to Mantrayana, the Mantra School. Mikkyo literally means the 
'secret teaching'. It is a term used in contrast to Kengyo, the 'revealed 

teaching.' Mikkyo and Kengyo are important terms in the history of the 

development of Japanese Buddhist thought. Mikkyo specifically refers to 
the teaching of the secret (unrevealed) Buddha, who is Dharmakiiya 
Mahavairocana. (The meaning of the term Dharmakiiya Mahavairocana 
will be discussed in detail in Chapter III-2, Mahavairocana). Kengyo 
refers to the teachings of Sakyamuni, the historical (revealed) Buddha, 
who was enlightened through his insights into Dharamakiiya. Shingon 

Mikkyo therefore means the secret teaching of the mantra school sys
tematized by Kiikai (774-835), who is posthumously known as Kobo 

Daishi. 
Shingon Mikkyo is a school of Buddhism systematized in Japan and 

is dedicated to support the principles which Kiikai conceived. It is the 
Japanese version ofTantric Buddhism based on the Mahayana philosophy 

of Madhyamika and Y ogacara. It interprets these philosophical tenets 
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through symbolic and iconographic representations and extensively em
ploys the tantric practices of mantras, mudriis, and yogic meditation. 
Its purpose is to actualize the integration of man with Mahavairocana. 
Though Kiikai makes reference to a variety of Buddhist literature re
presenting a wide range of schools of thought, his ideas are fundamentally 
based upon two sutras and two !iistras. These are the Mahavairocana and 
Tattvasa~pgraha Sutras, and the Bodhidtta Siistra and the Commentary on 
the Awakening of Mahayana Faith. The last two are alleged to have been 
composed by the tantric master Nagarjuna. Kiikai's major compositions 
are the Ben kenmitsu nikyo-ron (Discourse on Mikkyo and Kengyo), Juju 
shin-ron (Ten Stages of Mental Development), HizO-hoyaku (Jewel Key 
to the Secret Store}, and the Sokushin jobutsu-gi (Buddhahood Realized 
in the Present Body). 

Ben kenmitsu nikyO-ron distinguishes between Mikkyo and Kengyo, Juju 
shin-r~n and its abridged version Hizo-hoyaku synthesize various schools 
of thought within the context of Shingon Mikkyo, and Sokushin jobutsu
gi articulates the theory of'instant Buddhahood'. Ben kenmitsu nikyo-ron, 
Juju shin-ron and Hizo-hoyaku represent Kiikai's system of doctrinal 
evaluation and classification. This system is ahistorical. It is based on a 
doctrinal value judgement. Kiikai's particular system of doctrinal clas
sification is based upon a Chinese model. The historical circumstances 
which contributed to the development of the Chinese system of doctrinal 
classification now needs to be examined. 

Buddhist thought in India evolved in a rational sequence, from the 
primitive to the analytic and sp!!culative Abhidharma, to the synthetic 
and experiential Mahayana, to the symbolic Tantric Buddhism. Buddhist 
literature was introduced to China at a time when the Chinese had al
ready realized a sophisticated form of civilization with distinct, native 
thought and institutions already developed; it came in several waves at 
various historical periods, and in a manner which did not correspond 
to the pattern of development of Indian Buddhist thought. Furthermore, 
the development of schools of Chinese Buddhism was affected by estab
lished political powers. That is, Confucianism, supported at time by 
Taoism, or vice-versa, represented native thought, molded socio-political 
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thought and stimulated xenophobia among the tradition-oriented in
tellectuals, a great number of whom represented the state bureaucracy. 
The socio-political circumstances under which Buddhism was introduced 
to and domesticated in China, contributed to the development of the 
'chiao-pan' Qap. kyoso hanjaku, or kyO-han) system of doctrinal evaluation 
and classification. This system was designed to show that a doctrine which 
had developed in China was in no way inferior to that which had been 
developed in India .. The criteria for evaluating the superiority of a school 
was rationality in synthesizing several schools of thought and practice 
demonstrating this rationale. The purpose of the Chinese system of 
doctrinal evaluation and classification was in developing Ekayiina, the 
universal vehicle, which synthesized various schools of thought based 
upon this rationale. 

Though the system of doctrinal evaluation and classification is ahis
torical, it represents a biographical testimony of one in pursuit of truth. 
It selects doctrines and ideas regardless of historical development, based 
upon a specific theme which its author conceives to be the ideal principle 
(Dharma) and from which other schools of thought are critically ex
amined and incorporated as a method to realize the Dharma; it distin
guishes the method-upiiya (skillful means)-from the ultimate truth 
(Dharma); and it systematizes schools of thought based upon that 
Dharma. In other words, the system requires not only an arbitrary 
evaluation and classification of schools of thought but also a perceptive 
understanding of those schools, the selection and interpretation of Bud
dhist literature appropriate to solving the problems faced by its author, 
and a root text or texts to synthesize schools of thought. 

The Shingon system of doctrinal evaluation and classification follows 
the Chinese chiao-pan tradition and claims that the teachings of the 
historical Buddha are designed to reveal the supreme truth through 
skillful means. The supreme truth of Shingon is represented by the 
secret Buddha, Dharmakiiya Mahavairocana, while all other teachings 
are conceived as methods to realize the realm of DharmakJya Maha
vairocana. The Ben kenmitsu nikyO-ron identifies the teaching of Dharma
kiiya Mahavairocana as Mikkyo, and all other teachings as Ke11gyiJ. The 
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Hizo-hoyaku describes ten schools of thought. It recognizes the 'seecl' of 
Mahavairocana in each school and emphasizes that the means (to realize 

Buddhahood) and the end (i.e., the realization of Buddhahood) are not 

distinct and apart, the premise being that the goal is inherent in the 
means. The theory of Buddhahood inherent in the present body, as 

articulated in the Sokushin jobutsu-gi, is based upon this premise. Let us 
now trace the development of thought as Kiikai himself has experienced 
it, for Shingon, like many other schools of Buddhism, was founded as 

a way to solve the paradox of human existence as experienced by its 
founder. The Hizo-hoyaku begins in verse as follows: 

Unknowable, unknowable 

It is completely unknowable, 
About the Buddha and the non-Buddhists 

There are millions of scrolls; 

Dark, dark, it is very dark, 
Of the way that is spoken there are many paths. 

What is left 

When the copying and chanting of scriptures stop? 
No one knows, no one knows 

And I too do not know, 

Though they consider and speculate 
Even the wise do not know.1 

It further says: 

Life is that which man did not desire and death is that which all 
men abhor. However, life continues to revolve around the six des

tinies and in death we sink into the path of delusion. Even our par
ents, who gave us birth, do not know the origins of birth. And 
we, who have received life, do not know where death leads to. 2 

Faced with the futility of knowledge and the uncertainty oflife, Kiikai 
attempted to seek the existential nature of man. But he realized that 

what is sought is ultimately empty and that there is essentially nothing 

to be grasped, because life is not based upon a first cause nor a first prin-
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ciple. He therefore says: 

There is nothing that is not created by conditions. But that which 
is created by conditions must be based upon a definite cause-the 

creator of conditions. Upon contemplating on the creator of con
ditions, we realize that the creator is also created by conditions. 
What then is the source of the conditions which created the creator? 
We then come to realize that an 'original state' is devoid of a creator

essence. One who has realized this original state knows the true 

nature of sel£ Knowing the true nature of self is the wisdom of all 
wisdoms.3 

Kiikai negated the Brahmanic concept of creation because, according 
to the principle of conditional causation (pratrtya-samutpiida), a creator 
too is subject to the law of origination and extinction. Thus, if a creator 

is subject to extinction, he is no longer a creator. 'Wisdom of all wis
doms' denotes the 'original state of mind' (pure mind), unpolluted by 

acquired knowledge. It is acquired knowledge which fragments the 

world into fixed conceptual categories, establishes the dichotomy (such 
as the creator and the created), and conceives conceptual categories as 

entities of true reality. Kiikai called the moment of this realization the 
state of awakening (citta-utpanna) or the state of revival (iiSviisa). 

Kiikai considered insight into the emptiness of all things to be the 

key to ultimate liberation from ignorance. Emptiness is the doctrinal 
basis of the Madhyamika school (see Sanron, this chapter). The moment 
one realizes insight into emptiness is referred to as awakening. It corre

sponds to the Yogacara notion of pariivrtti, literally a revolution or trans
formation. In that revolution the mind turns round completely and sees 

the world from an entirely different perspective (see Hosso, this chapter). 
The new world unfolded is termed Dharmadhiitu, the world of empti

ness. 

Insight into Dharmadhiitu requires an understanding of Madhyamika. 

The Miidhyamaka-kiirikii says, 

What is dependent co-arising we call emptiness; 
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This serves as a designation 
And is the same as the middle path.4 

Madhyamika posits two levels of truth, the 'supreme' (insight into 
emptiness) and the 'conventional' (insight into co-arising). Co-arising 
means that the elements of existence are contingent on one another in 
producing a given phenomenon, that a phenomenon is essentially a prod
uct of conditional causation. These two levels-the supreme and the 
conventional-are not irreconcilable: co-arising is possible because of 
emptiness, for without the emptiness of an essence in a given pheno
menon, change, which characterizes phenomena, is impossible; and 
emptiness, on the other hand, is realized only through co-arising, that 
is in the realm of conceptual discrimination (abhuta-parikalpa) itself, in 
the realm of the constantly changing phenomena. Co-arising is the 
visual sign indicative of change which emptiness brings about. In this 
context then, the supreme does not denote absolute void, nor does the 
conventional denote a fixed state of existence. What the karika attempts 
to reveal is the notion that nothing can be produced without the ele
ments of existence-the elements of co-arising-which are in themselves 
empty of a self-sustaining essence (svabhava), that the absence of an es
sence in these elements makes co-arising possible. 

The understanding of the correlationship between the supreme and 
the conventional is the 'middle', a principle which the popular Heart 
Sutra describes as "form is emptiness and that very emptiness is form." 
The middle synthesizes the two extreme views as one organic entity. 
The term Dharmadhatu must now be redefined. Dharmadhatu, literally 
the 'world of the Dharma', is the embodiment of the middle. Though 
the term Dharma literally means 'that which one holds to be the truth' 
and generally refers to a given law or a principle, in Mahayana, it spe
cifically refers to the middle path principle. Dharmadhatu refers to a 
world governed by the principle of the middle path, a principle devoid 
of the extremes. In Shingon, Dharmadhatu refers to the world of Maha
vairocana. Mahavairocana is the creator of Dharmadhatu. (But the Shin
gon creator is emptiness, the source of co-arising. It is entirely different 
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from the Brahmanic concept of the creator.) 
Dharmadhiittl is an object of philosophical investigation inasmuch as 

emptiness is related to ontological issues, but it provides itself with a 
source of practice inasmuch as it is related to the world of 'emptiness
performing' (Janyatiiyiim prayojanam), the application of the insight into 
emptiness in the world of conventional reality, which Shingon requires 
as the progressive conditions to developing insight. This means that the 
conceptual understanding of emptiness has no validity whatsoever. It 

has validity only when that type of understanding is capable of im
plementing itself in the world of conventional reality. Implementation 
is the realm which reveals the perftct understanding of a given concept. 
Perfect understanding of emptiness is the practice of emptiness in the 
realm of the conventional. This correlation between theory and practice 
is important in Shingon, because Shingon is essentially a system of ex
periential philosophy: the doctrine provides the rational basis for bodhi

sattva practices and bodhisattva practices constitute the demonstration of 
the perfect understanding of that rationale. Shingon refers to the former 
as wisdom (prajiiii), the latter compassion (karut;.~ii), one being contingent 
upon the other. 

A question inevitably arises. Why must insight into emptiness be 
translated into practice? More specifically, why must wisdom be trans
lated into compassion? Mahayana conceives emptiness as the supreme 
truth-the realm of non-discrimination, of pure consciousness-but su
preme truth is theoretical truth. Practice verifies this theoretical truth. 
The ethical application of the correlationship between the supreme and 
the conventional is apparent: self-enlightenment (insight into empti
ness) is contingent on enlightening others (insight into co-arising), since 
an insight into emptiness is an insight into the individual's intense aware
ness ofhis own contingency. Thus Mahayana contends that the enlighten
ment of self is the practice to enlighten others. There is no self-enlighten
ment without the enlightenment of others. The doctrine of emptiness 
provides the rational basis for the theory of universal enlightenment and 
the middle path principle clears away all forms of dichotomy and enables 
one to realize a world into which the opposites are completely dissolved 
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and re-identified as the ever-changing entities of the unchanging organic 
whole-Dharmadhiitu. 

Through the meditational insight into Dharmadhiitu, like a flash of 

lightning coming out of the vast reaches of space, Ktikai suddenly found 
himself in the instant eternity into which the past, present and future 

are dissolved, his consciousness expanding infinitely and encompassing 
all things within it. He realized Dharmadhatu, the world of Dharmakiiya 
Mahavairocana. He realized that he, the microcosm of Dharmakiiya 
Mahavairocana, is the Eternal Buddha. The purpose of the Shingon 
system of doctrinal evaluation and classification is to describe the de

velopment of the dimensions of the human consciousness, ultimately 
leading to the cosmic consciousness of Dharmakiiya Mahavairocana. 

The Hizi5-hoyaku explains the development of the human conscious

ness in ten stages-from the world of hells to the world of the Buddha
each stage inherent with the essence of Mahavairocana. Hizo literally 
means the 'secret store'. It specifically refers to the doctrinal contents of 
the Mahiivairocana and Tattvasaf!tgraha Siitras. Hoyaku literally means the 

'jewel key' and points to that which enables the opening of the secret 
store. Specifically, the 'secret store' is the ideal realm to be known, the 

jewel key' is the practice to realize that realm. The purpose of the Hizo
hoyaku is to reveal the development of the human consciousness and to 
ultimately unveil the 'true self', which is identified as bodhicitta, the 

enlightened mind. The stages described in the Hizo-hoyaku are outlined 
below in verses: 

1) The Stage of the Goat Foolishly Transmigrating in the Six 
Destinies: 

The worldling, madly intoxicated, does not realize his own 
error; 
He is aware only of his appetites, 
Just like a goat. 

2) The Stage of the Child Ignorantly Obsessed with Moral Pre

cepts: 
Only because of circumstances, does he suddenly think of 
moderation; 
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Charity bursts forth in his heart, 
Like a seed encountering the proper conditions. 

3) The Stage of a Child Fearing Nothing: 
A non-Buddhist, expecting rebirth in heaven, earns a short
lived peace; 
Like a child or a calf, 
Who depends upon its mother. 

4) The Stage of One Affirming Only Elements and Negating the 
Self: 

Understanding only the reality of dhannas and rejecting the 
self; 
This description thoroughly contains the teaching of the goat 
cart. 

5) The Stage of One Removing Karmic Seeds: 
Understand the chain of causation and remove the seeds of 
ignorance; 
Eliminating karmic seeds, he attains the fruit in silence. 

6) The Stage of the Mahayana Adherent Who is Concerned about 
Others: 

He becomes aware of all beings-this is the initial awakening 
ofhis great compassion; 
He achieves insight into the nature of his mind through con
templating the errors of mental images, 
By realizing mind-onlyness, his sense-objects are severed. 

7) The Stage of One Who Realizes Non-arising: 
He uses the eight negations to stop meaningless argument, 
and contemplates emptiness in one instant; 
The mind is then still and markless and is at peace. 

8) The Stage of One Realizing the Universal Path of Truth: 
Because his mind is beyond dichotomy and is originally pure, 
he harmonizes the subject and object; 
knowing this nature of mind, he is called Vairocana. 

9) The Stage of One Realizing the Absence of any Essence within 
Ultimate Truth: · 

Water has no self-nature-waves are created only when water 
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meets wind; 
Dharmadhiitu cannot be the Ultimate: having been warned 
one should immediately forge ahead. 

10) The Stage of One Glorifying the Secret School: 
Revealed teachings dispel delusion, Shingon lays open the 
storehouse of the enlightened mind; 
The secret jewel is now displayed, and the merit of all things 
is instantly realized. 

These ten stages will be briefly examined. 

2. The Ten Stages: The Dimensions of Encompassing 

Pre-humanistic: Th~: Hizo-hoyaku claims that the pre-humanistic ve
hicles stimulate appetite and sex and produce errors. These errors increase 
impure karmic seeds (action-potentials), and the accumulation of these 
seeds forces one to transmigrate within the six destinies (gati). The six 
destinies are the worlds of hells, hungry-beings, beasts, fighting-beings, 
men, and gods. The theory of the six destinies is probably pre-Buddhist. 
It is based upon the notion of karma, a belief that one's present action 
shapes one's future life. Transmigration (or rebirth) takes place within 
these six destinies. The Buddhist notion of liberation (vimolqa) is intended 
to transcend the realm of the six destinies (gatis) by eliminating karmic 
seeds. Because sentient beings possess many kinds of karmic seeds and 
dwell in a variety of stations and sub-stations within the six destinies, 
the Buddha, who is the compassionate one, improvises skillful means to 
save them. The stages described below are what Kiikai conceived as the 
means. 

Humanistic: This second stage deals with Confucian ethics and moral 
principles. The three principles-loyalty, filial piety, and obedience
which bind the relationship between the ruler and the ruled, parent and 
child, and husband and wife, respectively, and the five virtues-benevo
lence, justice, propriety, wisdom and fidelity-are emphasized. Men now 
begin to exercise moderation. But Kiikai calls this the stage of the igno
rant child because the existential nature of man cannot be realized simply 
by observing established precepts and codified moral principles. 
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The World of Gods: This third stage deals with belief in supernatural 
beings, such as the gods of Brahmanism and Taoism. Interestingly, Kiikai 
placed religious pietism above Confucianism, whose social ethics were 
the established principles of the age, probably because he had been 
frustrated by the Confucian scholarship in which he had been trained. 
Interesting also is the fact that Brahmanic, Taoist and Shinto elements 
are found in abundance in Shingon, though Kiikai refers to this stage as 
that of the fearless child because Buddhism precludes belief in a super
natural being. 

Sriivaka: This fourth stage deals with the first of the Buddhist stages. 
A !riivaka, literally a "hearer," meaning more precisely, a direct disciple 
of the Buddha (though later the term takes on the meaning of one 
who adhers to the tenets of early Buddhism, not the tenets of Mahayana), 
is one who seeks the path of his own liberation. The path of liberation is 
most succinctly dealt with in the Abhidharmakosa. Abhidharma is a com
pound meaning the "store" or "container" (kola) of "things related or 
directed to (abhi) the Dharma." Dharma here refers to the four truths 
and nirviitta. The four truths are: life is painful, pain has its origin, the 
origin of pain must be eliminated, and there is a path to eliminate the 
origin of pain. Nirvii!J.a, literally, "blowing out," means liberation from 
the elements which produce the pain of life (i.e. 'blowing out' human 
passions). The Abhidharmakosa deals with three major themes: the rela
tionship between man and his world, which is described in terms of 
elemental force-factors (technically called dharmas); karmic transmigra
tion, which is explained in terms of manifested (vijfiapti) and unmani
fested or latent (avijiiapti) karma; and liberation which is brought about 
by eliminating misleading views and misleading thoughts. Let us now 
discuss these three themes. 

In dealing with the relationship between man and his world, the text 
enumerates seventy-fiYe dharmas5 {not to be confused with Dharma, 
which is a general nomenclature for 'truth', 'law', or 'principle'), which 

are classified into fiye general categories: a) the conditioned (which is 
without form or function, such as space), and the conditioned, which 
consists of b) mind, c) form, d) mentals, and e) mind dissociated. Here 
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we shall deal only with the conditioned dharmas. The mind refers to the 

accumulating agent of various experiences; form to the sense organs 
(eyes, ears, nose, tongue and body) and their respective sense fields 
(sight, sound, smell, taste and touch); mentals here means mental at

tributes (e.g. hate and greed, love and greedlessness, etc., the former 
group representing the wholesome dharmas and the latter the unwhole
some); and mind dissociated are things neither of the mind nor of form 
but nevertheless things which have bearing upon the quality of the mind 

(such as the state of trance). Most significant, with reference to the five 
categories, is the interrelations~ between the mind and the mentals, 
because the arising of mentals (e.g. hate) simply refers to the mind 

cognizing its object (the hated) through the sense organs (e.g. the eyes). 
But what, in fact, enables the mentals to arise and to disintegrate? It is 

karma. 

Karma specifically refers to an action-influenced either by whole
some or unwholesome dharmas-and the subsequent arising of a con
sequence. The Abhidharmakosa explains the causes and results of an action 
in terms of manifested and unmanifested karma. The text claims that 

an impulse is manifested by or translated into either word-action or body

action, but the completion of a given action does not by any means mean 
the termination of the original impulse. When an impulse is manifested, 
a latent energy (or habit) of that impulse is deposited in the mind. As 
such, an impulse has the potential of being manifested in the future. For 

example, a killing-impulse does not disintegrate with the completion of 

the killing-act. The very act of killing in tum deposits the killing-seeds 
(the killing-potential) in the mind. The impulse-action-impulse feed
back is what is commonly referred to as karma. Karma runs in an eternal 

cycle. Because it runs in cycle, it is referred to as karmic transmigration. 
The Abhidharmakosa holds that a sentient being transmigrates in the six 
destinies due to his own karma. 

Man's liberation therefore is contingent upon freeing himself from 

this karmic cyclic force, a force which constantly contaminates his mind 
arid brings about delusion. The contaminating elements are called klda
dharmas. Klesas are of two general types: misleading views, which are 
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misconceptions of phenomenal matters arising from a lack of proper 
reasoning power; and misleading thoughts, which are misconceptions of 
phenomenal matters derived from and rooted in the six senses. {For a 
complete list on misleading views and misleading thoughts, see p. ns-r 
and -2.) Here it suffices to say that both refer to such kldas as greed, hate 
and delusion. Misleading views refer to greed, hate and delusion which are 
acquired, and misleading thoughts refer to the same which are innate. 
The Abhidharmakosa maintains that misleading views can be eliminated 
by developing insights into the four truths through the practice of 
meditation, but that misleading thoughts can be eliminated only through 
the extinction of both mind and body because they are innate, that is, 
they are rooted in the six senses. For example, hate of the misleading 
view type can be eliminated if one comes to realize the causes and con
ditions which brought about that type of a mental, if he makes a rational 
effort to understand those causes and conditions, and if he eliminates 
those causes and conditions. But hate of a misleading thought type 
requires the complete extinction of the very elements which constitute 
existence-body and mind. The Abhidharmakosa further maintains that 
though misleading views are acquired, they are more powerful than 
misleading thoughts, and that though misleading thoughts are innate, 
they are less powerful than misleading views. But misleading views are 
easier to get rid of than misleading thoughts. Based upon misleading 
views and misleading thoughts, the Abhidharmakosa conceives two types 
of nirviif;U1, incomplete and complete. The former is a type of nirviil}a 
which has eliminated misleading views, but not misleading thoughts; 
the latter is a type of nirviit;~a that has eliminated both misleading views 
and misleading thoughts. 

In sum then, the Abhidharmakosa explains existence in terms of karmic 
cycle, which is conditioned by misleading views and misleading thoughts. 
In the context of that text, existence then essentially means karma, and 
liberation essentially means severance from karma. Insight into the four 
truths (which forms the theoretical basis for the development of the 
Abhidharma tradition of analyzing self into dharmas) is the initial step 
toward liberation. A Jravaka therefore negates the reality of self (because 
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it is essentially an aggregate of dhamus) and affirms the reality of dharmas 
(which shape and condition the self). But complete liberation, in the 
context of the Abhidharmakosa, means the extinction of both mind and 

body, as we have already established, because both mind and body are 

the accumulator and the repository of unwholesome dharmas. Thus the 

Hizo-hoyaku describes the sriivaka vehicle symbolically as the 'goat cart' 
and conceives it as a lesser vehicle than a 'cow cart'. A 'cow cart' sym

bolizes a bodhisattva vehicle. A bodhisattva vehicle is conceived as superior 

because a bodhisattva seeks his enlightenment in the acts of enlightening 

others, by facing the realities of worldly problems, not retreating from 
them, the premise being that the kle5as of the world are the very mate
rials of enlightenment, that without kle5as there is no enlightenment, 
that without them there is nothing to be enlightened. 

Pratyeka-buddha: The fifth stage presents the pratyeka-buddha, a loner 
without a master, pursuing his method of self-liberation. He eliminates 
the source of karma by gaining insights into the law of cause and effect 

(hetu-pratyaya). As previously mentioned, Buddhism precludes the 
notion of a first principle, a first cause. Its theory of causation therefore 

is cyclic. The earliest theory consists of a three-phase-cycle: delusion 

(klda)-action (karma)-pain (dubkha), as described below: 

So, if one eliminates delusion, he eliminates action shaped by delusion; 

if he eliminates the delusion-shaped action, he eliminates the pain of 

life. A pratyeka-buddha, however, contemplates on the twelve-phase
cycle causation theory, which is an elaboration of the three-phase-cycle 
theory, as presented below: 
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The Twelve-phase-causation Theory 

delu~~~~ action p~in 
/ ,• ---------- --c.-- -. ~---~--:-~·:·:· -·. -.. : ... ~.. - -. ', 

I. bli~d- 2. imp~i~~ 3· conscious- s:·~~aving 10. b~ing II. b~rth 
ness ness 9· grasping 12. old age 

4· name-form and death 
5· six senses 
6. touch 
7· feelings 

r) Blindness means ignorance, the basis of all delusions, imbedded 

with the false notion of the reality of self, the notion of clinging to the 

self; 2) impulse arises from blindness; 3) consciousness here refers to a 

wide range in the span of development of consciousness, beginning from 
4) name-form, the embryonic state of the five aggregates (form, feelings, 
perceptions, impulses, and consciousness which produce designations-, 

"name" and "form"), and which develops into 5) the six senses at the 

time of birth, followed by the development of 6) the touch-sensation, 
and finally 7) feelings. Feelings stimulate 8) craving, and craving causes 

9) grasping, both of which shape future ro) being, which is inherent 
with the element of blindness, and thus begins the cycle of n) birth 
and 12) old age and death. We can now see that the twelve-phase-cycle 

causation theory actually consists of two rounds of the delusion-action

pain cycle: blindness (delusion), impulse (action), and consciousness 
(pain) which is inclusive of name-form, six senses, thouch and feelings; 

and craving-grasping (delusion), being (action) and birth, old age and 
death (pain). 

Regardless of the method conceived, we can now see that both a 
sriivaka and a pratyeka-buddha aim to realize self-liberation by eliminating 

their own kle!as. The stage of an arhat is the ultimate that a sriivaka and 
a pratyeka-buddha attempt to realize. Arhat means one with supreme 

worldly wisdom. He is considered supreme because he has eliminated 

misleading views. An arhat is also defined as one worthy of receiving 

the offerings of others. He is considered worthy because he exemplifies 
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enlightenment of a kind that a laity is thought incapable of realizing. 

Mahayana conceives an arhat to represent Hinayana. It criticizes Hinayana 
because Hinayana conceives two types of nirviiiJa, complete and incom

plete. It is this notion-the two types of nirViiiJa leading to two types of 
world-which led to proposing a form of liberation that is highly un
realistic, completely divorced from empirical reality, that is "blowing 
out" human passions; to setting up a 'distance' between man and the 

Buddha and thereby distinguishing between the enlightenment of man 

and that of the Buddha; and to upholding the supremacy of the arhat
that is, holding that an arhat exemplifies enlightenment, that the laity 
simply represent the supporting entity of the arhat monastic institution

and not providing the laity the possibility of enlightenment within their 
present life. 

The notion of two types of nirviitJa, though treated in Abhidharma 
literature but by rule not in Mahayana literature, is not representative of 

the original teachings of Sakyamuni, since there is no mentioning of 

them in pre-Abhidharma literature, such as in the Sutta-nipiita, which 
most vividly describes the life and the sayings of the historical Buddha 
in a very positive manner. Though this text honors the ways of the 

monks, it does not speak of two types of nirviitJa. It says, for example: 

Just as we attempt to control a snake's poison from spreading 
throughout our body, a monk controls his anger from spreading 
throughout his body; just like a snake abandons his old skin, a monk 
abandons [the notions of] "this" world and "that" world.6 

The Abhidharma masters conceived two types of nirviiiJa probably out 

of sheer respect for Sakyamuni and for the arhats: one, complete, re
served only for Sakyamuni; the other, incomplete, for the arhats. The 

supposition underlying the two types of nirviiiJa is that the state of en
lightenment realized by the historical Buddha cannot be realized by man 

during his life, that what can be realized during his life is a type of 
nirvii1Ja reserved only for the professional, the monk, and even at that 

the highest a monk can expect to realize within his life is the state of 

arhat. The laity was expected to be guided by the monks, to lead a 
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wholesome secular life, to dedicate themselves to supporting the monks, 
and to aspire for better rebirth in the future. However, notwithstanding 

Mahayana criticism, the notion of nirvatJa, as entertained by the sravakas 
and pratyeka-buddhas-that is, "blowing out" human passions-seems 

more faithful to what the etymology of that term suggests. Hence, in 
referring to enlightenment, Mahayana generally employs the term 
"bodhi" (which actually means enlightenment and from which the term 
"buddha," the enlightened one, is derived) rather than "nirvatJa," prob

ably because the latter smells of a state of extinction, a state of retreat 
and withdrawal, and probably also because the term "bodhi," more so 
than "nirvatJa," offers a closer relation between the Buddha (who was a 

sentient being) and man (who is the seeker of "bodhi"), etymologically 
speaking. Even when Mahayana does employ the term 'nirvatJa', in the 

context of its own doctrine, the term does not mean the 'extinction' of 

body and mind. It generally refers to a state of tranquility and quiescence. 
But more often than not, it is spoken of with reference to the theory 

of the identity of nirvatJa and smpsara (i.e. the realm of transmigration 
within the six destinies), a theory which claims that sarrtsJra is the very 

material and the only available material to mankind to realize enlighten
ment, that enlightenment cannot be realized without sarrtsJra. It is the 
theory of the identity of nirvaiJa and sarrtsara, based upon the doctrine of 

emptiness and co-arising as we shall subsequently see (under Sanron, 
this Chapter), which led to the development of the theory of universal 

Buddhahood. 
But here we must exercise a degree of caution. Even though many 

pre-Mahayana schools, for example the Sarvastivada, presupposed that 

Buddhahood is a term exclusively reserved to describe the enlighten
ment of Sakyamuni, the Mahasamghika, for example, also representing 

a pre-Mahayana school, did acknowledge the universal nature of Bud
dhahood. Nevertheless, it is a safe assumption to say that the mainstream 
of so-called Hinayana did make distinction between the enlightenment 

of the Buddha and that of man, between nirvaiJa and sarrtsara, and defined 
nirvatJa as a state in which human passions were "blown out." Be as it 

may, here we are not necessarily concerned with etymological problems 
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or with the problems of doctrinal distinction among pre-Mahayana 
schools. We are concerned with the problem related to actual human 
existence as experienced by K iibi. for it is to this very problem that the 
HizO-hoyaku addresses itsel£ The HizO-hoyaku claims that the Abhid
harma tradition of analyzing existence in terms of dharmas-though 
profoundly it may be meta-physically-is speculative, contributes to 
de-centralizing the human personality, and does not in fact offer en
lighrcn men~ for all beings. Kii.kai was intc:rc:~t('C'I in discovering a Dharma 
which portrays the human personality positively and dynamically, a type 
of personality capable of merging with the cosmic Buddha and of be
coming the absolute master of the universe. It is through this kind of a 
Dharma that he attempted to establish the basis of human creativity 
and the ultimate dignity of all mankind. We shall now investigate the 
first of the Mahayana stages. 

Rosso: This is the sixth stage. Rosso, derived from the Chinese 
Fa-hsiang, is the Chinese version of Y ogacira. Y ogacara means the prac
tice of meditation. But Y ogacira developed into many sub-schools. 
Rosso is based upon Dharmapala's (sixth century) Vijniiptimiitratii-siddhi, 
translated by Hsiian-tsang in 659, though it is assumed that the transla
tion contains many ideas ofHsiian-tsang and Kuei-chi (632-682), Hsiian
tsang's disciple, and on its commentary composed by Kuei-chi. Here 
we shall simply discuss two major ideas representative of Rosso: un
conditioned compassion, which is compassion without discrimination, a 
theme articulated by all Mahayana schools; and mind-onlyness, a theme 

unique to Rosso which has had far reaching implications in the develop
ment oflater Mahayana. These two ideas are co-related. 

Compassion, a virtue certainly not absent in Hinayana, means sen
sitivity to human suffering, but in the Mahayana context, it also means 
a positive concern for the enlightenment of all beings. Enlightenment 
means the perfect cognition of truth. The purpose of Rosso meditation 
is to realize perfect cognition by turning {pariivrtti) the mind from 
discrimination (vikalpa) to non-discrimination (nirvikalpa). Discrimina
tion means fragmenting the world, based upon an arbitrary value con
cept; non-discrimination means unconditioned concern for all beings. 
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That which discriminates or does not discriminate is the mind. The 

purpose of Hoss6 meditation then is to eliminate discrimination and cul
tivate non-discrimination. 

Hoss6 follows the Abhidharma tradition of enumerating dharmas. It 
identifies one hundred dharmas 7 and classifies them into five categories, 
of which the mind is the most important. The mind consists of eight 
levels of consciousness: I} eye-, 2) ear-, 3) nose-, 4) tongue-, 5) body-, 
6) mano-, 7) manas, and 8} iilaya-vijiiiinas. 'Vijiiiina' means consciousness. 
Etymologically, it is derived from 'vi', "to discriminate"; 'jiiii', the root 
meaning "cognition"; and 'na', "function." Vijiiiina means cognition by 
discrimination. The first five consciousnesses are the perceptualizing 
elements; mano-vijiiiina conceptualizes the perceived; manas measures, 
calculates, discriminates and thereby renders a value judgement on the 
conceptualized (manas is the ego); iilaya is the source of discrimination 
(which gives rise to the ego). But iilaya is not an absolute. Though it is 
the source of discrimination, it is actually the storehouse of the potentials 
(viisanii-bija, the perfuming seeds) cultivated by the manas. In other 
words, the manas-iilaya relationship is cyclical, following the traditional 
karmic theory, that is, the perfuming seeds deposited in the iilaya shape 
the manas, while the manas, when it measures, calculated and discriminates 
the conceptualized, deposits its potentials in the iilaya. This simply means 
that unwholesome thought produces unwholesome action and unwhole
some action in turn produces unwholesome thought. The function of 
the eight levels of consciousness is outlined below: 

I} eye-vijiiiinaJ 
2) ear-viji'iiina 
3) nose-vijiiiina first five vijtiiinas--instruments of perception 
4) tongue-vijiiiina 
5) body-vijiiiina 
6) tttano-vijtiiina--sense center instrument of conception 
7) manas thought center --instrument_ of discrimination 
8) iilaya-vijfiiitla--consciousness-store--source of discrimination 

To realize perfect cognition requires the transformation of iilaya, the 
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source of discrimination, into iidar!a-jfiiina. Adar!a literally means 'mirror'. 
Jfiiina, a term used in contradistinction to vijfiiina, means wisdom. Adar!a
jfiiina refers to 'pure mind', a mind clear enough to reflect the world 
without distortion. When the iilaya is p~d, manas is purified; when 
the manas is purified, the first six vijfiiinas are purified. Specifically, manas, 
whose function was to discriminate, is transformed into samatii-jfiiina, 
the non-discriminating knowledge; mano-vijfiiina, whose function was to 
conceptualize, is transformed into pratyavelqat;~ii-jfiiina, the insight into 
the particular; and the first five vijfiiinas, whose function was to per

ceptualize, are transformed into krtyan~qthiina-jfiiina, perfect practice. 
'Non-discriminating knowledge' means cognizing the world just as it 

is, without fragmenting it into arbitrary conceptual categ01;ies. 'Insight 
into the particular' means cognizing the parts as necessary entities of the 
whole {for there is nothing wrong with discriminating things provided 
that discrimination is free of bias). 'Perfect practice' means involvement 
in worldly issues and improvising methods to enlighten others. Perfect 
practice has the capability of doing this because it is liberated from the 
preconditioned notion of bias-discrimination. It is unconditioned. The 
transformation of vijfiiinas to jfiiinas is outlined below: 

Vijfiiinas Jfiiinas 
iilaya - iidar!a 
manas - samatii 
mano - pratyavekiatJii 

first five - krtyiinu~thiina 

}fiiina Attributes 
mirror-mind (i.e. pure mind) 
non-discrimination 
insight to deal with the particulars of 
the world 
knowledge of putting that insight into 
practice 

Thus transformation does not mean changing the world but rather 
changing the way of cognizing it, from discrimination to non-discrimina
tion. The mind is capable of developing these two dimensions of cog
nition because it in itself is relative: it is a product of co-arising, it is not 
absolute. Hence Rosso claims that the external world is but a mental 
construction. The world of non-discrimination is the world of great 
compassion. 
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Sanron: This is the seventh stage. Sanron, derived from the Chinese 

Sanlun, is the Chinese version of Madhyamika. The term means the 

Three Treatise School. The three refer to Nagarjuna's Miidhyamaka
kiirikii, his Dviidasamukha-siistra and Aryadeva' s Sata-siistra. Aryadeva 

was a disciple of Nagarjuna. Among the three, the Miidhyamaka-kiirikii 
is most important. Its opening verse states: 

I pay homage to the Buddha, the most supreme among the teachers, 
who has taught that [the nature of] co-arising, 

[which is] 
neither origination nor extinction, 
neither permanence nor impermanence, 
neither unity nor diversity, 
neither coming nor going, 

extinguishes meaningless arguments [prapaika]. 8 

The series of negation, commonly referred to as the eight negations, 

is an exercise in circumscribing emptiness. That is, emptiness, circum
scribed through the eight negations, brings about co-arising, and through 
co-arising one 'sees' emptiness. Co-arising is indeed emptiness and empti

ness is co-arising. The complete awareness and understanding of this 

type of cognitive dimension constitutes insight into the middle path 

(madhyamZi pratipad), which extinguishes meaningless arguments. The 

middle consists of: 

the middle of the two extremes; 
the middle which has eliminated the extremes; 
the absolute middle, which has eliminated the very notion of 
the middle as an antithesis of the extremes; and 
the conventional middle. 

Though Madhyamika employs a system of negative dialecticism to ar

ticulate its middle path doctrine, it is not a school of nihilism (sunyaviida). 
It affirms empirical reality as the conventional middle. Nor is it a school 

of no thesis for its thesis is the middle. 
The kiirikii elaborates on the middle. Chapter 24, verse 18, states: 

What is dependent co-arising we term emptiness, 
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This serves as a designation 
And is the same as the middle path. 9 

The verse reveals the middle path principle by positing two levels of 
thought: the realm of emptiness, which is called the 'supreme'; and the 
realm of co-arising, which is called the 'conventional'. The kiirikii holds 

that co-arising is possible because of emptiness, that what co-arises, due 
to emptiness, is the visual sign of emptiness, and that insight into the 
organic relationship between the supreme and the conventional is the 
middle. The supreme and the conventional are the two aspects of reality. 
Insight into this kind of reality enables one to transcend dichotomies. 
The middle path doctrine articulates the principle of non-duality. It 
provids the basis for the theory of the identity of nirviit:ta and sal'f1siira. 

Though Sanron literally refers to the Three Treatises, it nevertheless 
relies heavily on the Prajiiiipiiramitii. It is from this literature that Sanron 
masters derive much of their thought and practice and attempt to resolve 
the perennial and paradoxical issue of the relationship between the subject 
and the object, the whole and the part, being and non-being, enlighten

ment and non-enlightenment, man and the Buddha. They see this relation
ship not as the opposite but the relative-one supplementing the other, the 
raison-d' etre of one contingent on the raison-etre of the other-of an organic 
whole, the Dharmadhiitu. But in the Chinese development of Madhya
mika, what needs to be noted is the strong articulation on empirical 
practice, rather than on the mere apprehension of the noetic aspect of 
wisdom (prajiiii). Hence, to the Sanron masters, enlightenment is not 
the goal. Practice is the goal, for practice is enlightenment. Practice is 
designed to realize one's inherent Buddha-nature. Based upon the theory 
of the non-duality of man and the Buddha, it presupposes that Buddha
nature is inherent. (Buddha-nature is the 'middle' expressed in soterio
logical terms.) It is the agent of integration between the seeming oppo
site, enlightenment and non-enlightenment, man and the Buddha. Bud
dha-nature is inherent and universal, but practice-the confrontation 
with the problems of empirical realities brought about through dis
cursive thoughts and the means improvised to resolve those problems-
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is necessary to be aware of one's own Buddha-nature. Thus, enlighten

ment is realized because of non-enlightenment. Non-enlightenment is 
the material for enlightenment. Without non-enlightenment, there is no 

enlightenment. 

Sanron, employing Madhyamika dialecticism and deriving much of 

its thought and practice from the prajfiii literature, frrrnly established the 
doctrinal foundation for the domestication of Chinese schools of Bud

dhism, which articulate practice and which has had the greatest impact 
on the development of Japanese Buddhism. Japanese Sanron is an exten
sion of Chinese Sanlun. Kiikai was initially a Sanron student. Sanron 

conceives emptiness as one great dynamic organism-space-com
passing all things. Hence the Hizo-hoyaku says, 

The Great Space, boundless and silent, encompasses ten thousand 
images in its life-force; the Great Sea:, deep and still, embraces 
thousand elements in its single drop. The all-embracing-one is the 
mother of all things. Emptiness is the source of conventional reality. 
Conventional reality is not real existence but it exists conventionally. 
Emptiness is not nothingness for it exists non-abidingly. 

Because form is no different from emptiness, it produces phenomena 
and eternally abides as emptiness; because emptiness is no different 
from form, it brings phenomena into extinction and eternally abides 
as form. Form is emptiness and that very emptiness is form. All 
dharmas are so likewise. What is there that is not ? 

The water and the waves are inseparable, the gold and its marks 
are indistinguishable. Nothing is identical nor is anything different. 
This is the essence of the two truths, the middle. Realize the nature 

. of emptiness without grasping it; and through the eight negations, 
transcend meaningless arguments.10 

We shall now see the great impact that Sanron has had on the de
velopment of other schools of Mahayana developed in China. 

Tendai: The eighth stage deals with Tendai, a Chinese school (T'ien
t' ai) which synthesizes all schools of Buddhism within the context of the 
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Lotus Ekayana. Tendai provides instructions for meditation upon tathatii, 
the embodiment of emptiness and co-arising, the ultimate reality, in 

order to transcend the subject-object split (e.g. the knower and the 
known). It also emphasizes universal enlightenment. 

Tendai follows the Madhyamika line of thought (the middle), but it 
claims that any of the three levels of thought (emptiness, co-arising, 

middle) reveals the truth. That is, there is no co-arising without empti
ness, co-arising is the state which reveals the nature of emptiness; co

arising is emptiness, emptiness is co-arising, and the organic relationship 

between the two-form is emptiness and emptiness is form-is the mid

dle; the three aspects of truth can be seen in any one aspect and in any 
one aspect can be seen the three aspects. Tendai calls this the 'three-in
one' meditation (isshin sangan). But Tendai articulates another form of 

meditation more strongly, the 'three thousand worlds implicit in one 

instant thought' (ichinen sanzen). Three thousand worlds refer to the 
attributes of tathatii. This concept is analyzed under three categories: 1) 
ten stations of being, the model of which is derived from the Avatat[lsaka 
Siitra; 2) ten aspects of tathatii, the model of which is derived from the 

Lotus Siitra; and 3) three worlds, the model of which is derived from the 
T a chih-tu fun. 

1ne ten stations of being are: 
1) hells 

2) hungry-beings 

3) beasts 
4) fighting-beings 

5) men 
6) gods 

7) Sriivaka 
8) I7atyeka-buddha 
9) Bodhisattva 

w) Buddha 

The first six are the stages within the six destinies, the following two, 
the §ravaka and pratyeka-buddha, represent Hinayana, and the last two 
are Mahayana. Tendai presupposes that one station is inherent in any 
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other station, so there are actually one hundred stations (ten times ten 
equals one hundred). 

The ten aspects of tathatii are: 
I) marks (external appearance) 
2) nature (internal quality of what appears externally) 
3) substance (the combination of marks and nature)11 

4) potentiality (latent attributes) 
5) function (the manifestation oflatent attributes) 
6) primary cause 
7) secondary cause (the conditions which promote causes) 
8) effect 
9) retribution (the effect of the previous effect) 

10) all complete (the sum total of the nine aspects of tathatii) 
The ten aspects are implicit in each of the one hundred stations of being, 
thus producing the number one thousand. 

The three worlds are: I) sentient beings, 2) the physical environment 
which all sentient beings are dependent upon for their existence, and 3) 
the five aggregates (i.e. form, feelings, perceptions, impulses, and con
sciousness), the elements which condition the world view of all sentient 
beings (and which are also the karma-producing elements). 

The Tendai world description consists of one hundred stations of 
beings, the ten aspects of tathatii which pervade the one hundred stations, 
which in turn are conditioned by the three worlds, thus producing 
three thousand worlds. But Tendai claims that these are not worlds 
distinct and apart from the mind. At any given instant, all three thousand 
worlds, or perhaps more, are implicit within one's mind. The mind 
conditions the world it cognizes. Tendai therefore claims that tathatii 
pervades from the lower realm of hell to the higher realm of the Bud
dha, that all these realms are of the mind. There is no sentient being 
without a Buddha-nature. (By implication, it also means that there is 
no sentient being without a hell-nature, though later, Tendai, under 
the influence of the Awakening of Mahiiyiina Faith, articulates the theory 
of the inherent enlightenment of all beings.) Tendai is an existential 
philosophy-one's own beingness being contingent upon the state of 
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beingness of others. Since this is the case, there can be no self-enlighten

ment without the enlightenment of others. 
The 'three-in-one' is designed to develop insight into how a thing 

comes into being-by co-arising; the 'three thousand world implicit in 

one instant thought' is designed to develop insight into how a thing 
exists at a given instant-co-dependently. Both articulate existential 
awareness based upon Sanron. 

Kegon: The ninth stage deals with Kegon, a Chinese school (Hua
yen) which synthesizes all types of Buddhist world view within the con

text of Kegon Ekaylina, which is the Kegon concept of Dharmadhiitu. 
Keg on conceives four types of world: 

I) The phenomenal, the world of co-arising; 

2) The principle underlying phenomena, the world of emptiness; 

3) The harmony between phenomena and principle, the world of 
the synthesis of the two; and, 

4) The harmony between phenomena, the world of the syntheiss 
among the co-arising. 

The last is most important because it represents the Kegon Dharmadhiitu. 
This is a world in which all forms of dichotomy (e.g., being and non

being) are completely dissolved and a new dimension (the co-arising) 
unfolds itself, thus creating a dynamic cosmic harmony. It is from this 

dimension that Kegon sees and affirms the empirical world. Kegon de

scribes that type of world in terms of the ten principles of causation, 
which are: 

1) The co-arising of all elements at the same time to complete 

the whole. The whole is tathatii. 
2) The complete blending of the 'one' (whole) and the 'many' 

(parts). For example, individual lights focused upon a stage 
create one immense light, the 'one' and the 'many' not obstruc
ting each other, but instead supplementing one another. 

3) The 'one' and the 'many' implicit in each other. In reference 

to the above example, each light retains its own identity as 
well as the essence of the light-totality focused upon the stage. 

4) The co-identity of the 'one' and the 'many'. This implies that 
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neither is possible without the other, such as in the case of the 
'one' and the 'many' being implicit in each other. Each sup

plements the other and thereby establishes its own identity. 

5) The revealed and the unrevealed. Again the two are co-related, 
the 'one' being unable to exist without the other, as for ex

ample, the relationship between a seed and a sprout. The sprout 
reveals itself because of the seed, but the seed cannot exist with

out the sprout bearing fruit and finally producing the seed. 
Another illustration is a coin. Its two sides represent the re

vealed and the unrevealed. 

6) The blending of all parts. This is the sum total of parts, each 
retaining its own identity and at the same time comprising the 

whole. 
7) Indra's net, supposedly a net with jewels fastened at every 

intersection created by a knot, each jewel co-reflecting the 

images of another. This is a metaphorical description of the 
principles of the 'one' and the 'many' implicit in one another, 

and the co-identity of the 'one' and the 'many'. 

8) The principles of co-identity and mutual penetration perceived 
through phenomenal reality. Co-identity means relativeness, 
such as in the case of the coin, where its two sides supplement 

one another. Mutual penetration is the Kegon term for co
arising and the blending of all elements. The two principles 

sum up all other principles. But it is through phenomenal 
realities that insight into these two principles is realized. 

9) All time periods implicit within the one. The past, present, and 
future, and all subdivisions of the three time periods, are im
plicit in the immediate present, since the past is but a present 

reflection and the future a present anticipation. 

w) Harmony between the primary and secondary causes. A seed 
is a primary cause of a fruit, while the earth, sun and moisture 

are the secondary elements. Harmony between the primary 

and the secondary is the condition which produces a desired 
end. 
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Kegon Dharmadhiitu refers to the world of harmony among pheno
mena. It refers to the empirical world within which all forms of diversity 
are unified. The unifying principle is emptiness. V airocana, the Kegon 
Buddha, is a symbolic representation of the Kegon world of perfect 
harmony, which in tum is the Kegon concept of ultimate reality. But 
Shingon claims that the Kegon Dharmadhiitu is not the ultimate, be
cause Kegon only points to that world. It does not reveal that world. 

Shingon: The tenth and the final stage is Shingon. The previous 
stages revealed the Kengyo doctrines. This stage reveals the Mikkyo 
doctrine. The Mikkyo doctrine reveals the world of Mahavairocaua. 

Let us now briefly review the contents of the ten stages before de
scribing Shingon. The ten stages represent the path which Kiikai trod 
in his pursuit of truth. He rejected a type of life which was dictated by 
uncontrolled passion {the first stage); a life which was regulated by 
ethical systems, which were arbitrarily and externally imposed upon 
men, though such a life does tame men to control passion {the second 
stage); and a life in which one sees the worlds of gods, which were sim
ply created by the minds of men who vainly aspired to heavenly paradise, 
though such a life does bring about a temporary relief from human 
anxiety {the third stage). He then probed into the worlds of the 5riivakas 
{the fourth stage) and pratyeka-buddhas {the fifth stage), who had 
developed a sophisticated system of analytical philosophy-which sim
ply contributed to decentralize a personality and failed to cultivate a 
type of wisdom capable of gaining insights into the world of the mid
dle. The middle synthesized all forms of dichotomy and revealed the 
organic world of Dharmadhiitu into which all opposites were dissolved 
and re-identified as entities of the whole. It was this type of world in 
which he saw the final liberation of mankind. In dealing with Mahayana, 
therefore, Kiikai first discusses Hosso (the sixth stages)-a logical order 
of sequence inasmuch as karma remained the single outstanding issue 
throughout early Buddhism. But karma is completdy absorbed into the 
stream of emptiness in Sanron {the seventh stage) and is re-identified as 
Buddha-nature. From Sanron, Kiikai plunges himsdf into the world of 
Ekayiina Tendai {the eighth stage), ever mindful of the existential sig-
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nificance of Mahayana. Thus the Tendai world of tathata, encompassing 

all beings from those in hell to the buddhas, eventually evolves into the 
Kegon Dharmadhatu (the ninth stage), the ground from which Kiikai 

finally leaps into the world of Dharmakaya Mahavairocana. Shingon is a 
school of Mahayana which attempts to reveal the world of Dharmakaya 
Mahavairocana. 



Chapter Three: 

SHINGON DOCTRINAL CONCEPTS 

r. The Three Enlightened-Body Theory 

An understanding of the three enlightened-body theory is a pre
requisite to the understanding of Shingon doctrine. This theory con
ceives the Buddha-body (Buddhakaya) from three distinct points of view: 
Dharmakaya, Saf!lbhogakaya, and nirmaiJakaya. A description of these three 
bodies first requires a definition of the term 'Buddha'. 

The term Buddha (derived from budh+ta) refers to one who has 
attained enlightenment, that is, bodhi (derived from budh+i). The terms 
Buddha and bodhi are derived from the same etymological root. Buddha 
specifically refers to the one who possesses wisdom (prajiia) and exercises 
compassion (karuiJa). But here we must note that initially the term Bud
dha was a title reserved only for Sakyamuni, the historical Buddha (as 
was in the case of the Sarvastivada and many other but not all early 
splinter schools). It eventually came to be understood as the ideal image 
of mankind-in Mahayana-a concept which transcended the historical 
Sakyamuni and established enlightenment as a universal property. But 
the tw~the historical Buddha Sakyamuni and universal enlighten
ment-are not unrelated. Sakyamuni became enlightened because he 
gained insight into the Dharma, that is, the truth concerning the nature 
of existence, which Buddhism defines as ever-changing (anitya), absent 
of a self-sustaining essence (anatman), and conditionally caused (pratitya
samutpada). Thus, though Sakyamuni died as a historical personality, 
the Dharma is eternal and universal. There are therefore two general 
categories of the enlightened-body: enlightenment per se, which is the 
Dharma; and the historical personality, such as Sakyamuni, who was 
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enlightened through his insight into the Dharma. Technically, the former 
is referred to as Dharmakiiya and the latter nirmii~;~akiiya. 

In the history of the development of Buddhist literature, the two 
enlightened-body theory appears in early siitras, including early Maha
yana siltras-such as the Prajiiiipiiramitii and the Saddharmapu~;~4arika-in 
which the two bodies are identified as Dharmakiiya and riipakiiya, the 
former referring to a transcendental body and the latter referring to a 
physical body. Nagao Gadjin says, 

Until the time of the Prajiiiipiiramitii Siitra and the time of Nagarjuna, 
who developed the Madhyamika philosophy based on the siitra, 
only the twofold body of Dharma-body and Physical-body was 
conceived as a theory of the Buddha's body. It was in the philosophy 
of the Yogacara school {or the Vijnana-vada school) represented by 
Asailga and Vasubandhu that the two-body theory developed until 
it was consummated into a three body theory.1 

The development from the two to the three enlightened-body theory 
follows a logical sequence: the necessity for establishing an intermediary 
agent between Dharmakiiya and nirmii~;~akiiya-an agent which must be 
inherent with the qualities of Dharmakiiya and nirmii~;~akiiya but in itself 
is neither Dharmakiiya nor nirmii~;~akiiya-in order to provide a logical 
justification in explaining the organic relationship between Dharmakiiya 
and nirmii~;~akiiya. This intermediary agent is sa~pbhogakiiya, literally a 
'rewarded-body', that is one who is 'rewarded' with the fruits of en
lightenment as the result of having perfected bodhisattva practices. 
Sa~pbhogakiiya is the instrument through which the historical man realizes 
Dharmakiiya, it is symbolic of the perfection of bodhisattva practices, and 
it is the instrument through which the Dharma penetrates the world 
of sentient beings. It is different from Dharmakiiya in that it is not the 
Dharma per se-the truth in theoretical abstraction; it is different from 
nirmii~;~akiiya in that it is not a historically manifested body of truth-the 
truth conneived in the body of, say, Sakyamuni. Specifically, sa~pbho
gakiiya is the means through which the historical man understands 
Dharmakiiya, just like a mathematical symbol is a means to understand 
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a given principle but is not the principle per se. As such, like Dharmakiiya 
and unlike nirmiit~iikiiya, sa111bhogakiiya is eternal and indestructible, and 
unlike Dharmakiiya and like nirmiit~akiiya, sa111bhogakiiya is capable of 
communication with sentient beings. Sa111bhogakiiya therefore is central 
to the understanding of the organic relationship between the two en
lightened-bodies. It functions as a 'bridge' between Dharmakiiya and 
nirmiit~akiiya. 

As Nagao has rightly pointed out, it is in Yogacara that we see the 
three enlightened-body theory systematized, that is, the rational basis 
of this theory is found in the Y ogacara transformation (pariivrtti} theory. 
Yogadi.ra presupposes a transformation-from a deluded mind to a 
non-deluded mind. The logical basis for this transformation is the middle 
path principle, the principle of dependent origination. This means that 
the mind is not an absolute entity. It is a repository of various elements 
by which it is conditioned, and the manner in which it is conditioned 
conditions the manner in which it cognizes the world, as, for example, 
a colored glass, ... vhich conditions the world which one cognizes. As such, 

transformation is possible, that is, the mind is capable of either cognizing 
the world of delusion or the world of non-delusion. But transformation, 
in the Y ogacara context, specifically refers to transforming a deluded 
mind to a non-deluded mind through meditation. Specifically, this 
meditation requires insight into what is technically referred to as the 
three svabhiiva theory, a theory which explains the manner in which 
one cognizes the world-the nature of existence-from three different 
dimensions: 

a) discriminating nature (parikalpita-svabhiiva), that is cognizing the 
world by fragmenting it into conceptual categories based on an arbi
trarily established value judgment; 

b) relative nature (paratantra-svabhiiva), that is cognizing that the ele
ments of existence are empty of an eternal and absolute substance and 
thereby cognizing the world of dependent origination; and 

c) true nature (parini~panna-svabhiiva), that is cognizing the world of 
emptiness, i.e., gaining insight into Dharma per se. 

The three axioms upon which the Yogacara world-view is based pre-
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suppose, first of all, two diversified views-the Dharm;t per se and the 
empirical world. The former is what Madhyamika refers to as the 
'supreme' truth and the latter the 'conventional' truth. The human mind 

is capable of cognizing either dimension, since the mind is not an ab
solute entity but whose cognitive function is pre-conditioned by karma. 
Thus, the mind is capable of transformation: it can 'ascend', so to speak, 
to the level of 'supreme' truth, or it can 'descend' to the level of 'con
ventional' truth. The true nature of the mind is that it is 'rdative', in 
that it is a conditioned product, not an absolute, unchanging, fixed 
product. As ~ud1, transformation takes place at the dimension of pra
tantra-svabhava-within the context of the alaya. Alaya is paratantra
svabhava. 

The three enlightened-body theory is based upon the Y ogacara trans
formation theory, but whereas the former deals with the nature of the 
enlightened-bodies on a soteriological level, the latter deals with the 
nature of cognition on an epistemological level. Both, however, deal 
with the matter of transformation, with the intermediary-whether 
sa111bhogakaya or paratantra-svabhava-as the focal point of the three 
axioms. Both are intended to enable liberation, the former through the 
understanding of the nature of sa111bhogakaya, and the latter through the 
understanding of the nature of cognition. 

We have examined the three-enlightened-body theory and briefly 
compared it to the Yogacara transformation theory as a means to provide 
a logical explanation of the former. But the three enlightened-body 
theory, as explained above, is a Mahayana property. Shingon interpreta
tion is somewhat different. It is this difference that we must examine to 
understand the presuppositions underlying Shingon doctrine and prac
tice. We shall first examine the Shingon concept of Mahavairocana. 

2. Mahavairocana 

Buddhism had its beginning in the enlightenment of Sakyamuni, A 
doctrine not based upon his personality therefore can be presumed to 
be outside the teaching of Buddhism. But the enlightened-body of Shin-
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gon is not Sakyamuni. It is Mahavairocana. Yet Shingon identifies itself 
as Mahayana. This apparent contradiction is resolved by investigating 
the content of Sakyamuni's enlightenment. Though he was born and 
died as an historical personality, he became a Buddha through his insight 
into the Dharma. Shingon therefore claims that Sakyamuni is nirmiitaakiiya, 
and Mahavairocana, the Dharma per se, is Dharmakiiya. The modifier 
'Dharmakiiya' therefore precedes the term Mahavairocana, i.e., Dharmakiiya 
Mahavairocana. Here we must note that though the term Dharmakiiya 
is suggestive of a physical entity, it actually is another designation for 
Buddha-nature. Mahayana identifies Buddha-nature as the unconditioned 
and the unchanging, though it is shrouded with kle.Sa. Generally, Maha
yana presupposes that Buddha-nature is inherent in all beings. Dharma
kiiya is the Shingon version of Buddha-nature and corresponds to the 
Hegelian notion of absolute vernunft or to what Spinoza referred to as sub 
spede aeternitatis. 

Etymologically, Mahavairocana is derived from the root 'virocana', 
literally "shining upon, brightening, illuminating."• Rendered 'Ta-jih' 
in Chinese and 'Dainichi' in Japanese, Mahavairocana in the Sino-Japa
nese context means the 'Great Sun'. Subhakarasiqilia in his Commentary 
on the Mahiivairocana Sutra explains the reason. He says: 

It eliminates darkness and illuminates all things; 
It enables the fulfillment of all works; 
It is the light which is neither created nor destroyed. 8 

The first line refers to wisdom, the second to compassion, and the 
third to eternal light, that is truth per se. The three are interdependent. 
Each attribute shall be explained categorically. 

Wisdom. Derived from prajfiii, 'wisdom', in the Mahayana context, 
essentially means right cognition. Right cognition means the under
standing of emptiness as the ontological basis of existence. It is brought 
about by transforming the vijfiiinas (the first five plus the mano-vijfiiina, 
manas, and iilaya-vijfiiina, matters explained under 'Hosso') into their 
correspondingjfiiinas. But Shingon conceives of five categories of jfiiinas: 
a) Dharmadhiitu-svabhiiva-jfiiina, the all-encompassing wisdom (omnis~ 
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cience) of Dharmakiiya Mahavairocana; b) iidarsa-jfiiina, pure mind; c) 
samatii-jfiiina, non-discriminating mind; d) pratyavek~at}ii-jfiiina, the in
sight to deal with the problems of sentient beings; and e) krtyiinu~thiina
jfiiina, the knowledge to transform that insight into practice. The last 
four are attributes of the first. 

The Hizo-ki describes the five jfiiinas through a metaphor about water, 
as follows: 

a) Dharmakiiya-svabhiiva-jfiiina is the nature of water per se; 
b) iidarsa-jfiiina cognizes all things like a clear body of water re

flecting its surrounding form; 
c) samatii-jfiiina does not discriminate, like water flowing to all 

comers equally; 
d) pratyave~at}ii-jfiiina cognizes the attributes of reality, like a body 

of water reflecting the particular of its surrounding form; and 
e) krtyiinu~thiina-jfiiina translates insight into practice, like all things 

nurtured by water are capable of exhibiting vitality.4 

Shingon also reveals the attributes of the five jfiiinas iconographically: 
Dharmadhiitu-svabhiiva-jfiiina is Mahavairocana, the central Buddha of the 
Shingon pantheon, who is surrounded by other Buddhas, each repre
senting his own jfiiina attributes, as outlined below: 

Buddha 

Mahavairocana 

Ak~obhya 
Ratnasarp.bhava 
Amitayus 
Amoghasiddhi 

Representative 
Type of Wisdom 

Dharmadhiitu-

Representative Dharmadhiitu 
Type of 

Enlightenment 

Dharma essence Dharmadhiitu 
svabhiiva per se 
Adarsa----, Englightenmen} 
Samatii~ of self Attributes of 
Pratyavek~at}iil__ Enlightenment Dharmadhiitu 
Krtyiinu~thiina ~of others 

Mahavairocana, the personification of Dharmadhiitu, is the cosmic Bud
dha, endowed with the attributes of the four Buddhas: 

Ak~obhya, the personification of adarsa-jfiiina, eliminates ignorance 
and illuminates all things. He is the Buddha who cultivates bodhicitta. 
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Ratnasatp.bhava, the personification of samatii-jiiiina, reveals the Dharma 
to all men equally. He is the Buddha who preaches the Dharma. 

Amitayus, the personification of pratyavelqatJii-jiiiina, is the Buddha 
whom sentient beings appeal to for realization ofbirth in the Pure Land. 
He is the Buddha of compassion. 

Amoghasiddhi, the personification of krtyiinU~thiina-jiiiina, manifests 
himself in the world of sentient beings and deals with the actual pro
blems of mankind. He is the Buddha who provokes the realization of 
the Buddha's compassion. 

Compassion. The second attribute of Mahavairocana as described in 
Subhakarasitp.ha' s Commentary is compassion. Here we must note that 
in Mahayana, wisdom is insight into the reality of human existence, such 
as the awareness of the bonds and impermanence of existence, and in~o 
methods for accomplishing the final liberation of all mankind. In con
trast, compassion is an acute sensitivity to human suffering and the 
willingness to carry all beings to the realm of enlightenment. Compas
sion is the implementation of wisdom through skillful means. For this 
reason, wisdom and compassion are correspondent to each other, for 
there is no wisdom apart from compassion and no compassion apart 
from wisdom. 

With this premise in mind, let us now briefly review the content of 
Dharmakiiya Mahavairocana: 

Dharmakiiya Mahavairocana is the fundamental consciousness. By 
fundamental consciousness, we are referring to emptiness as the onto
logical basis of existence. So, in Shingon, Dharmakiiya Mahavairocana is 
sometimes described as svabhiiva Dharmakiiya. Svabhiiva basically means 
'essence', but here it actually means the "essence of an absence of an 
essence." It means emptiness. Svabhiiva Dharmakiiya refers to the essence 
of Mahavairocana. But Dharmakiiya Mahavairocana does not exist apart 
from the minds of sentient beings. When the 'known-essence' (svabhiiva
Dharmakiiya) is reflected on (or cognized by) the minds of sentient beings, 
it takes the form of three dharma-bodies. Wisdom is manifested through 
these dharma-bodies. When wisdom is manifested, it is called compas-
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sion, since, as said before, compassion is the implementation (the mani
festation) of wisdom through skillful means. The three wisdom-mani
festing-compassion-dharma-bodies are described below: 

a) Sa~pbhoga-Dharmakiiya. Sa~pbhoga literally means the "rewarded," 

that is, one who is rewarded with insight into Dharmakiiya. It represents 
one who has gained insight into the world of skillful means through 
which Dharmakiiya can be understood. Sa~pbhoga-Dharmakiiya is of two 
kinds: svasa~pbhoga-Dharmakiiya, one who enjoys the fruits of his own 
enlightenment; and parasa~pbhoga-Dharmakiiya, one who directs the 
fruits of his own enlightenment to benefit others. Parasa~pbhoga-Dharma
kiiya refers to the bodhisattva in the da§abhumi stages (see Chapter V -3 
'Da§abhumi'). 

b) Nirmii~;ta-Dharmakiiya. He is the historically enlightened one, such 
as Sakyamuni. Nirmii~;ta-Dharmakiiya expounds the Dharma to the bo
dhisattvas in the pre-dasabhumi stages and to the Sriivakas and the pratyeka
buddhas, improvising skillful means appropriate to the conditions of time 
and to the comprehension of a given audience. 

c) Ni~yanda-Dharmakiiya. Ni~anda literally means "to flow." In 
Mahayana it means the "necessary consequence or result" (of perfect 
enlightenment). Ni~yanda-Dharmakiiya refers to a buddha who trans
forms himself into forms appropriate to a situation and who enters the 
stations of the six destinies to enlighten their occupants. 

The four Buddha-body theory (svabhiiva-Dharmakiiya and its three 
attributes) describes the implementation of wisdom, which is compas
sion. The following chart compares the Shingon four Buddha-body 
theory with the traditional Mahayana three Buddha-body theory: 



Attributes of 
Dhamiakiiya 
Mahavairocana 

SHINGON DOCTRINAL CONCEPTS 

Shingon Theory Traditional Thtory 
Svabhiiva-Dharmakiiya -------D/Jarm~kiiy« 
(Mahavairocana) (Enlightenment per se) 

Svasaq1bhoga-Dharmakiiya 

~-{Enlightenment of self) l Sa~pbhogakiiya 
Sambl1oga:: (Means to· 

J,. · Dharmakiiya , ~· - enlighteninent) 

! Parasa~pbhoga-Dharmakiiya J 
-{Enlightenment of others) 

l Nirmiina- --·· 
I Dhar:nakiiya ,_I ___ _ 

I NiiY"!'~a- J ---l\Tlr111if~lllRa)'tl {Enlightener) 

DTrolrmakiiya 

Eternal Light. The third attribute of Mahavairocana as described in 
Subhakarasiqilia' s Commentary is Eternal Light. Eternal Light, a metaphor 
for truth, specifically refers to tathatii. Tathatii is described in terms of 

its three attributes: 
a) the six dements, which are collectivdy the 'body' of wisdom, 

which eliminates ignorance and illuminates truth; 
b) the four mat,~4alas, which are the 'marks' of that body, representing 

compassion; and 
c) the three secrets, representing the 'functions' of this wisdom-based 

compassion. 
These three attributes are dealt with in detail bdow: 

3· Tathatii 

The Awakening of Mahiiyiina Faith, a text attributed to Awagho~a (but 
in all probability a Chinese composition) and one of the major sources 
on which Shingon is based, says, "There is a Dharma which can arouse 
the roots of faith in Mahayana. "5 The text then goes on to identify the 
Dharma as tathatii, analyzing it in terms of its body, marks and functions. 
Shingon follows the tradition of the Awakening of Mahiiyiina Faith in its 
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analysis of tathatii, but it describes the three attributes of tathatii sym
bolically in terms of the six dements, four ma1J4alas, and three secrets, 
as follows: 

Six Elements {Jap. Roku-dai). The Shingon theory of the six elements 
analyzes the universe in terms of specific elements. Such an attempt is 

not an originality on Kiikai's part. For example, Empedocles conceives 
four dements, the Pythagoreans and Aristotle five, the Upani~ad, SaQl
khya and Vai~ika philosophers also five. However, these philosophers 
proposed dements as matters with distinct physical properties. Accord
ing to Buddhism, such dements were, of course, subject to the law of 
origination and extinction. Kukai conceived the six dements as symbolic 
representation of tathatii. The explanation of tathatii with reference to 
the six dements therefore is Kukai' s creation, though ideas germane to 
this theory can be found, for instance, in the Mahiivairocana Sutra. 6 

The six elements, treated in the Sokushin jobutsu-gi,7 are described 
below: 

a) Earth: Symbolically represented by the syllable A, for anutpiida 
(non-origination), it means that tathatii is neither created nor destroyed. 
Thus, as the earth is the mother of all things, so is tathatii the source of 
co-arising. (Later we shall see this letter A employed as an object of 
meditation.) 

b) Water: Symbolically represented by the syllable VA for the 
word 'vac' (voice or sound), it means that tathat"a is beyond verbal 
description. Thus, as water in its natural form flows fredy without 
being contained in any way, so is tathatii beyond conceptual categori
zation. 

c) Fire: Symbolically represented by the syllable RA for the word 
'rajas' (passion), it means that tathatii destroys errors. Thus, as fire bums 
all things, so does tathatii bum up kleJa. (Rajas is the second gu~Ja in 
SaQlkhya and denotes energy, dynamism, red, fire, etc.). 

d) Wind: Symbolically represented by the syllable HA for 'hara' 
(action), it means that tathatii is liberation. Thus, like wind moving about 
freely, so is tathatii endowed with complete freedom. 

e) Space: Symbolically represented by the syllable KHA (space), 
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it means that tathatii is without limits. It is universal, all pervasive, and 

omnipresent. 
f) Mind: Symbolically represented by the syllable HUM (perfect 

enlightenment), it means that the five attributes of tathatii described above 

are reflected upon the enlightened mind. 

The first five are the material elements, and the sixth is the mind. 
Thus the six elements are reduced to mind (citta) and form/matter (rupa). 
In other words, there is no mind apart from matter and no matter apart 

from mind, the perceiver and the perceived being interrelated. The two 
are the inseparable entities of tathatii, the Shingon concept of ultimate 

reality. Shingon is neither a school of dualism nor of non-dualism. Its 
logic follows that of Madhyamika. 

The six element theory is not only an analytical description of tathatii. 

It forms the basis of Shingon meditation, because Shingon claims that 

the understanding of the relationship between the six elements provides 
the key to understand the existential nature of man. In Shingon terms 

this correlationship is referred to as the harmony (i.e. the interfusion) of 
the six elements (Jap. Rokudai-enyu). Again, the theory of the harmony 
of elements is not an origination of Kiikai. The Chinese Ti-lun school 
postulated the theory of the harmony of the six 'marks'; Hua-yen, the 
harmony of the inexhaustible interfusion of elements; and T'ien-t'ai, 
the three thousand worlds implicit in one instant thought. Shingon 

follows the tradition of the concept of harmony developed in Chinese 
Buddhism. Though Taoist influence is apparent, this concept is not a 
diversion from Mahayana. Underlying the concept of harmony is the 

principle of co-arising, the principle of the interdependence of all ele
ments. Emptiness enables co-arising. It is within the domain of empti

ness that all forms of conceptual discrimination are dissolved and a new 
dimension (co-arising) unfolds itself; it is through this type of insight 
from which a Shingon practitioner recognizes the parts, each absent of 

an essence, interfusing with one another and contributing to create a 
dynamic cosmic harmony. Tathatii refers to this cosmic harmony. But 
Shingon is specific. It speaks of tathatii in terms of the six elements and 

maintains that the nature of the six elements-which intermingle in 
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complete harmony with one another-constitutes the world itself, the 
first five representing the 'known' and the sixth the 'knower'. 

The Four Marz4alas (Jap. Shiman). Marz4ala in Edgerton's terms is a 
"circle, piece of ground specifically prepared in honor of a Buddha or 
saint (for him to sit on)."8 Sometimes it is referred to as 'marz4a', mean

ing "cream, best part, highest point, and the essence of things," while 
'-Ia' is a suffix meaning "possessed, support, and complete," according to 

Toganoo. 9 It specifically refers to the state of enlightenment illustrated 
by a graphic representation. The four marz4alas10 are means to pheno

menologically observe the six elements-the cosmic reality-from four 
different aspects. The four are: 

a) Maha-marz4ala. 'Maha' means the universe or the whole, but here 
it encompasses the whole six elements representing tathata. Thus, the 

Maha-marz4ala represents all states of existence within the world of 
Dharmakaya Mahavairocana. These states of existence are described 

iconographically: the Buddha is surrounded by his companions (repre
senting his attributes), the arrangement of which represents the contents 

of Dharmakaya. The following three marz4alas represent the three at

tributes of the Maha-marz4ala. 
b) Samaya-marz4ala. 'Samaya' means "assembly, congregation, con

course."11 Toganoo analyzes the term into 'sam' meaning "universal, 

collective, whole" and 'aya' meaning "to go."12 In Shingon, samaya has 

a twofold meaning. From the viewpoint of the non-enlightened it 
mt:ans "to go to the realm of universal enlightenment," which is the 

realm of Mahavairocana. (Here we must note that in spite of the Shingon 
theory of inherent Buddhahood, one must be enlightened to enlighten 
others.) From the viewpoint of the enlightened, samaya means 'to go 

to the realm of the collective suffering of mankind' because Mahayana 
enlightenment is contingent upon enlightening others. (Here we must 

note that enlightenment materials are found only in the realm of non
enlightenment, as symbolically expressed by the lotus-the lotus deriving 

the nourishment necessary for maintaining the purity of its existence 
from the slime of the environment in which it exists, being deprived of 
this slime there is no lotus.) Involvement in the non-enlightened realm 
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requires not only the insight into enlightenment but also the improvising 
of skillful means to communicate that insight. Insight into enlighten
ment is wisdom. Wisdom means non-discrimination. Skillful means, 
which is compassion, is the method to communicate wisdom through 
discrimination. The Samaya-mat;~4ala is a graphic representation of a 
variety of articles, such as swords, gems, the lotus, each representing a 
specific vow (compassion) of a Buddha to improvise skillful means. 
This is a vow-mat;~4ala. 

c) Dharma-mat;~4ala. This maiJ4ala is the embodiment of the Dharma 
(truth). It is designed to reveal the Dharma through the vehicle of 
letters, supposedly representing the 'voice' of tathatii. This does not mean 
that all Dharma-mat;~4alas represent a 'letter' mat;~4ala. Sometimes these 
letters are replaced by buddhas and bodhisattvas. The Dharma-mat;~4ala is 
also referred to as a bija-mat;~4ala, a mat;~4ala which shows the seeds (bija) 
which produce all things. This is a truth-mat;~4ala. 

d) Karma-mat;~4ala. Karma refers to the work of the Buddhas and 
bodhisattvas. It describes their efforts through the medium of sculpture. 
In Shingon, however, the Karma-mat;~4ala is more often expressed as 
graphic representations, rather than by sculpture. (Angkor Vat and 
Angkor Tom in Cambodia and Boroboudour in Java are typical repre
sentations of the Karma-mat;~4ala. The physical layout of the temple com
pound at the monastery on Monnt Koya, which is the Shingon head
quarters in central Japan, is also an expression of the Karma-mat;~4ala.) 
This is a work-mat;~4ala. 

Three Secrets Qap. San-mitsu). The term 'three secrets' is derived from 
the Sanskrit 'tri-guhya'. Specifically, the term refers to the three secret 
teachings of the Buddha revealed through the function of body (kiiya), 
voice (viic} and mind (manas) of Dharmakiiya Mahavairocana. A descrip
tion of the three secrets requires some preparatory remarks. Because 
Shingon is based upon the Ekayiina premise of universal Buddhahood, 
it holds that man, just as he is, is the Buddha. Hence, ideally, there is no 
difference between the function of the Buddha (one who has realized 
tathatii} and man (one inherent with Buddha-nature}; actually, however, 
man's Buddha-nature is covered by klesa. This condition necessitates 
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practice, if man is to realize his inherent Buddha-nature. From the stand
point of man, his aspiration to realize Buddhahood is described in terms 
of tri-karma, the three practices of man; from the standpoint of the 
Buddha, his desire to reveal tathatii to man is described in terms of tri
guhya, the three secret practices of the Buddha. The practices of man 
and of the Buddha are of three kinds: those performed by 'body', 'voice', 
and 'mind'. The merging of tri-karma and tri-guhya is realized through 

adhi~thiina, Qap. kaji), the instrument of integration between man and 
the Buddha. Shingon enlightenment therefore constitutes the merging 
of tri-karma and tri-guhya through adhi~thiina, which is, specifically, the 
power (compassion) of (Mahavairocana) Buddha that converges with 
the aspiration of man. 

Adhi~thiina is of three kinds: mudrii,13 the finger sign; dhiiratJi, secret 
verses; and yoga, meditation. Mudra is the instrument to realize the union 
of the bodies-kiiya-karma and kiiya-guhya; dhiiratJi is the instrument to 
realize the union of the voices-viik-karma and viig-guhya; and yoga is 
the instrument to realize · the union of the minds-manab-karma and 
mano-guhya. Kiikai therefore says, "Adhi~thiina is the [union of the] Bud
dha's great compassion and the faith of all beings."14 Adhi~thiina is the 
means to realize integration between man and the Buddha as outlined 
below: 

adhi~thiina 

-[

kiiya mudrii kiiyal--

tri-guhya viig- dlriirtttJi---lJiik tri-karma· 

mano.- yoga ---manab-· 

The three secrets indicate the process (i.e., the disciplines) involved in 
realizing tathatii, which is Dharmakiiya Mahavairocana, whose attributes 
are described by the six elements and the four matJ4alas. 

We have examined the three Buddha-body theory with reference to 
the three svabhiiva theory, established that Mahavairocana is Dharmakiiya, 
and described Dharmakiiya Mahavairocana in terms of his three attributes 
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-wisdom, compassion and truth. Truth refers to tathatii. Tathatii was 

examined in terms of the six elements, which constituted the 'body' of 

Mahavairocana, the four ma1J4alas, which constituted the 'marks' of 
Mahavairocana, and the three secrets, which constituted the 'functions' 
of Mahavairocana. Adhi~thiina, which includes the practice of mudrii, 
dhiiral}i and yoga, was conceived as the instrument to bring about the 
integration of man and Dharmakaya Mahavairocana. Shingon, however, 
conceives of another means to realize this integration-A-ji meditation

which we shall now examine. 

4· A-ji Meditation 

A-ji, derived from the Sanskrit adi meaning 'primordial', is a Japanese 

compound made up of 'A', the basic vowel, and 'ji' which means a 

letter. A-ji means the letter 'A'. A-ji is also the object of meditation.15 

It is treated in detail in the Mahiivairocana Siitra and in the Bodhicitta 
Siistra. 

The Mahiivairocana Siitra says, "What is the Mantra Dharma? It is the 

teaching of the letter A."16 A-ji symbolizes the bija (seed) of Dharmakaya 
Mahavairocana. 'A' has two meanings in Sanskrit: it is a sign of nega
tion, symbolizing emptiness; it is a sign of all-pervasiveness, symbolizing 
the source of all things. It is the embodiment of emptiness and co-arising. 
In 'A' is contained the essence of the middle path. But meditation on a 
given letter is not an origination of Shingon, for it can be found also 

in non-Shingon literature. For example, the Ga1J4avyiiha17 and the 
Prajiiiipiiramitii18 Siitras make reference to the "forty-two letter dhiira~Jis, 

beginning from "A," the Ta chih-tu lun says that the forty-two letters 
are the basis of all words,19 and Sanlun and T'ien-t'ai describe the forty
two stages of bodhisattva practices in terms of forty-two letters. 'A', 
symbolizing emptiness, is always conceived of as the source of all things. 

In Shingon, 'A' is the symbol for Dharmakiiya Mahavairocana. It is 
defmed as the source of all things, emptiness of an essence, and non
origination. It is the source of all things because 'A' represents the source 

of co-arising; it is emptiness because the essence contributing to co-
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arising is empty; it is non-origination because tathatii is the 'middle', 

that is, the absence of the two extremes, being and non-being. These 
three definitions represent the attributes of emptiness: the first describes 
its positive attribute, the second its negative, and the third represents 
the synthesis of the first two. 

A-ji meditation is designed to gain three kinds of insight:1 1) that 
all dharmas arise due to conditions, and as such they are conventional 
designations; 2) that because they are conventional designations they are 

not true reality but empty of true reality; 3) and that true reality is the 
embodiment of being (revealed conventionally) and non-being (empty 

of an essence). In other words, A-ji meditation is designed to enable its 
practitioner to realize that reality is a flux, not to be conceived in any 

fixed conceptual categories. The middle is the cognitive dimension from 

which the being (co-arising) and its essential nature (emptiness) are 
realized as inseparable entities of total existence. The middle 'unfreezes' 

all forms of categorical concepts, negates extreme views (being and 
non-being), and enables the realization of ultimate reality which is 
tathatii. Hence Shingon claims that all things are distilled into 'A' and 

from 'A' emerge all things. But among the three definitions, the most 
fundamental is the third, 'non-origination' {Skt. akiira-iidyanutpiida, or 

in short anutpiida, literally "original non-production"). The Shingon 
term for this is hompusho. Anutpiida precludes the notion of the first 
principle or the first cause. 

Because anutpiida is one of the fundamental concepts in Shingon, many 
commentaries have been written on it. The most representative of these 

is perhaps the writings of Kakuban (also known as Kokyo Daishi, 1095-
1143), the founder of neo-Shingon. He deals with the subject in con

siderable detail in his works, as for example the A-ji hishaku (The Secret 

Interpretation of A-ji), the A-ji kan (A-ji Meditation), and many others. 20 

Kakuban' s basic premise is that dharmas are due to the law of co-arising; 

as such they are essentially empty of an essence but are nonethdess con
ventionally real. The middle, which is the synthesis doctrine prominent 

in Mahayana literature, is Kakuban' s rational basis for describing anut
piida. He says that anutpiida is synonymous with: 
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a) The mind (i.e. dtta, the container of impressions and experiences}: 
the embodiment of the cause of enlightenment, the roots of compassion, 
and the instrument to realize enlightenment. 

b) Dharmakiiya: the embodiment of satt~bhogakiiya (one who has 
gained insight into emptiness) and nirmiit;~akiiya (one who reveals the 
nature of emptiness through skillful means); 

c) The secret body (kiiya-guhya): the embodiment of viig- and mano
guhya, that is, the 'marks' and 'functions' of tathatii. 

Kakubau attempted to portray the world of the union of all forms of 
diversity as conceived by the human consciousness, metaphorically. 
That is, because the union of diversity is based on the middle doctrine, 
union itself is a world beyond conceptual thought-such as being and 
non-being: it is beingness conceived through insight into the nature of 
co-arising; it is non-beingness conceived through insight into the nature 
of emptiness. Kakuban affirmed phenomenal reality but recognized the 
emptiness of dharmas which contributes to this type of reality-description. 
Kakuban also attempted to portray the world of the union, soteriologi
cally. In this context, anutpiida is a realm of the non-creatable and the 
non-destructible; it is also the eternal realm because eternity is the non
creatable and the non-destructible. Hence A-ji is the source of all things 
and all things develop from it. Regardless of approaches to describe 
A-ji, 'A' is the Shingon symbol for tathatii. It is Dharmakiiya; Dharmakiiya 
does not exist apart from man, for it is a world reflected upon the mind 
of man. 

Why then did Kiikai formulate the six element theory of meditation? 
Historically, anutpiida is identified as a verbal symbol for marklessness 
(ala/qana), no essence (asvabhiiva), and emptiness (sunyatii}, terms which 
characterize Madhyamika. Kakuban's A-ji interpretation is a projection 
of Subhakarasirp.ha's thought, which follows the Madhyamika dialectic 
pattern. But Kiikai had had to contend with the more positive world
description presented by the major schools of Chinese Ekayiina-repre
sented by T'ien-t' ai and Hua-yen. He felt it necessary to articulate a more 
positive interpretation of the middle path doctrine. Hence, in addition 
to the Mahiivairocana Sutra, which is Madhyamika-oriented, he incorpo.,. 
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rated the Tattvasatpgraha Sutra, which is Yogacara-oriented. From the 
latter he derived the doctrinal basis for the six element theory, the in
tegration of the 'knower' and the 'known'. But the six element theory 
does not contradict the Madhyamika thesis. Integration is possible be
cause of co-arising, the central theme of Madhyamika, because the mind 
itself is essentially markless, absent of an essence, and empty. As was 
previously mentioned, the Mahiivairocana Sutra and Tattvasa111graha Sutra 
are the two basic sutras of Shingon. The former represents the Madhya
mika and the latter the Y ogacara doctrinal bases of Shingon. But follow
ing the model of the Awakening of Mahiiyiina Faith, Kiikai incorporated 
the two major systems of Mahayana philosophy; and then he interpreted 
them symbolically, ever mindful of the soteriological mesasge of Maha
yana, and conceived the six elements theory. Doctrinally. there is no 
difference whatsoever between the six element theory and A-ji medita
tion. 

5. Honji and Kaji 

We are now prepared to deal with the most crucial issue facing Shin

gon. Shingon is the doctrine which reveals the realm of Dharmakiiya 
Mahavairocana. It is also the teaching by Dharmakiiya Mahavairocana. 
The fust needs no further explanation as it has already been explained, 
but the second does. The second issue revolves aroUlld the question con
cerning the form of Dharmakiiya which reveals the secret doctrine. That 
is, though Dharmakiiya Mahavairocana was described as svabhiiva-Dharma
kiiya, satpbhoga-Dharmakiiya, nirmiit;~a-Dharmakiiya, and ni$yanda-Dharma
kiiya, the specific question is which form of Dharmakiiya reveals the secret 
doctrine? This question requires an examination of the terms honji and 
kaji. 

Honji is a compoUlld of hon and ji. Hon means 'fundamental'. Ji (not 
to be confused withji in A-ji) literally means the 'earth', symbolically 
conceived as the source of all things. Honji literally means the 'fUllda
mental groUlld' or the 'fUlldamentalnature' of all things. It signifies the 
groUlld on which all things are dependent for their existence. Honji is 
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frequently followed by another term, suijaku. Suijaku means the 'trace' 

or the phenomenal manifestation of the fundamental nature. Kaji, the 

Shingon equivalent of adhi~thiina (a term already described) signifying 
the empirical instrument through which the fundamental nature is mani

fested, is the Shingon version of suijaku. 
As a system of Japanese Buddhist thought, Chapter Sixteen of the 

Lotus Sutra (in the Chinese translation) forms the basis for the develop

ment of the honji-suijaku theory. It speaks of the Eternal Buddha, who 

is conceived as honji, and the historical Buddha, who is conceived as 

suijaku, the emanation of the Eternal Buddha. In the course of Bud
dhism's corning into contact with Shinto deities, whom the masses 

worshipped, Japanese folk religion conceived buddhas and bodhisattvas as 

appearing in this world in the form of Shinto deities to save all beings. 

The buddhas and bodhisattvas were conveniently referred to as honji 
bodies and Shinto deities as the emanation of the honji bodies, i.e., suijaku, 
such as in the case of Hachiman, a Shinto deity. Thus, in the context of 

the history of Japanese religion, the honji-suijaku theory contributed to 

developing Buddhist-Shinto syncretism and provided the ground for 

the assimilation of Buddhist thought on a folklore level. 

Historically, the term honji-suijaktl is found in the Iwashimizumonsho 
(The Iwashimizu Letters), dated 937· But Murayama Shuichi refers to a 

passage, dated 698, in the Zok11 nihongi (The Later Chronicles of Japan) 

in which he sees a semblance of a honji-suijaku phenomenon. 21 He warns, 

however, that it is necessary to investigate still earlier documents or 

religious phenomena to examine the beginnings of Shinto-Buddhist 

syncretism. Prince Shotoku (d. 622) employs this term in his alleged 

composition, the Shoman-gyo gisho (The Commentary on the Srimaladevi
si1Jihaniida-si1tra),22 though, as can be expected, the term, in the context 

of this text, is not associated with religious syncretism at all. It refers to 
the bodhisattvas, who represent the embodiment of the True Dharma 

and the emanation of the Eternal Buddha. 

In Shingon, the honji body refers to the essential nature of Dharmakaya, 
that is svabhiiva-Dharmakaya, while the kaji body refers to the manifested 

body, that is the adhi~thiina-practitioner whose purpose is to realize the 
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essential nature of Dharmakiiya. Thus, we can see that the honji-kaji con
troversy, in the case of Shingon, stems from the interpretation of Maha
vairocana, the central issue on which Shingon schism took place. Sub
hakarasiqilia's Commentary on the Mahiivairocana Sutra says, "The Bhagaviin 
is the Mahavairocana, the essential nature of Dharmakiiya."23 It also says, 
"At this time the Bhagaviin, ·because of his past compassion-vow, be
comes mindful of this: 'If I were to dwell only in this [honji] realm, 

sentient beings would be unable to receive benefits; therefore, I dwell 
in the self-abiding, super-power of adhi~!hiina samiidhi."24 The first pas
sage identifies Mahavairocana as honji, the latter as kaji. Orthodox Shin
gon claims that Dharmakiiya Mahavairocana is honji (whose essential 
nature is svabhiiva-Dharmakiiya) and that his attributes (satpbhoga-Dharma
kiiya, nirmiit;~a-Dharmakiiya, and n~yanda-Dharmakiiya) represent his kaji 
bodies. Honji is identified as the six elements, and kaji bodies as the 
'marks' {the four mat;~4alas} and 'functions' (the three secrets} of Dharma
kiiya Mahavairocana. But neo-Shingon claims that Dharmakaya Maha
vairocana per se is the embodiment of both honji and kaji: it presupposes 
that svabhiiva-Dharmakiiya per se is empty of body, marks, and functions, 
and that only through its attributes can the body, marks, and functions 
of svabhiiva-Dharmakiiya be revealed. The following chart outlines the 
orthodox and the neo-Shingon views on the honji-kaji issue: 
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Orthodox Shingon 

Honji Kaji 
(essence) (attributes) 

svabhava-Dhar111akaya fSal]lbhoga-Dharmakaya --4 ma(l4alas 
(i.e., Mahavairocana repre-
sented by the six elements,~ 11irmiina-Dharmakaya}-
the attributes of which arc 3 secrets 
the ka-ji-bodies.) ni~yanda-Dharmakiiya 

Neo-Shingon 

Mahavairocana 

i ··---· 
H111~ii 

(essence) 

(which is without body, 
marks and functions) 

(whose 

---~ 

Kaji 
(a 

six elements, 4 ma(t4alas and 
three secrets.) 

Many Shingon masters have taken part in the honji-kaji debate. Hoju's 
(1722-r8oo) Himitsu innen kangen sOjo-gi (The 
Doctrine) is among the most interesting because it presents a synthesis 
of the two views. 25 He derives the basis for synthesis from the Kegon 
theory of' ali-in-one and one-in-all', which is one of the Kegon descrip
tions of Dharmadhiitu. This theory sees the essence of Dharmadhiitu {'one', 
i.e. the universal one) in the diversity ('all', i.e. the parts of the universal 
one) of forms, and the essence of the diversity ('all') 
passing Dharmadhiitu (' 
co-arising. Though this theory contradicts the basis of Western philoso
phy (e 
Aristotle), it bears distinct similarity to Spinoza's notion of deus sive 
natura. 'One-in-all' sees the essence of emptiness pervading all forms, 
and 'ali-in-one' sees all forms integrated within the organic emptiness. 
At any rate, in the Shingon context, the 'one-in-all' is the basis of 

meditation to realize prajiiii, while 'ali-in-one' is the basis for the practice 
of compassion, the improvising of skillful means to communicate the 
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'one' essence to 'all'. The two are not distinct and apart. They are 

interdependent and non-dual. ThC" six clcnwnt theory is the Shingon's 

'ali-in-one and one-in-all' interpretation of the organic world of 

Dharmakiiya Mahavairocana. 

Doctrinally, therefore, H6ju identified the Mahiivairocana Sutra (trans

mitting Subhakarasirpha's tradition and representing the Madhyamika 
system) as the basis for the 'one-in-all' theory and the Tattvasayt~graha 

Sutra (transmitting Vajrabodhi' s tradition and representing the Yogacara 
system) as the basis for the 'ali-in-one' theory. Technically, the former 

is a description of the unconditioned world (asayt~skrta-dharma), while the 

latter is a description of the conditioned world (sayt~skrta-dharma). The 

'one-in-all' is the doctrinal basis for the honji theory, while the 'all-in

one' is the doctrinal basis for the kaji theory. 

But the object of the honji-kaji controversy is a question of whether 

svabhava-Dharmakiiya is the honji body (enlightenment per se) or the 
embodiment of honji and kaji. We now return to the initial question, 

that is, who is the communicator of the secret doctrine: the honji body 

as orthodox Shingon maintains, or the kaji body as neo-Shingon main
tains? 

The kaji body theory destroys the basis of Shingon doctrine, since 

Shingon identifies the body of Mahavairocana in terms of the six ele

ments, his marks in terms of the four matJqalas, and his functions in terms 

of the three secrets, which, according to orthodox Shingon, are the 

manifested attributes of Mahavairocana. Orthodox Shingon claims that 

svabhiiva-Dharmakiiya itself, not its attributes, possesses the capability to 

communicate. Nevertheless, the communicator (svabhiiva-Dharmakiiya) 
and the object to which the Dharma is communicated (sentient beings) 

are two different entities. Even with the assumption that the Dharma 
• 

(Dharmakiiya Mahavairocana) is the communicator, the Dharma is the 

embodiment of enlightenment. The Dharma is beyond the reaches of 

sentient beings. Dharma reaches the realm of sentient beings only through 

sayt~bhogakiiya and nirmiitJakiiya (and in the case of the four body theory, 

ni$yandakiiya). But this is the Kengyo position, as held by Tendai. Neo

Shingon therefore recognizes that together with honji, kaji is also inherent 
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in the Dharma. As it is apparent now, the intensity with which the honji
kaji controversy was debated essentially led Shingon doctrinal masters 

away from Kiikai's major thesis-the integration of man and Dharmakiiya 
Mahavairocana. The controversy centering on honji and kaji-the major 
issue which led to the orthodox and neo-Shingon schism-is based on a 

methodological premise which is contrary to the basic Shingon tenet. 

Let us further elaborate. First, though the honji-suijaku represents a 
Buddhist theory of assimilation, as Alicia Matsunaga claims, 24 it is so 
only to the extent of interpreting the sophisticated philosophical content 
of Buddhism on a folklore level, which, incidentally, has its limitations. 
It cannot be employed to interpret the actual philosophical contents of 
Buddhism, such as the notions of emptiness and co-arising, which pre

cludes the conceptual categories of either dualism or monism. Second, in 
Buddhism, honji-suijaku is a means to describe the attributes of the bo
dhisattvas, and as such, kaji, the instrument of integration between man 
and Mahavairocana, is radically different in its content-philosophically 
as well as in the implementation of that philosophical thought in terms 

of practice-from what the honji-suijaku theory conceived on a folklore 

level attempts to do-an attempt in interpreting Buddhism on a folklore 
level. Hence, the arbitrary categories of honji and kaji, as these terms 
are understood in the context of folk religion, cannot be employed to 
describe the nature of Mahavairocana, because, as said before, Maha

vairocana transcends all notions of dualism. The schism between ortho
dox and neo-Shingon is based upon this misconception. However, 

granting that Mahavairocana transcends all notions of dualism, still is it 

possible for the Dharmakiiya per se to reveal the Dharma? More spe

cifically, is a personified Dharma, as is Mahavairocana, a logical pos
sibility in the context of Buddhist thought? Shingon Mikkya responds 

in the affirmative, based on its supposition that Dharmakiiya-the body 
of Dharmadhiitu-is a living organism with distinct form, sound, and 
mind, in the same context that man, the microcosm of Dharmakiiya 
Mahavairocana, is a living organic entity. Kengyo, however, disclaims 

the Mikkyo theory of the personified Dharma. 27 The personified Dharma 
-Dharmakaya Mahavairocana-and the integration of man with Dhar-
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makiiya Mahavairocana are most succinctly dealt with in terms of the 

Garbhakosadhiitu MatJ4ala and the Vajradhiitu Ma1J4ala. 



r. Introduction 

CHAPTER FOUR 

THE TWO MA/YQALAS 

Tri-guhya, the three secret theory, is central to Shingon meditation. 
The objects of this meditation are the six elements, representing tathatii. 
Employing the traditional scheme of categorizing dharmas, that is form 
(rupa) and mind (citta), Shingon conceives the first five of the six ele

ments as form and the sixth as the mind. But it does not conceive form 
simply as material elements and the mind as that upon which ordinary 

mental awareness is reflected. Form is ri (Ch. li), the principle underlying 
all things, and the mind is chi (Ch. chih), that upon which the principle 
is reflected. Thus the first five elements-that is ri-represent that which 
ought to be known, that is the truth; while the sixth-that is chi-is the 

knower, that is the wisdom that has conceived the truth. The two, the 
known and the knower, are inseparable. The integration of the known 

and the knower is Dharmakiiya Mahavairocana, the personification of 
tathatii which is represented by the six elements. In matzqala terms, the 
known is the Garbhakosadhiitu Matzqala, and the knower is the Vajradhiitu 

Matz4ala. They are the two basic forms of Shingon Mikkyo Matz4ala. 
They are the specific objects of the tri-guhya meditation. The gorin, the 

five story-stapa, or more specifically the gorin-joshin, the five elements 
of the perfected body, provides by way of symbolism the rationale 

underlying the theory of the inseparability of Garbhakosadhiitu and the 
Vajradhatu. The logical procedure to examine the Shingon ma7J4alas 
then is to first examine the gorin and then proceed to examine the Garb
hakosadhiitu and the V ajradhiitu. 

The gorin symbolically describes tathatii (in terms of the six elements), 
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the G4lr'b/1aJ.·~•.ladl~tilll (the known) reflecting upon Vajradhatu (the knower), 
and Dharmakaya Mahavairocana (representing the union of the knower 
and the kmm·n) as described below: 

The Five Elements of the Perfected Body 

Spacel 

Wind i 

I Garbhakosadhatu 
Fire (the 'Known': 

i -- the first five -

I 
Water j' elements) 

Earth·- Dharmakaya 

Earth-· 

Water I 
Fire 

Wind 

Space 

Mahavairo-
cana 

Vajradhiitu 
(the 'knower': 

thesixth -· 
element) 

Dharmakaya Mahavairocana is the personification of the Dharma, 
which is tathata. The goal of Shingon Mikkyo is to perfect (i.e., to realize 
the essential nature of) the five elements represented by Garbhakosadhatu 
-which is reflected upon the sixth element, Vajradhatu-and to realize 
the integration of the known and the knower. One who realizes this 
union is Dharmakaya Mahavairocana. Man is Dharmakaya Mahavairo
cana. Kiikai therefore says, "The sutras and sastras conceal the secrets of 
the mantra-store. Without the use of pictures, they cannot be trans
mitted."1 The Garbhakosadhatu and Vajradhatu Ma~;~4alas are representa
tions of the two aspects of the Dharma, which is tathata, personified as 
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Dharmakiiya Mahavairocana. The mat;~4alas represent a layout depicting 
the secret doctrine, the integration of the known and the knower. Tucci 

therefore defines a mat;~4ala as a "means or reintegration."2 

In speaking of these two mat;~4alas, we are specifically referring to 

what is commonly known in Japan as the genzu {iconographic) mat;~4ala, 

not a mat;~4ala depicted verbally {such as the one in Subhakarasitp.ha's 

Commentary). The term genzu matt4ala was probably introduced to 

Japan by Annen (d. 889 or 898) of Mount Hiei, the headquarters of the 

Tendai monastic system. Both the original composer and the manner 

in which the iconographic matJ4ala was introduced to China are unclear. 

One legend has it that the Garbhakosadhiitu Mat;~4ala was a painting by 

Subhakarasitp.ha of a world he saw in space, and that the Vajradhiitu 
Matt4ala was painted by Vajrabodhi under the instruction of the Bud

dha. 3 Mat;~4ala is undoubtedly Indian in origin. Most likely the 11JatJ4ala 
pantheon is a graphic projection of a southern Indian agrarian society 

of the Gupta Period.4 But the style of the two matt4alas in question is 
Chinese. It is very probable that by the time of Hui-kuo, the Chinese 

Chen-yen master under whom Kiikai studied, many Chinese masters 

had either painted or had instructed professional artists to paint matt4alas. 
Kiikai introduced the tradition of the iconographic mat;~4ala to Japan. 

2. The Garbhakosadhatu Ma1}4ala (Jap. Taizokai Mandara, see Plate 

I) 

The word garbhakosa consists of 'garbha' and kosa. Garbha means 

"womb, embryo." Subhakarasitp.ha describes garbhakosa by comparing 

it to a mother's womb, which stores, protects and nurtures a child. 

Likewise, he further says, "Bodhicitta stores, protects and nurtures the 
seeds of the six elements." 5 'Kosa' means "store". 'Dhiitu' has a variety 

of meanings, such as "layer, stratum, element, sphere, region, world, 

body." 6 In short, Garbhakosadhiitu represents the repository of truth, 

and is known in full as the Mahii-karut;~ii-garbhodbhava-lila(Zqala. 7 Ideas 
for the composition of this matl4ala are drawn from the Afahiivairocana 
Siitra. The mat;~qala is a graphic representation of the first fiyc of the six 
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Plate I. The Garbhakosadhiitu Mat4~:[a (Taken from Sawa Takaaki 
Mikkyo no bijitsu, Tokyo: Heibonsha, 1964) 

elements, the 'known'. It consists of twelve halls (see figure 1) vvith a 

total of 414 deities. 8 

The Mahavairocana Siitra says, 

0 Bhagavan, what is the cause of such a wisdom (sarvajniina)? 
What are its roots? Vairocana Buddha speaks to Vajradhara, the 
Master of secrets. 'Excellent, excellent, Vajradhara! Excellent, ex
cellent, V :tjrapani! You are asking the meaning of what I have 
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Figure L The twelve halls of the Garbhakosadhiitu Assembly. 1) 
Eight Petals (Hachiyo-in), nine deities; 2) All-knowledge (Henchi
in), seven deities; 3) Avalokitdvara (Kannon-in), thirty seven 
deities; 4) Vajrapal}.i (Kongoshu-in), thirty seven deities; 5) 
Vidyadharas (Jimyo-in), five deities; 6) Sakyamuni (Shaka-in), 
thirty nine deities; 7) K~itigarbha (Jizo-in), nine deities; 8) 
Aka5agarbha (Kokuzo-in), twenty eight deities; 9) Sarvanivaral}.a
vi~kambhi (Jogaisho-in), nine deities; 10) Maiijusri (Monju-in), 
twenty five deities; n) Susiddhi (Soshitchi-in), eight deities; 12) 
Exterior Vajras (Kongogaibu-in), two hundred and five deities. 

said. Listen carefully and think with extreme care, I shall now 
explain it .. .' The Buddha says, 'Bodhicitta is the cause, the great 
compassion is its root, and skillful means its end result.' 9 

The Buddha's response forms the basic concept for the composition of 

this mat)qala, that is the improvising of skillful means-the compassion 

by which bodhicitta is cultivated. In Shingon, bodhicitta, compassion, and 

skillful means constitute the enlightenment trinity. It corresponds to 
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the Mahayana concept of the three enlightened bodies, as described 
below: 

2. All-knowledge i 
-{

I. Eight Petals--. 

Bodhicitta 3· Av~lo~t~svara .
1

1 ·- ·--Dlu:tw.rk.i}'fl 
4· VaJrapaQl 

-··--s. Yitfyadham. · 
-1 -6. Sakyamuni --·· · -- · 

1 7. K~itigarbha 
Compassion--: 8. Akabgarbha :-SmtrMogaLai'•l 

9· Sarvanivaral}a-vi~kambhi 
. xo. Maiijusri 
Lu. Susiddhi----· 

Skillful Means --12. Exterior Vfljr4=S --·-·- · :-.;ii'IIJ.11,ra.~.;ya 

Thus this mat)gala employs a triad classification scheme in describing 

its content. That is, there are three categories (Buddha, Vajra, Padma), 
each category represented by a central deity, one of the tri-guhya, an 
attribute, and a symbolic article, as indicated below: 

General Tri-guhya Symbolic 
Group Deity Attribute Article 
Buddha Mahavairocana Body Meditation Stiipa 
Vajra Vajrasattva Mind Wisdom Five-pronged vajra 
Padma A valokitdvara Voice Compassion Lotus 

The Buddha category includes the Eight Petals, All-knowledge, Sakya
muni, Mafijusri, Vidyaharas, Akasagarbha, and Susiddhi-the halls run
ning vertically through the center. The Vajra category includes Vajrapal}i 

and Sarvanivaral}avi~kambhi, the two halls in the south. The Padma 
category includes Avalokitdvara and K~itigarbha, the two halls in the 

north. Mahavairocana is the central deity of the Buddha group, Vajra
sattva of the Vajra group, and Avalokitdvara of the Padma group. 

Vajrasattva and A valokitdvara, representing wisdom and compassion 
respectively, are emanations of Mahavairocana. It is through them that 
Dharmakaya Mahavairocana is revealed. Mahavairocana is represented 

by the Eight Petals. Thus this hall is central and most significant among 
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Plate II. The Hall of the Eight Petals (Taken from Sawa Takaaki 
Mikkyo no bijitsu, Tokyo: Heibonsha, 1964) 

the twelve. It will be treated in detail. A brief description of other com

ponents will follow. 

r) The Eight Petals (see Plate II). This hall represents the heart 

(hrdaya or citta) or the core, and is the sign of: a) the four Buddhas, and 

b) the four attendant-bodhisattvas, all of whom emanate from the central 

Mahavairocana. It is therefore also called the Hall of the Buddhas. Col

lectively, there are nine deities representing the nine jiiiinas. This hall is 

an iconographic representation of the Shingon concept of 'Buddhahood 
realized in the present body' (Sokushin jobutsu, see Chapter V, Instant 

Buddhahood). Just as the vijiiiinas constitute the only available material 
to develop jiiiinas, so living beings are the only avialable materials to de-
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East 

Figure 2. The nine deities of the Hall of the Eight Petals. Buddhas 
(who represent the realm of enlightenment): 1) Mahavairocana, 
center; 2) Ratnaketu, east; 3) SaiJlkusumitaraja, south; 4) Amita
bha, west; 5) Divyadundubhimega-nirgho~, north. Bodhisattvas 
(who represent the stages of practice): 6) Samantabhadra; 7) 
Mafijusri; 8) Avalokitesvara; 9) Maitreya. 

velop buddhas. It is in this context that Shingon claims that man is a 
potential buddha; it is upon this premise that it claims that man in
herently possesses a buddha-mind (buddha-citta). Figure 2 shows the nine 

deities of the Hall of the eight petals. 
A brief description of the five Buddhas and the four bodhisattvas is 

presented below: 
Mahavairocana portrays the dharmadhatu-samadhi-mudrii, right palm 

over left, with thumbs joined to form an oval. The five left fingers 
represent the five jfiiinas. This mudrii is the sign of non-duality, the 
integration of man and the Buddha. Light emitting from Mahavairo
cana's body symbolizes the revelation of wisdom, spreading throughout 
the universe. 

Ratnaketu portrays the charity (dana-) mudrii, with his right hand 
opened and tilted, and the 'fearless' (abhayadiina-) mudra with his left 
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open and pointed up. 'Ratna' means ''jewels." Ratnaketu is one who 
offers wealth (Dharma) to all beings, according to their need, and pro
tects them from harm and injury. He is therefore also called the 'Vajra 
of Blessing and Longevity'. He corresponds to Ak~obhya of the Vajrad
hiitu Mav4ala. 

Saxpkusmitaraja portrays the abhayadiina-mudrii in his right hand, indi
cating the spreading of compassion to all beings equally. He is therefore 
called the 'Vajra of Equality'. He corresponds to Ratnasarpbhava of the 
V ajradhatu Mav4ala. 

Amitabha portrays the Amita mudrii, left fmgers on right, thumbs 
forming an oval, index fingers touching the thumbs to form circles. 
The three overlapping fingers symbolize the three elements (earth, 
water and fire) which conquer the three evils (miiras: hate, greed, and 
delusion). Circles symbolize nirvii1Ja. Amitabha is one who has extinguish
ed klda and entered nirvii1Ja. He is therefore called the 'Vajra of Purity'. 
He corresponds to Amitayus of the Vajradhiitu Mav4ala. 
Divyadundubhimega-nirgho~a portrays the evil (mara)-subduing, path 

miirga)-perfecting mudrii, left fist placed at the navel, opened right hand 
underneath it. He brings enlightenment to all beings of the universe by 
beating drums and startling them wherever they may be. He is also 
called the 'Immovable Vajra' or Acala. He corresponds to Amoghasiddhi 
of the V ajradhiitu Mav4ala. 

These four Buddhas represent the four attributes of Mahavairocana. 
The five Buddhas (the four plus Mahavairocana) collectively represent 
the realm of enlightenment. In contrast, the four bodhisattvas-Saman
tabhadra, Mafijusri, A valokitdvara and Maitreya-represent the stages 
of practice (the cause-realm of enlightenment). Specifically, Saman
tabhadra represents the stage of awakening bodhicitta; Mafijusri, of 
cultivating prajiiii; and Avalokitdvara and Maitreya, of realizing bodhi 
and nirvava, respectively. 

The Hall of the Eight Petals represents the world of the five elements. 
The eleven other halls emanate from the Eight Petals. 

2) All-knowledge. In the center of this hall is a triangle, representing 
jiiiina-mudrii, the sign of Buddha-wisdom. With reference to the six 
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elements, the triangle represents fire. All-knowledge is realized by burn
ing the four maras. Hence, jfiana-mudra is variously referred to as the 
mudra of all-knowledge, the mudra of the knowledge of the Tathagatas, 
and the mudra of the state of all Buddhas. The two sravakas, pictured on 
the two sides near the peak of the triangle, are Uruvilva-kasyapa and 
Gaya-kasyapa, symbolizing the conversion of the heretics to Sakyamuni's 

teaching, as related in the Vinaya, Mahavagga, and other works. The 
triangle is the sign of Buddhahood. In contrast, Bodhisattva Mahavira, 

occupying the seat north and adjacent to the triangle, symbolizes the 
manifested action of the Buddhas. He is the bodhisuttva who enlightens 
all beings. Because jfiiina brings about the birth of the Buddha, the three 
'Buddha-mothers' who symbolize this birth, also reign in this hall. These 

three are Buddhalocana, Saptako~ibuddhagavata, and Mahasukhamog

hatattvavagra. This hall describes Dharmakaya Mahavairocana emer
ging from the world of self-enlightenment to the world of enlighten
ing others. 

3) Avalokitesvara. The Bodhisattva Avalokitdvara possesses the pow

er to respond to the plea of all beings. He is the central deity of this 
hall. The lotus, the sign of A valokitdvara, symbolizes the idea that 
pure mind is the original nature of man, though he lives in the world of 
klesa. Avalokitdvara's purpose is to communicate the lotus message to 
all beings through skillful means. Because he belongs to the Padma 

category, this hall is also referred to as the Hall of Padmapal}i. In con
trast to the Hall of All-knowledge, this is the Hall of the Great Com

passion. These two halls represent the two aspects of Buddha-citta. 
Because the lotus message is directed to sentient beings, this hall corre
sponds to pratyavek~a!Jii-jfiiina, the insight to deal with the particulars of 
the world. 

4) Vajrapiil}i. Also known as Bodhisattva Vajrasattva, he is the central 
deity of tlus hall. He represents the wisdom with which mara is subdued 

and enlightenment is realized. Because Vajrapal}i belongs to the Vajra 

group, this hall is referred to as the Hall of the Vajra. It is also known 
as the Hall of Vajrasattva. Whereas A valokitesvara represents the 

Buddha's great compassion, Vajrapal}i represents the Buddha's inherent 
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wisdom. The Halls of Avalokitesvara and Vajrap[Qi, representing the 
tW(l attributes of Mahavairocana, supplement each other. These two 
1:<\Hs therefore occupy the two adjacent sides of the Eight Petals. 

s) Vidyiidharas. Vidyadhara is a compound formed from 'vidyii', 
meaning "knowledge" (but here it specifically refers to dhiiratJi and 
mantra), and 'dhara,' "that which holds or supports." Bodhisattva Vidyad
hara therefore means one who possesses jiiiina, the qualities of which are 
diHilhl into a secret formula (mantra) in order to subdue mara and to 
realize enlightenment, instantly. This hall describes the transformed body 
(adesaniicakrakiiya) ofMahavairocana.Iconographically, this is represented 
by Prajil.aparamita-bodhisattva, one who enlightens others. 

6) Siikyamuni. Shingon sees Sakyamuni in various enlightened 
bodies. He is Divyadundubhimega-nirgho~a-svabhavakaya in the Eight 
Pet;1ls, but in this hall he is nirmiitJakiiya, the historically manifested body 
of Dharmakiiya Mahavairocana. He is one of the teachers of the secret 
doctrine of Mahavairocana. 

7) K$itigarbha. K~itigarbha literally means the "womb of the earth." 
He is the central deity of this hall, representing firmness and indestructi
bility, profoundness and extensiveness. He gives birth to and nurtures 
all things, He represents the storehouse of truth. These truth-merits 
ch;tr~Ctl'l"l?.e bodhicitta. He is therefore the bodhisattva who has vowed to 
save all beings. It has previously been mentioned that Avalokite5vara 
vowed to save all beings. K~itigarbha does what has not been done by 
Avalokite5vara. Specifically he divides his body into six parts, sending 
these parts to save the beings of the six destinies. He does this during 
the period between Sakyamuni's enlightenment and the coming of the 
future savior, Maitreya. He therefore resides adjacent to the Hall of 
A valokite5vara. 

8) AkiiSagarbha. Literally, the storehouse of space, he is the central 
deity of this hall and represents the bodhisattva of a wisdom as boundless 
as space, as his name indicates. He is adorned with jewels and holds a 
sword symbolizing wisdom in his right hand; in his left, he has a 
cintiimatJi, a wish-fulfilling jewel, which symbolizes the fulfillment of 
that which a being desires. Whereas Mafijusri (to be subsequently de-
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scribed) symbolizes wisdom per se, Akasagarbha is one who blesses all 
beings through the use of his wisdom. 

9) Sarvaniviirm:za-vi$kambhi.10 The name means "eliminating obsta

cles." This bodhisattva is the central deity of this hall and represents 

jfiiina radiating from the Hall ofVajrapai].i. 

w) Mafiju5ri. One of the attendants of Sakyamuni, he is the bo
dhisattva of supreme wisdom. and is the central deity of this hall. Whereas 

V ajrapai].i represented inherent wisdom, Mafijusri represents cultivated 

wisdom.. That is, Mafijusri's wisdom. is designed to enable all beings to 

realize inherent wisdom. 

n) Susiddhi. Meaning "perfection," here it means the perfection of 

Akasagarbha's work. This hall is therefore located adjacent to the Hall 

of Akasagarbha. 

12) The Exterior Vajras. These deities, as a collective body, represent 

the world of the six destinies. Shingon holds that the destinies are entities 

of Dharmakiiya Mahavairocana and are the indispensible enlightenment

materials (because Mahayana enlightenment is contingent upon enlight

ening others). Iconographically, the deities of this hall function as the 

guardians of Garbhakosadhiitu Marz4ala. 

One question might be asked at this time: Why do the east and west 

halls contain four rows (i.e., Mafijusri and Susiddhi are redundant)? 

The Shingon answer is that the triple formula is the Shingon-nla(Jqala 
version of the three enlightened bodies (Dharmakiiya, sa111bhogakiiya, 
nirmiirzakiiya), which can be elaborated into the four enlightened bodies, 

the addition being ni$yandakiiya, 11 which enters the six destinies. In the 
case of the four enlightened bodies, the Exterior Vajras are ni~yan

dakiiya. 

In sum., the Garbhakosadhiitu Marz4ala consists of the central Hall of the 

Eight Petals, which is surrounded by three rows of halls each on its 
north and south, and four rows each on its east and west. The central 

theme of the Mahiivairocana SiJtra, which this mat;zqala depicts, is the triple 

formula. Hence, the Hall of the Eight Petals and its first surrounding 

row of halls (All-knowledge, Avalokitdvara, Vajrapai].i, and Vidyad

hara) represents bodhicitta; the second row of halls {Sakyamuni, K~ti-
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garbha, Aka§agarbha, Sarvanivarana-vi§kambhi, Mafiju§ri, and Susiddhi) 

represents compassion; and the third (the Exterior Vajras) represents 

skillfu1 means. Garbhakosadhiitu Mat;~4ala is an iconographic representation 
of the first five elements. 

3. The Vajradhatu Matz4ala (Jap. Kongokai Mandara, see Plate ITI) 

Vajra, as said before, means 'thunderbolt', 'weapon'. It is a "symbol 

of the indestructible and irresistible truth, hence applicable as an epithet 
to all things symbolizing this truth. By connotation it is masculine."12 

The Sriivakabhumi describes it as 'diamond-like'.U Subhakarasiqilia's 
Commentary says, "Vajra represents fortitude and indestructibility [quali

ties which] characterize wisdom."14 Ideas for the composition of the 
Vajradhiitu MatJ4ala are drawn from the Tattvasa~pgraha Sutra. The 
Vajradhiitu Mat;~4ala is the graphic representation of the sixth element, 
the 'knower'. It is also called the nine assembly matJ4ala because it con

sists of nine assemblies, containing 1,461 deities, as shown in figure 3· 

i .. 
I 
I 
I 

i 
I. 
I 

4 

3 

6 7 

I 8 

z. 9 

Figure 3· The nine assemblies of the Vajradhiitu Mat)dala: I) 
Karma, 1,061 deities; 2) Samaya, 73 deities; 3) Siik~ma, 73 deities; 
4) Piija, 73 deities; s) Caturmudrii or Four Mudrii, 13 deities; 6) 
Ekamudrii or One Mudrii, 1 deity; 7) Naya, 17 deities; 8) 
Trailokyavijayakarma, 77 deities; 9) Trailokyavijayasamaya, 73 
deities. 

The Karma Assembly is the central and most significant among the 
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Plate III. The Vajradhiitu Ma,4ala (Taken from Sawa Takaaki 
Mikkyo no bijitsu, Tokyo: Heibonsha, 1964) 

nine assemblies. It will be treated in detail. A brief description of other 
components will follow. 

r) The Karma Assembly. This is the central assembly. It is also called 
the 'basic assembly', because it is the Buddha's point of departure, as 
well as the Karma Assembly, because the function (karma) of the Bud
dha is to enlighten all beings. From the position of the non-enlightened, 
however, this is the terminal point of enlightenment; therefore, it is 
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also called the 'assembly of the perfect body', that is, the Buddha-body. 
Enlightenment means the actualization of the Buddha-body. Karma here 
means the Buddha's compassion. Compassion denotes improvising skill
ful means to enlighten all beings. Two methods have been improvised: 
tri-guhya meditation and the meditation on the five marks of Bud

dhahood. The former has already been examined. The latter requires a 
description. The meditation on the five marks of Buddhahood actually 
refers to the five stages of meditation to realize the Buddha-body. The 
five marks are: 

a) penetrating (i.e. developing awareness of one's inherent} bo
dhicitta, 

b) cultivating bodhicitta, 
c) perfecting vajra-citta (i.e. perfecting the union of man and 

Buddha in one's mind), 
d) realizing vajra-body (physical union), 
e) supreme enlightenment (anuttara-samyak-sal'flbodhi). 

The Bodhicitta Siistra explains the same five marks as follows: 
a) seeing the moon (bodh1) through a thin cloud (avidyii}, 
b) clearing away that cloud, 
c) becoming one with the moon, 
d) realizing non-duality, and thereby 
e) perfecting enlightenment. 

The Tattvasai'J'Igraha Sutra therefore says, "Your own body is the 
diamond (vajra) firm and indestructible."15 This is the passage which 
Kiikai employs in his Sokushin jobutsu-gi to explain the theory of Bud
dhahood realized in the present body.16 The five marks of Buddhahood 
are stages of meditation to enable a practitioner to realize Buddhahood. 
Tri-guhya, in contrast, is a means to realize the interrelationship be
tween man and the Buddha. 

The overall structure of this assembly consists of the Great Circle, 
technically called the Vajra Circle, within which are the five sub-circles, 
technically called vimok~a (liberation) circles. The vimokia circles are 
the seats of the Buddhas and their supporting bodhisattvas, and represent 
the five Buddha wisdoms. The Vajra Circle is surrounded by three 
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Figure 4· Outline of the Karma Assembly. 

squares. Figure 4 is a diagram of the assembly. 
The Vajra Circle will be examined first. It consists of five vimok~a 

circles, representing the seats of: I) Mahavairocana, II) Alqobhya, III) 
Ratnasambhava, IV) Amitayus and V) Amoghasiddhi. Each is described 
below: 

The central vimo~a circle is the seat of Mahavairocana. On his sides 
are four paramitii bodhisattvas (the bodhisattva-practice-perfection deities): 
Vajra (I-1), Ratna (I-2), Dharma (I-3), and Karma (I-4). These four 
paramita bodhisattvas are offered to Mahavairocana by the four Buddhas 
(Ak~obhya, Ratnasambhava, Amitayus and Amoghasiddhi). Paramita 
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means "perfection." It was originally explained as a set of six qualities 

-charity, morality, patience, effort, meditation and wisdom. Four more 
qualities were subsequently added to the six-skillful means (upiiya), vow 
(pral;lidhiina), power (bala), and cognition (jiiiina). The four piiramitii 
bodh is;llt1.'~S mentioned above embody the virtues of the last four addi
tions. In the Shingon context, skillful means refers to the manner in 

which merits (which one has accumulated by practicing the six piiramitiis) 
are transferred to enlighten others. Vow means the resolution to practice 
the six piiramitiis for the purpose of enlightening others. Power is that 

which enables one to cultivate the six piiramitiis as instruments for en

lightening others. Cognition means to comprehend the virtues of the six 
piiramitiis as instruments to enlighten others. The four piiramitiis originate 
in prajiiii, the last of the six piiramitiis. These four piiramitiis give aid to 

and support the six. In the Vajra Circle, each of the four Buddhas, sur

rounding Mahavairocana, is in turn encircled by four prajiiii b('diJi~aflw1~. 
whiiL· Mahavairocana is encircled by four piiramitii bodhisattvas. This 

arrangement expresses the relation between priijiiii-piiramitii and the Jour 
piiramitiis. The prajFiii bMihi.;nttl'a.; offered by Mahavairocana to his four 
Buddhas are described below: 

The vimok~a circle in the east is the seat of Ak~obhya. On his sides are 

his four prajFiii bodhisattvas: Vajrasadhu (II-I), Vajraraga (II-2), Vajra
sattva (II-3), and Vajraraja (II-4). 

The vimok~a circle in the south is the seat of Ratnasarp.bhava. On his 
sides are his four prajiiii bodhisattvas: Vajrateja (III-I), Vajrahasa (III-2,) 

Vajraketu (III-3), and Vajraratna (III-4). 
The vimok~a circle in the west is the seat of Amitayus. On his sides 

are his four prajFiii bodhisattvas: Vajradharma (IV-I), Vajratik~l}a (IV-2), 

Vajrahetu (IV-3), and Vajrabha~a (IV-4). 
The vimok~a circle in the north is the seat of Amoghasiddhi. On his 

sides are his four prajiiii bodhisattvas: Vajrayak~a (V-I), Vajrakarma (V-2), 

Vajrarak~a (V-3), and Vajrasarp.dhi (V-4). 

The five Buddhas are iconographic representations of the five wisdoms. 
Their respective bodhisattvas are the iconographic representation of prac
tice, the implementation of wisdom. The five wisdoms represent what 
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Yogadira (Hosso) referred to as the state of transformation from vijiiiinas 
to jiiiinas. Thus whereas the Garbhakosadhatu MatJ4ala depicted the triple 
formula of the Mahavairocana Sutra, the Karma Assembly, which is the 
basic assembly of the Vajradhatu MatJ4ala, depicts the five jiiiinas. Whereas 
the former mal}.Qala employed the triad classification scheme to organize 
the deities of its pantheon, this maPJ4ala employs a fivefold classification 
scheme as described bdow: 

General Group Buddha Jiiiina Vijiiiina Seat 

Buddha Mahavairocana (I) Dharmadhiitu Ninth Center 
Vajra Ak~obhya (II) Adarsa Eighth East 

Ratna Ratnasaq1bhava (III) Samata Seventh South 
Padma Amitayus (IV) Pratyavek~ana SU..-th West 
Karma Amoghasiddhi {V) Krtyanu~thana First five North 

Mahavairocana is all-encompassing. The four remaining Buddhas are 
his attributes. Hence, Dharmadhatu encompasses all jiiiinas, the ninth 
vijiiana encompasses all vijiianas, the center encompasses all quarters. 
This is an iconographic representation of transformation-from tJijiiiinas 
to jiianas. 

Between the four vimok~a circles are four female deities: Vajralasi (A), 
Vajramala (B), Vajragita (C), and Vajranrita (D), who are the four pi1jii 
(offering) bodhisattvas (of the interior, i.e. within the Vajra Circle) offered 
to Ak~obhya, Ratnasaq1bhava, Amitayus, and Amoghasiddhi, respec
tively, by Mahavairocana, indicating veneration, remembering that the 
four Buddhas are the emanation of Mahavairocana. 

In summary, the Vajra Circle consists of the five Buddhas, the four 
piiramita vodhisattvas, the sixteen prajiia bodhisattvas, and the four p~ja 
bodhisattvas, making a total of twenty-nine deities. 

The Vajra Circle is surrounded by three squares: 

In the first square are the four maha-devis (great deities), representing 
the four elements: fire (a), water (b), wind (c), and earth (d). They are 
called the four Vajra Circle-supporting deities. The fifth dement, space, 
is represented by the Vajra Circle itself, and the sixth, mind, by the whole 
assembly. 
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In the second square are one thousand deities, representing the 'eternal 
present' (bhadrakalpa) bodhisattvas, revealed by the five Buddhas. In 
addition, in the four corners of the second square are: Vajradhiipa, 
incense (1); Vajrap~pa, flower (2); Vajraloka, light (3); and Vajragandha, 
perfume (4). These are the four female piijii bodhisattvas (of the exterior, 
i.e., outside the Vajra Circle) offered to Mahavairocana by the four 
Buddhas. Between the four female piijii bodhisattvas are: Vajrfu].kusa, 
hook (5); Vajrapasa, rope (6}; Vajrasphota, chain (7); and Vajrave5a, 
bell (8}. These are the four saf1tgraha (virtue-embracing) bodhisattvas 
offered to the four Buddhas by Mahavairocana. The four Buddhas offer 
Mahavairocana the virtues of benevolence; in tum, Mahavairocana offers 
the four Buddhas the instruments to subdue miira to help them develop 
four kinds of virtue, which are: the offering of the Dharma and material 
things to benefit others (dana); affectionate speech to invite all sentient 
beings to the realm of the Dharma (pnyavacana); action-based on body, 
voice and mind-designed to benefit others (arthakrtya); and the trans
forming of the body so that one can work with others and provoke 
their enlightenment on their own terms (samiiniirthatii). Thus, the four 
piijii bodhisattvas (of the exterior) and the four saf1tgraha bodhisattvas are 
collectively called the 'eight-pillar' bodhisattvas. They are the supporting 
elements of the Vajra Circle. The mission of the deities in this square is 
to enlighten all beings. Compassion is the means to enlighten them. 
Compassion is derived from prajiiii and samiidhi. Prajfiii is represented by 
the sixteen samiidhi bodhisattvas, i.e., the four piiramitii bodhisattvas of Maha
vairocana, the eight piijii bodhisattvas (four interior and four exterior) of the 
five Buddhas, and the four saf1tgraha bodhisattvas of the four Buddhas. 

In the third square are the twenty guardian deities classified into five
heavens at the four quarters, as described below: 

Heaven East West South North 

Supreme Narayal}a Aditya Ralqasa Jaya 
Space-dwelling Kumara Candra Yayu Vinayaka 
Space-travelling Vajrachinna V ajrabhak~al}a Vajravasin Vajramukha 
Earth-dwelling Brahmal}a Ketu Angi Varul}a 
Beneath earth Sakra Pitigala V aisraval}a Yama 
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The function of these deities is to protect the Vajra Circle and its two 

encircling realms. 
The Karma Assembly therefore is the basis of all other assemblies. It 

consists of the five Buddhas, sixteen prajiiii bodhisrtttvas, and sixteen 
samiidhi bodhisattvas, who collectively constitute the thirty-seven deities. 

Their mission is to reveal the Secret Buddha, Mahavairocana. The thirty
seven deities are arranged in a chart below: 

~~~~.l~.~r,l~;L~iddlli -Amiiihh;· Ratna~~~;bh;~~ ····Ak~~hhra .. 
I ______ ..J.L __ ·==-·----- . 

I. Sixteen sa11iiidhi .bodh-isatttJas I ,~i_3{..!_c~~p~a:iii l,;,rfiir.<:~tr;~~ ---. . .. .. -·-r---- ---, 

l-:i2."pa)a7~~-dl-~i-$1_l-i!T~ 14 piiramitii ·bo_t!!!f:~tttJas J 
---__..1 ___ -----------, 

14 sa11zgraha l•!•rlfli~·~rtr·~1 Is piijii b~:;;]hr:s.utr··-as j 
. - --· ---- .. _, ___ , ·_-_-_-_____ -_-__.!..,-: __ · ..... 

'I 4 exterior I 4 interior j 
bo4hisatttJas' lh>rllll'~ati;.o~t.~ 

--- r ·- . - . lr .~ .. -~ .... =----::-.. ;-::1,_::_. ====~----, 
[4 b.odhisattva;·j t' 4 bodhisattt,asi 
'.. of Sou!h_j of.W est I 

4 /;,:,/hisarj:·.:s 

of North 

2) The Samaya Assembly. It describes the Buddha's samaya. The 
term has already been described as "assembly, congregation, concourse." 
In Shingon it means "to go" to the realm of the universal enlightenment 

of Mahavairocana and to the realm of the collective sufferings of man
kind. Hence, this assembly represents the Buddha's enlightenment (i.e. 

the vow to enlighten all beings). 
3) The Sak~ma Assembly. Siik~ma means "fine, minute, subtle." Here 

it means the subtle wisdom of the Buddhas which is employed to en
lighten all beings. 

4) The Piijii Assembly. Piijii means "veneration, reverence, worship." 
Deities in this assembly offer articles to the five Buddhas, each article 
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representing a specific vow and each vow representing a specific method 
to enlighten all beings. 

5) The Four Mudra Assembly. Mudra is a sign or seal. Here it refers 
to the finger signs of the Buddhas, representing their respective jfiiina. 

Let us pause here for a moment to review the contents of the four 
pr~ious assemblies. The four previous assemblies described four specific 
attributes (jiiiinas) of Dharmakaya Mahavairocana: Maha-jfiiina (the all
embracing jfiiina), samaya-jfiiina (the vow-jfiiina), Dharma-jfiiina (the jfiiina 
expressed in words or letters) and karma-jfiiina (the means-jfiiina). The 
fifth assembly collects the attributes of the four previous assemblies. 
Hence, each of the mudriis of the four Buddhas represents one previous 
assembly. The relationship between the four Buddhas and their respec
tive jfiiina and mudrii is outlined below: 

Buddha jfiiina Mudra 

Ak~obhya Adarsa Maha-jfiiina 
Ratnasarpbhava Samata Samaya-jfiana 
Amitayus Pratyavek~ana Dharma-jfiana 
Amoghasiddhi Krtyanu~thana Karma-jfiana 

6} The One Mudra Assembly. This represents the realm of Dharma
kaya Mahavairocana. The jfiana-fist-mudra, (in full, the jfianamu~ti
mudra), employed here, is the sign of the all-embracing Mahavairocana. 

Let us pause here again. The first for assemblies represented specific 
attributes of Mahavairocana, the Four Mudra Assembly collected the 
four assemblies into one. The One Mudra Assembly synthesizes the four 
attributes of Mahavairocana. The idea of four-assemblies-in-one or four 

jfianas-in-one is the Shingon way of expressing that all things are of 
Mahavairocana and from Mahavairocana emerge all things. In the 
jfianamu~ti-mudra, the five left fmgers symbolize the first five elements
four fmgers are folded, while the index fmger which symbolizes the 
wind element, points up, indicating life. The right fmgers which re
present the five jiianas, enwrap the left index fmger, symbolizing that 
the elements of life are embraced by Buddhajiianas. One mudra is the 
sign of non-duality (of man and the Buddha), the theoretical basis for 
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realizing Buddhahood in the present body. 
7) The Naya Assembly. This is the realm ofVajrasattva, representing 

bodhicitta, the emanation of Mahavairocana as reflected on the mind of 
man. Naya means "path, method, or means" to enlightenment. In this 

assembly, Vajrasattva, occupying the central seat, is surrounded by the 
following four bodhisattvas:17 I~tavajra, Kelikilavajra, R.agavajra, and 
Manavajra, respectively, representing delusions derived from the four 
kldas-lust, touch, craving, and conceit. These four kle§as are con
sidered enlightenment material. That is, although the mind (bodhicitta) 
is inherently pure, it is enwrapped by the four kle§as. Therefore eliminat
ing the four klesas is the essential path to realize bodhicitta. The four 
bodhisattvas are forms of personified kle§as, the 'enlightenment mate
rials,' symbolizing the kind of practice required to realize enlightenment. 

8) The Trailokyavijayakarma Assembly. Trailokyavijayaraja, an in
carnation ofVajrasattva, is the central deity of this assembly. Vajrasattva's 
virtue is compassion, but he reveals himself as Trailokyavijayaraja to 
subdue the three poisons (hate, greed and delusion). Trailokyavijayaraja, 
representing anger against evil, is three faced and three eyed to observe 
and detect greed, hate and delusion. He is surrounded by the fire of 
prajiiii to bum kle§a, is equipped with tusks to cut off klesa, has in his 
hands the vajra scepter, bow and arrows, rope and sword (which are 
the instruments to conquer evil). He tramples on the male demon 
Mahdvara with his left foot and the female demon Uma with his right. 

9) The Trailokyavijayasamaya Assembly. Whereas the Trailokyavi
jayakarma Assembly described the physical activities of Trailokyavi
jayaraja, this assembly describes his vow (to enlighten all beings). 

The Vajradhatu Mat;~4ala is a graphic representation describing the 

methods by which the Buddhas and their supporting bodhisattvas attempt 
to enlighten all beings. The manner in which it has been described 
illustrates the 'effect-to-cause' (Buddha-to-man) process. By reversing 
the process, that is, by beginning from Trailokyavijayasamaya and termi
nating at Karma, we can similarly describe the 'cause-to-effect' (man
to-Buddha) process. In this case, the Trailokyavijayasamaya Assembly 
(9), the point of departure, is the station where a sentient being awakens 
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to realize the compassion of the Buddhas and thereby becomes aware of 
his inherent bodhidtta. At the Trailokyavijayakarma Assembly (8), he 
eliminates kle!a; at the Naya Assembly (7), he realizes that kle!a are the 
very materials through which enlightenment can be realized; at the One 
Mudra Assembly (6), he realizes that because kle!as are the materials to 
realize bodhicitta, man is potentially a Buddha; at the Four Mudra As
sembly (5), he realizes the four attributes of Mahavairocana simultane
ously; at the Piija (4), Su/eyma (3), and Samaya (2) Assemblies, he realizes 
the four attributes individually; and at the Karma Assembly (1), he re
alizes Buddhahood. The Karma, Samaya, Su/eyma and Piija Assemblies 
correspond, respectively, to the four ma~;~4alas-the Maha, Samaya, 
Dharma, and Karma Ma~;~4alas. In short, the Four Mudra and the One 
Mudra Assemblies collect and synthesize, respectively, the four attributes 
of the four ma~;~4alas. The Naya Assembly awakens bodhicitta, the Trai
lokyavijayakarma and Trailokyavijayasamaya Assemblies, respectively, 
enlighten others and self. To summarize, an outline is presented below: 

Assembly 
I. Karma 
2. Samaya 
3· Sliksma 
4· Piijii 
5. Four Mudrii 
6. One Mudra 
7· Naya 
8. Trailokya

vijayilk;orm;J 
9· Trailokya

vijayasamaya 

Description 

Mahii-ma{tgala 
1l -.1 Samaya-ma~;~ga a 

! 
Dharma-ma~;~gala I 
Karma-mandala - S!'IIIJhiir•m·,;km~·.i}'o1 

Collecting four matJgalas J : t_ 
Synthesizing four mn!l4tJhl.~ . ·-. 
Awakening bodhicitta- ·· Saddharmacakrakaya ;S 

.. .t 

Enlightenment of othe:=J- j ~ 
Ade!anacakrakiiya ....i 

Enlightenment of self 

Shingon conceives three Dharma-wheel-bodies (tri-cakrakayas): Maha
vairocana per se (svabhavacakrakaya); the bodhisattvas representing the 
attributes of Mahavairocana through compassion (saddharmacakrakaya); 
a11d the bodhisattvas representing the attributes of Mahavairocana through 
compassionate anger (adesaniicakrakaya). The first six assemblies represent 
svabhavacakrakaya, the seventh saddharmacakrakaya, the eighth and ninth 
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iiddaniicakrakiiya. 

4· Conclusion 

Shingon Mikkyo is both a mantra school and a mat:~4ala school. In 
Kiikai's own words, "The matJ4ala is the body of the secret teaching."18 

All that needs to be said of the Shingon concept of Buddha is contained 
within the Garbhakosadhiitu and Vajradhiitu Mat:~4alas. These two mat:~4alas 
identify the marks of tathatii, personify them into various types of en
lightenment bodies {three or four), assign special signs or mudriis to them, 
and explain the nature of Mahavairocana and his relation to man (i.e. 
the cyclic feedback between man and the Buddha). These mav4alas 
represent the Shingon ideal, which is the actualization of the eternal 
Buddha-Dharmakiiya Mahavairocana-within one's own body. It is in 
this context-in the context of "l-in-Buddha" and "Buddha-in-me"

that Shingon claims that the Dharmakiiya per se is capable of com
municating the Dharma. 
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THE PATH TO BUDDHAHOOD 

I. Initial Awakening 

The two mat;~4alas-Garbhakosadhatu and Vajradhatu-are iconographic 
representations of Shingon doctrine. Shingon doctrine is a theoretical ex
planation of the identity of man and the Buddha based upon the sup
position of inherent Buddha-nature. The theory of the identity of man 
and the Buddha, however, represents the 'ideal'. Actually, man is a 
sentient being whose mind is covered by klesa. He becomes aware of his 
own Buddha-nature only when he has eliminated kle§a. The awareness 
that kle§a covers the mind and of the need to eliminate kle§a involves a 
frustrating experience, for such an awareness frequently leads one to 
realize his own limitations and the futility of efforts to overcome klesa. 
This means then that prior to the conceptual formulation of the very 
idea of implementing theory into practice, prior to translating the 'ideal' 
into the 'real', we must deal with the problem of human will: the deter
mination to fully understand theory and the commitment to implement 
that theory into practice. Practice takes on a significant religious dimen
sion and becomes personally meaningful only when it is supported by 
this kind of will. 

Here we must remind ourselves that though practice, in the context 
described above, specifically refers to the practice to eliminate one's own 
kle§a, the elimination of klesa {e.g. hate) cannot be accomplished only 
through a realization of a new conceptual horizon (e.g. non-hate). Men
tal state does indeed shape action but action in tum shapes mental state. 
The perfection of a state of non-hate requires not only the elimination 
of the notion of hate but also the practice of non-hate. It is in this con-
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text that we speak of the importance of will, the determination to under

stand theory and the commitment to implement that theory into prac

tice. Shingon refers to the awakening of this kind of will as 'awakening 
bodhicitta' (bodhicitta-utpanna). Bodhicitta means the 'thought of enlighten

ment'. We are now ready to discuss bodhicitta in more detail. 

The awakening of bodhicitta takes place when one becomes aware of 

the futility of life calculated to satisfYing the flesh and of the paradox 

involved in leading a wholesome life, and, most important of all, when 

one develops an intense desire, a determined will, to overcome this futility 

and paradox. This type of will presupposes that the nature of man is 

inherently pure, not defiled, that it is inherent with Buddha-nature. 

Awakening bodhicitta is based upon this kind of supposition. This sup

position is important as it constitutes the basis of faith. So, what we have 

referred to as 'awakening bodhicitta' requires faith, the unconditional 

acceptance of the proposition that Buddha-nature is inherent in man. 

Bodhicitta and Buddha-nature then are synonymous. The awakening of 

bodhicitta is the realization of one's own Buddha-nature. Both require 

faith. 

The Bodhicitta Siistra describes the three attributes of bodhicitta: supreme 
truth, compassion and meditation.1 Supreme truth refers to in~ight into 

emptiness, which is wisdom; compassion refers to the practice of empti

ness, which is the implementation of wisdom on an empirical level; 

meditation refers to the internalized discipline required to cultivate 

wisdom and practice, both supplementing one another, for there can be 
no wisdom without practice and no practice without wisdom. In this 

context then, meditation is the agent of integrating wisdom :md practice. 

We can now see that bodhicitta, as was in the case with Buddha-nature, 

represents the 'middle' expressed in soteriological terms. Here the term 

'soteriological' involves an experiential connotation simply because 

inasmuch as it represents the 'middle', salvation is not understood within 

the limits of a noetic context. It is not simply a matter of apprehen

sion. It is to be realized experientially, that is, it involves faith in the 
inherent 'good' in the essential makeup of man and the empirical dem

onstration, which is practice, of that inherent quality. 
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Faith essentially means belief (fraddhii) in and the perfect understanding 
(adhimukti) of Buddha-nature. But as an object of intellectual investiga
tion, that is, as an object of discriminative conceptualization, Buddha
nature-being the 'middle' -does not exist. In fact it is not an object of 
intellectual investigation. Nevertheless, Buddha-nature is that which is 

sought by one who has become aware of the futility and paradox of 
life and has become deeply sensitive to the tragic problems of mankind. 
Kiikai therefore defines faith in Buddha-nature as "the awareness of the 

inherent quality within all men which can be discovered by penetrating 
beneath the consciousness level dominated by the 'seeds' of greed, hate 

and delusion." 2 The Nirviil}a Sutra says, "Buddha-nature is the great 

faith ... Because all sentient beings are destined to realize it, we call it 
the universal nature of Buddhahood."3 But this inherent and universal 

quality is real only to those who have come to understand the limits of 
the intellect in pursuit of an existential insight-the paradox one faces 
in pursuit of his authentic being. Shingon faith bears remarkable re
semblance to what Friedrich E. Schleiermacher referred to as schlech
thinniges abhiingigkeitsgefuhl, that is, that faith is beyond self-awareness, 

beyond the object of intellectualization. But though faith is beyond self
awareness, the self is the basis of discovering the authentic situation of 

one's own beingness; though faith is beyond the intellect, it is through 
the intellect that 'faith and undersatnding' are awakened. 

How then is bodhicitta, which has been awakened in this manner, cul
tivated to maturation? In response to this question, Kiikai refers to the 
triple formula of the Mahiivairocana Sutra, which says, "Bodhicitta is the 

cause; the great compassion is its roots; and skillful means is the end 

result."4 This sutra explains prajiiii, the state of mind which cognizes 

supreme truth, by comparing it to a seed, which requires the condition 

to establish its roots and to produce fruit. Bodhicitta is the cause (seed) of 
wisdom, and compassion (i.e. practice) is the condition which enables 

that cause to bear fruit. Bodhicitta cannot be awakened without compas
sion, the conditioner which brings about Buddhahood. The triple for

mula articulates the theory of the primacy of practical reason (primat 
der praktischen vernunjt). It is the Shingon version of what Schleier-
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macher referred to as guterlehre, the theory of good. In other words, 
though awakening bodhicitta is essential to practice, practice at the same 
time is the conditioner which cu1tivates the maturation of the awakened 
bodhicitta. What then constitutes practice? 

2. Practice 

The 'mind just as it is' is a phrase found in the Mahiivairocana Si'itra. 5 

The term is synonymous to what the Awakening of Mahiiyiina Faith refers 
to as 'inherent enlightenment'. The Nirviit;ta Sutra calls it Buddha-nature, 
the Prajiiiipiiramitii literature calls it prajiiii, the Sukhiivativyuha literature 
calls it Pure Land. In all these texts, the premise is that the 'original state 
of mind' is pure and undefiled. It becomes defiled because of viji'iiinas, 
the instruments that fragment the world into arbitrary conceptual cate
gories. The realm perceived through vijiiiinas is therefore a delusion be
cause klesa is inherent in vijiiiinas. The original state of mind is revealed 

by eliminating klda and cultivating bodhicitta, the process of which is 
explained in terms of: a) three kalpas, b) six nirbhayas, and c) ten bhumis. 
The fust is designed to eliminate klesa which covers bodhicitta; the second 
is designed to cultivate bodhicitta and to prevent its contamination by kle§a; 
the third reveals bodhicitta. The first two represent the Shingon theory of 
elimination (shajO-mon); the third represents the Shingon theory of re
velation (hyotoku-mon). What is eliminated is klesa; what is revealed is 
bodhicitt,,. These three theories describe the process of the growth of 
bodhicitta. Each shall be described categorically. 

a) The Three Kalpas. The term 'three kalpa' actually means an im
measurable duration of time (tri-mahiisarpkhyeya-kalpa). 6 However, Shin
gon interprets the term as the three basic substances of the mind which 
grasp the unreal (mithyii-graha) :7 the crude (sthula), the subtle (suk~ma), 
and the most subtle {prasii~ma). The Awakening of Mahiiyiina Faith 
describes these three substances as follows: ignorance-based action, the 

perceiving, and the perceived. The first is the basis of the latter two, 
the character of the latter two being conditioned by the first. In Shingon, 
the first kalpa refers to the crude, the second to the subtle, and the third 
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to the most subtle. Shingon, for that reason, does not conceive kalpa as 
a duration of time. It conceives it as the substance of delusion. This leads 
to a controversial issue which must be clarified before the Shingon con
cept of kalpa is described. 

Disputes surrounding the abrupt versus gradual enlightenment are 
largely based upon the question of whether enlightenment is determined 
by the length of practice or not. According to Kiikai' s system of doctrinal 

evaluation and classification, Kengyo affirms the kalpa (duration) require
ment, though there is considerable dispute over whether Tendai and 

Kegon do. 8 Shingon theoretically presupposes inherent Buddhahood but 
in practice it nevertheless requires the tri-guhya meditation and claims 
that practice is the actualizing of the theory that man is inherently 
endowed with Buddhahood. In practice, therefore, there is no difference 
between Shingon Mikkyo and Kengyo, but the rationale involved in 

practice is different. More specifically, the two are different because of 
the interpretation of the term kalpa. As said before, Kengyo conceives 
kalpa as a duration of time. But Mikkyo conceives it as the substance of 
delusion, the premise being that enlightenment is not a matter to be 
realized in term of a duration of time. The Shingon interpretation of the 
three kalpa theory is described below. 

The first kalpa corresponds to the delusion of grasping to the reality 
of sel£ This is a delusion because the self is empty of an essence (pudgala
sunyatii). It is only a product of the five aggregates. According to Shin
gon, the Sriivaka and Pratyeka-buddha (the fourth and fifth stages in 
Kiikai's system of doctrinal evaluation and classification) have trans
cended the first kalpa stage and have realized the emptiness of sel£ 

The second kalpa corresponds to the delusion of grasping to the reality 
of dharmas. This is a delusion because dharmas are also empty of an 

essence (dharma-sunyatii). According to Shingon, Hosso and Sanron (the 
sixth and the seventh stages) have transcended the second kalpa stage and 

have realized the emptiness of dharmas. Through the insight into empti
ness, Hosso realized mind-onlyness and Sanron realized the middle-path. 

The third kalpa corresponds to the delusion of grasping to ignorance 
(avidyii). This is the delusion of distinguishing dharmas in terms of the 
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conditioned and the unconditioned. According to Shingon, Tendai and 
Kegon (the eighth and ninth stages) have transcended the third kalpa 
stage and have realized the synthesis of the conditioned and the uncon
ditioned. Through this synthesis Tendai realized the realm of tathatii, 
while Kegon and Shingon realized the realm of Dharmadhiitu. 

The Shingon three kalpa theory, as it is now apparent, is a categoriza
tion of Buddhism into Hinayana, Triyana and Ekayana. Hinayana refers 
to the 1riivaka and pratyeka-buddha vehicles; Triyana, literally the 'three 
vehicles', distinguishes the 1riivaka, pratyeka-buddha, and bodhisattva vehi
cles and claims the superiority of the bodhisattva vehicle; Ekayana does 
not discriminate the three but encompasses all three within its all-em
bracing universal vehicle. In terms of Kiikai's ten stage doctrinal clas
sification scheme, Hinayana refers to the fourth and fifth (stages before 
the fourth are pre-Buddhist), the $riivaka and pratyeka-buddha vehicles; 
Triyana refers to the sixth and seventh, the Hosso and Sanron; and 
Ekayana refers to the eighth and ninth, Tendai and Kegon. These are 
Kengyo schools indicating Kengyo paths. The tenth, Shingon, is also 
Ekayana but it is Mikkyo, not Kengyo. An explanation now follows. 

Though Hosso (Yogaclra-vijiianavada) and Sanron (Madhyamika) 
form the two basic philosophical systems of Mahayana, Kiikai classified 
them below Tendai and Kegon. The former two present a world of 
synthesis, but they are nonetheless a synthesis based on the concept of 
the transformation of iilaya into iidarsa-jiiiina-the transformation of the 
store of delusion to pure mind-in the case of Hosso, and insight into 
the eight negations in the case of Sanron. Both have yet to deal with the 
complex dimension of Dharmadhiitu, the world of the infinite co-arising 
(continuity) of dharmas based on the doctrine of the emptiness of a 
dharma-essence. Dharmadhiitu is a world of an organic living entity within 

which the dharmas absent of an essence continue to co-arise. Tendai and 
Kegon provide this infinite dimension. But Kiikai preferred the Kegon 
world of infinite interpenetration of dharmas, rather than the Madhya
mika-based Tendai description of three-truths (emptiness, co-arising, 
middle)-in-one type of a world-view. 

Doctrinally, Kegon and Shingon are closely related. What distinguishes 
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the two is the interpretation of Dharmadhatu. The Kegon Siitra (Avataqt
saka, Ch. Hua-yen) describes Dharmadhatu (the realm of enlightenment) 

from the cause-realm, that is, it explains and establishes the causes to 
realize Dharmadhiitu, as the case of the legendary Sudhana-§re~!hi-daraka 
(literally, the merchant's son, who, in this text, is the 'seeker of truth') 
going through the fifty-two stages to realize enlightenment clearly 
demonstrates. This distinction is important. Shingon, unlike Kegon, 

does not speak of one becoming a Buddha (a concept which presupposes 

a duration of time), because it presupposes that one already is a Buddha, 

that inherent in him is Buddha-nature. Thus Shingon practice has mean
ing only to those who are aware of his Buddha-nature. It is not a practice 

to realize Buddha-nature. Shingon practice is the revelation of Buddha
hood in a concrete context-the attributes indicated by the six elements, 

four mat;~4alas, and three secrets. We must now refer back to the gradual 
and sudden enlightenment theories. The process of enlightenment is 
gradual, but once enlightened, one realizes that that very moment is 
abrupt, sudden and direct-like a flash of lightning. Shingon enlighten
ment-consisting of the awareness of one's inherent bodhicitta-refers to 

the latter. Shingon therefore claims that Kegon, though of the highest 
among Kengy6 schools, does not describe Dharmadhatu as concretely as 
does Shingon. Nevertheless, as mentioned before, Shingon, like Tendai 
and Kegon, is Ekayana. Ekayana transcends the three kalpa stages. One 
who has transcended the three kalpa stages realizes Dharmadhatu, the realm 
of the enlightenment of the Buddha. Hence, Subhakarasirp.ha' s Com
mentary on the Mahiivairocana Sutra says, 

If one transcends the three graspings in one's life-time, then in the 
present life he shall realize Buddhahood. Why should the duration 
of time be discussed ?9 

b) The Six Nirbhayas. Nirbhaya literally means "fearlessness." In 
Shingon it means mental peace. It is synonymous with iisviisa, "to 
revive."10 Nirbhaya means a state of awakening through freeing oneself 
from the bonds of kle5a and awakening to realize one's inl1erent bodhi.U 
The six nirbhaya theory analyzes the process of awakening. This process 
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is explained in six progressive stages, each consisting of a Kengyo and 
Mikkyo interpretation as presented below: 

s~mfirullaJM, the stage of virtuous deeds. This is the fearless stage where 
one frees hhnself from the dictates of passion, develops a feeling for 
humanity, and observes moral principles. This is the pre-Buddhist stage. 
In Shingon it corresponds to a stage where the practitioner comes to 
realize the need to perfom1 the tri-guhya meditation. 

Kaya-nirbhaya, the stage of eliminating the impurity of the body. 
Here one realizes the Buddha-path, a realm beyond moral prinicples. 
One meditates on the impurity of the body, rids himself of body-klesa, 
and realizes liberation from the delusion of grasping to the notion of the 
reality of sel£ This is the sravaka stage. In Shingon it corresponds to a 
stage where the tri-guhya practitioner visualizes his presiding deity. 

Nairiitmya-nirbhaya, the stage of realizing the emptiness of self. One 
who has liberated hi~nself from the ~ldusion of grasping to the reality 
of self now also liberates himself from the notion of possession (the 
kaya-nirbhaya and the nairiitmya-nirbhaya eliminate the notions of the 'I' 
and 'mine', respectively). This is also a 5ravaka stage. In Shingon, it corre
sponds to a stage where the tri-guhya practitioner, who has perfected 
visualizing his presiding deity, is no longer obsessed by it. 

Dharma-nirbhaya, the stage of realizing the emptiness of dharmas. Here 
one realizes that the five aggregates which make up the mind and body 
are in themselves empty of an essence. ( K.iy,;-HirMI.;J }'tr and nairatmya
nirbhaya dealt with the emptiness associated with self; dharma-nirbhaya 
deals with the emptiness of dharmas.) Thi~ is the pratyeka-buddha stage. 
In Shingon, it corresponds to a stage where the rri-.~1d1rrr practitioner 
realizes that the presiding deity is empty of an essence and is markless 
(alak$a1Ja). Specifically he meditates and realizes that the deity is like a 
moon in the water, the image in a mirror. 

Dharma-nairiitmya-nirbhaya, the stage of emptiness of dharmas and 
sel£ Here one realizes liberation from all dharmas, gains insight into the 
world of emptiness, and conceives the world to be a mental construc
tion. This is the stage of Hosso and Sanron. In Shingon it corresponds 
to a stage where the tri-guhya practitioner realizes that the presiding deity 
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is a mark of one's own mind cultivated through meditation. (All other 
Buddhas and bodhisattvas are also marks; the term 'mark' in this context, 
should be interpreted as 'mental qualities'.) 

Samatii-nirbhaya, the stage of unity (sarva-dharma-svabhiiva-samatii). 
Here one no longer distinguishes between the supreme and the con
ventional, the mind (citta) and its attributes (vijiiiinas). It is the stage of 
the unity of diversity, since all dharmas are essentially interrelated be
cause of the principle of emptiness and co-arising. This is the Ekayiina 
stage-Tendai, Kegon and Shingon. In Shingon the practitioner gains 
an insight into the source of the unity of diversity by realizing anutpiida, 
the original state of mind. 

As previously mentioned, the three kalpa theory is designed to elimi
nate klesa which conceals bodhicitta, while the six nirbhaya theory is 
designed to cultivate bodhicitta. The relationship between the three kalpa, 
six nirbhaya and Kiikai's ten stages is outlined below: 

Three Kalpas Six Nirbhayas Ten Stages 

[
First 

-{

Sannirbhaya-------1 Second 
Third 

First Kiiya- _j Fourth 
Nairiitmya-
Dharma- Fifth 

. _ --cSixth 
Second----Dharma-nmratmya- S h event 

[
. Eighth 

Third--~-Samatii- ------1· Ninth 
Tenth 

3. Dasabhumi 

Mahayana is a bodhisattva doctrine. A Mahayana bodhisattva, as pre
viously mentioned, is a "universal savior." He is interested in enlighten
ing others as well as himsel£ The general classification of the bodhisattva 
stages, according to Kengyo, is as follows: a) ten stages of faith, b) ten 
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stages of understanding, c) ten stages of practice, d) ten stages of trans
ferring merit, e) ten stages of bodhisattva per se (daJabhumi), and, f) the two 
Buddha stages, supreme enlightenment (samyaksmpbuddha) and the most 
supreme enlightenment (uttara-samyaksa~t~buddha). These bodhisattva stages 
make a total of fifty-two, as outlined below: 

Cause to Realize 
Bodltisattvalwod 

I a) Ten Stages of Faith (in 
the Buddha, Dham1a, and -Faith 
Satigha) 

b) TGn Stages of Under
standing (emptiness) 

·-Understanding 

c) Ten Stages ofPractice (of} 
enlightening self) 

d) The Stages ofTransferr- Practice 
ing Merit (i.e. enlightcn-

-illg others) 
Effcc: of Previous -c) J?asabh~mi (union of en- _Realization (of 
Practices (hence, lrghtcnmg self and others) Bodhisattva) 
Bodhisattva 
practices) 
Sum total_ .. _ f) Two HnlklJ~a. 1smnyakst~Jf1/'md.ilu1 •• 
•)fC"tt···· S·a~es -,_LT ) r j-:-1---Bl:ddhahood ' ~ ~ • •• 1:, - •/lolJ'I'Fl!rllfo?.O..:S:Tr!.'!HrOrHIQ~ 

and effect 

Samyaksatpbuddha actually means the realization of Buddhahood. 
Uttarasamyaksa~t~buddha actually means the ultimate perfection of the 
practices to enlighten oneself and others. There is hardly any difference 
at all between dasabhumi and the two Buddha stages. Within the context 
of bodhisattva practices, dasabhumi is the most important. Dasabhiimi is 
a Mahayana term and a compound made up of 'dasa', meaning ten, and 
'bhumi', literally "earth." Earth signifies the producer and the container 
of wisdom, and the carrier and the nurturcr of all beings. Dasabhiimi 
consists of stages designed to realize the union of self enlightenment and 
the enlightenment of others. It exemplifies bodhisattva practices. It is 
categorically described below:12 

I) Pramuditii, the joyful stage. This is the stage of realizing Buddha-
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knowledge. Buddha-knowledge is realized by: a) severing misleading 

views, and b) gaining insight into emptiness. 

a. Misleading views are: 
i) reality of self (satkaya) 

ii) extreme views (antargraha) which consist of the notions of 
impermanence (uccheda) and permanence (siisvata) 

iii} perverted views (mithya) such as rejecting the law of cause 
and effect 

iv) the affrrmation of the above three views (dr~ti-paramarsa) 
v) offense against morality (sila-vrata-paramarsa} 

vi) greed (raga) 
vii) hate (vyapada) 

viii) delusion (moha) 
ix) conceit (mana) 
x} doubt (vicikitsa} 

b. Gaining insight into emptiness means the realization of the empti
ness of self and dharmas. 

The stages enumerated below constitute a breakdown of items inherent 

in the first stage. 
2) Vimala, the immaculate stage. This is the stage of eliminating 

misleading thoughts. Misleading thoughts consist of greed, hate, delu
sion, conceit, and doubt. Though these five items have been enumerated 
under misleading views, the five items of the misleading view and of 

the misleading thought categories have roots in different sources. Mis

leading views are acquired, meaning that they are rooted in the power 
of human reasoning; misleading thoughts are innate, meaning that they 
are rooted in the sense organs and the sense fields. The former can be 
eliminated more easily than the latter, but has its roots in the latter. This 
is the stage where one eliminates misleading thoughts. Hence it is called 

the immaculate stage. Immaculate means purification. Purification (of 
the mind) is perfected here. 

3) Prabhakar'i, the light-giving stage. Light means prajfia. The cul
tivation of prajfia requires patience. Patience (k~anti) is perfected here. 

4) Arci~mat'i, the brilliant stage. Prajfia is intensified by eliminating 
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the residual elements of kleia. Eliminating residual elements requires 

effort. Effort (virya) is perfected here. 
s) Sudurjayii, the difficult-to-conquer stage. The union of supreme 

and conventional truths is realized. It is realized through meditation 
(dhyiina). Dhyiina is perfected here. 

6) Abhimukhi, the prajfiii-revealed stage. Meditation produces prajfiii. 
Prajfiii is perfected here. 

7) DUral?lgamii, the far-reaching stage. Far-reaching means impro
vising skillful means. This is the stage of putting prajfiii into practice. 
Skillful means (upiiya) is perfected here. 

8) Acalii, the immovable stage. Immovable refers to a vow. The 
vow (pral]idhiina) to enlighten all beings is perfected here. 

9) Siidhumati, the unerring-effect stage. The vow must be sup
ported by a power which translates it into the actual practice of enlighten
ing all beings under all conditions, at all times, and without error. Power 
(bala) is perfected here. 

10) Dharma-meghii, the dharma-cloud stage. The wisdom perfected 
in the previous stages reveals itself equitably and universally, giving joy 
to all beings, like a cloud appearing after a drought. This is the stage of 
the perfect cognition of reality (Dharmadhiitu). 

Whereas Kengyo regards dasabhumi as the cause-stage to Buddhahood, 
Shingon' s interpretation of it consists of two general theories: a) practice, 
and b) inherent. 

a) The practice theory consists of two types: a kleia-eliminating 
theory, and a bodhicitta-revealing theory. The first theory holds that 
though the elements of grasping (crude, subtle, and most subtle) have 
been eliminated in the pre-dafabhumi stages, the basic ignorance (avidya) 
which obstructs a practitioner from realizing bodhicitta-the 'grasping 
atom' -still needs to be eliminated stage-by-stage. The second theory 
presupposes that the three elements of grasping have been eliminated at 
the pre-daSabhumi stages; it does not speak of a 'grasping atom'. It 
conceives the first stage of dafabhumi to be the basis of self-enlighten
ment and the stages which follow as those implementing the knowledge 
acquired through self-enlightenment for the benefit of others. The first 
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1s designed to eliminate the elements (klesa) concealing bodhicitta, the 

second to reveal the merits of one's own bodhiciita. Both theories conceive 

dasabhiimi in stages. 
b) The inherent theory is based upon the notion that all things are 

implicit in one. This notion, again, is not an original idea of Kiikai. It 
is Ekayana. The Srimiiliidevisirtthaniida-siitra claims that all facets of mora
lity are implicit in the bodhisattva practice of enlightening others, Tendai 
claims that three thousand worlds are implicit in one instant thought, 
and Kegon speaks of the theory of 'ali-in-one'. In Japan, schools of 

Kamakura Buddhism articulated the same theme: Zen claims that the 
three disciplines (Sila, samiidhi, prajfiii} are implicit in Zen and develops 
Zen discipline, Pure Land claims that all practices are implicit in faith 

and develops a 'one-directed' faith in the Buddha Amitabha, and 

Nichiren claims that all knowledges are implicit in the Lotus Dharma 
and develops the daimoku (the chanting of the title of the Lotus Siitra) 
formula. The Shingon inherent theory presupposes that bodhicitta is 
inherent in the practitioner. As such, it does not conceive dasabhumi to 

be stages of practice. The numeral ten, following the Kegon tradition, 

is interpreted as inexhaustible. Dasabhiimi therefore is interpreted as the 
manifestation of the inexhaustible merits of bodhicitta. Implicit in this 
theory is the idea that the first embodies all other stages, that all stages 

are implicit in the first. Hence Shingon speaks of 'shoji soku goku', "the 
first as the fmal. "13 Reference is to the bodhicitta, the repository of in

exhaustible merits. 

The practice theory (inclusive of the klesa-eliminating and bodhicitta
revealing theories) and the inherent theory are both based upon a posi
tional difference in viewing man and enlightenment. The practice theory 
presupposes that man is inherently defiled and prescribes stages to re
move man's klesa and to reveal his bodhicitta: it involves a gradual method 

to realize enlightenment; it sees enlightenment from the sphere of man. 

The inherent theory presupposes that man is inherently enlightened: it 
does not reject the validity of the practice theory; it considers practice 
a necessary means to realize one's inherent inexhaustible merit; it sees 
enlightenment from the sphere of the enlightened one. 
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Da§abhiimi is modeled upon the six perfection {piiramitii) theory. The 
six are developed into ten in the Prajniipiiramitii literature. Dasabhiimi 
corresponds to the ten piiramitiis. The six piiramitiis are: charity (dana), 
morality (sila), patience (lqiinti), effort (virya), meditation (dhyiina) and 

wisdom (prajna). In its Ekayiina context, prajnii embraces all other piira
mitiis. That is, prajnii is meditation, the source which perfects charity. 
Charity is not the mere offering of material goods; it is, as the Srimiilii
devisitphaniida -siitra says, "the giving of body, life, and possessions to 
spread the Dharma."14 As such, charity is the external (social) mani
festation of prajnii in a most dynamic way. A guide line is provided for 
that purpose-charity must be directed by morality and supported by 
the virtuous of patience and effort. Prajnii therefore embodies the five 
paramitiis as shown below: 

Elements inherent in prajiiii 

Charity 
6 

~-- -····· --~ i 
Patl~nce Effort 

L--·--·-·--. ·-r .. 
Morality 

' Medibtion 

Prajnii embodies the five piiramitiis, and the six piiramitiis (prajfiii plus 
the five) are expanded into ten. The four additional piiramitiis are de

scriptive items of prajnii: 7) skillful means (upiiya), 8) the vow to enlighten 
all beings {praiJidhiina), 9) the power to enlighten all beings (bala), and 
IO) the perfect cognition of reality (jniina). Shingon identifies the first 
five piiramitiis (charity, morality, patience, effort, and meditation) as 
items of self-cultivation; the last four (skillful means, vow, power, and 
perfect cognition) as instruments to benefit others. Some items overlap 
but the first five of the ten are internalized disciplines, the last four are 
external expressions of the first four. All piiramitiis are implied in the 
sixth, prajnii. 
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4· The Organic Relation between the Paramitas and Dasabhiimi 

and Shingon' s Interpretation of the Dasabhiimi 

The six piiramitiis, ten piiramitiis, and dafabhumi are paths designed to 
realize Buddhahood through self cultivation and to implement that 
which has been cultivated to benefit others. The relationship between the 
six piiramitiis and the dasabhumi is outlined below: 

Basic Three-stage 
Path to Six Piiramitiis Dasabhiimi 

Enlichtenment 

Understanding - ·- . ·--·-- r. Pramudita (Joyful Stage) 
··2. Vimalii (Immaculate Stage) 

Practice· 

3. Prabhiikari (Light-giving 
Stage) 

Five Piiramitiis 4. Arci~mati (Brilliant Stage) 
- ·-(Accumulating 5. Sudurjayii (Difficult-to-J merit) conquer Stage) 

'--6. Abhimukhi (Prajna-revealed 
- , Stage) L ~

7· Diiramgamii (Far-reaching 
Diina Piiramitii Stage) 
(Tr~nsferring 8. Acalii (In:_movabl~ Stage) 
ment) 9- Siidhumatt (Unernng Effect 

Stage) 
Rcali7.~~icm ro, Dharmameghii (Dharma-cloud 

Stage) 

Insofar as the itemized description of the dasabhumi is concerned, there 
is no difference whatsoever between Kengyo and Mikkyo. What distin
guishes the two is the interpretation of dasabhumi per se: Kengyo con
ceives dasabhumi as graded stages of practice; Shingon Mikkyo conceives 
it as the embodiment of a variety of virtues, not stages to eliminate some
thing (such as kle5a) or to gain something (such as prajfiii). Hence it is the 
realm of enlightenment-Dharmakiiya. Enlightenment is described ico
nographically: the four Buddhas (Alqobhya, Ratnasarpbhava, Amitayus, 
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and Amoghasiddhi),15 each with his four attending bodhisattvas (totalling 
sixteen), represent the four attributes (jfiiinas) of Dharmakiiya Maha
vairocana. The following chart is an outline of the iconographic model 
of the Shingon version of the realm of enlightenment-the Dharmakiiya. 

Dharmakaya 
Mahavairocana 

Four Buddhas Sixtem Bodhisattvas Fottr Ji'iiinas 

-{
Vajrasadh]-

Aksobhya Vajraraga Ad , . arsa 
(East) V a.~rasattva 

Vajraraja 

Ratnasambhava{~~~:~~:C}s _ . amata 
(South) Va.~raketu 

Vajraratna 

-{
Vajradharm} 

Amitayus Vajratik~na p , k _ 
(w ) V . I ratyave fatla· 

est aJra 1etu · 
Vajrabha~a 

{V~rayak~a} 
Amoghasiddhi Vajrakarma v- _ 1_ 
(N h) V . 1 £\.rtymm~t wua 

ort a_]rara ~~a 
V*asaJ:Tldhi 

The above outline represents the Karma Assembly of the Vajradhiittt 
Mat;qala: Mahavairocana surrounded by the four Buddhas, each iJ.1 turn 

surrounded by their respective four bodhisattvas. Doctrinally, Maha
vairocana is the fundamental consciousness-the knowledge of all know l
edges, and the four Buddhas (and their respective bodhisattvas) ar:e the 
attributes of this fundamental consciousness (that is, iidarsa-, samatii-, 
pratyave~at;ii-, and krtyiinu~thiina-jfiiinas). The four Buddhas and their 

bodhisattvas are an iconographic representation of the attributes of Dhar
makiiya Mahavairocana. Shingon employs the traditional dasabhtimi 
schema as a method to describe the contents of bodhicitta, the instrument 
upon which truth is reflected. Dasabhami in Shingon reveals the content 
of bodhicitta. But since Shingon presupposes that the awareness of bo
dhicitta is 'awakening' (the cause-realm), that enlightenment is the realm 
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of Dharmakiiya Mahavairocana (the result-realm), and that the first 

dasabhumi stage is really the fmal stage, it holds that the awareness of 
bodhicitta (the cause-realm) is enlightenment (the result-realm). Hence, 
the first da5abhumi stage encompasses all da5abhumi stages. It is not the 
first of many stages to realize a goal. It is the goal. 

5. Summary on Practice 

A summary on practice essentially means a summarization of the pro
cess of cultivating bodhicittta. The following chart summarizes that pro
cess in terms of: 1) the triple formula (Kiikai's version placed in parenthe

sis), 2) the six nirbhaya theory, 3) Shingon's ten stage classification, 4) 
the three kalpa theory, and 5) the dasabhumi stages. 

An Outline of Practices to Cultiuate Bodhicitta 

Bodhicitta 

r 
r) Cause Condition 

(practice) 
Result 

(Skillful means) (faith) 

I r---· · · -· ~ t · - · -----· i·-- - ··· -· 

2) San- Kaya- and Dharma- Dhdrma- Samatii-
nirbhaya Nairiitmya- nairiitmya- nirbhaya nirbhaya 

I nirbhayas nirbhaya j I 

I 
All-inclu-
sive roth 

3) rst, 2nd l I 8th, 9th 
and 3rd 4~~------.--5-'th 6th, th and110th 

4) L -~~t 2u.i 3n~ 
- ·-------.---------' 

5) Pre-dasabhtlmi Dasablulmi 
(first as final) 

The triple formula of the Mahavairocana Sutra, the six nirbhaya theory, 
Shingon' s ten stage classification, the three kalpa theory, and the dasabhfimi 
are means to explain that bodhicitta is inherent in all beings. The cultiva
tion of bodhicitta then essentially means the awakening of the inherent 
bodhicitta. 

Kiikai's version of the triple formula is that the awakening of bodhicitta 
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(through faith) is the cause of enlightenment, that the practice of com
passion is the condition which nurtures that cause which leads one to 

enlightenment, and that improvising skillful means to implement that 
compassion is the end result of that enlightenment, 

The six nirbhaya theory shows the process of awakening to realize 
enlightenment, beginning from meditation, visualizing one's own pre
siding deity, not being obsessed with that deity, being aware of the 
emptiness of that deity, realizing that a deity is but a mental construction, 
and developing insight into the original state of mind. 

The ten stage classification is based upon the six nirbhaya theory. The 

former is an elaboration of the latter. That is whereas the six nirbhaya 
theory is based upon an Indian religious model (i.e. on the Mahiivairocana 
Siitra), the ten stage classification deals with both Indian and Chinese 
religious models. Hence, in the ten stage classification, the ftrst, second 
and third are pre-Buddhist stages (that is, the pre-humanistic stage, the 
humanistic stage, and the worlds of gods), the fourth and ftfth are the 
sriivaka and pratyeka-buddha stages representing Hinayana, the sixth and 
seventh are Hoss6 and Sanron stages representing Mahayana, the eighth, 

ninth and tenth are Tendai, Kegon and Shingon, representing Ekayiina. 
Shingon, however, is all-inclusive, that is, its essence pervades all levels 
of thought. 

Kalpa in Shingon does not suggest a duration of time, it refers to types 
of mental grasping: that which grasps to self, that which grasps to 
dharmas, and that which grasps to dichotomies. Shingon claims that the 
sriivakas and pratyeka-buddhas have transcended the ftrst kalpa stage, 

Hoss6 and Sanron have transcended the second kalpa stage, and Tendai, 
Kegon and Shingon have transcended the third kalpa stage. Again, 

Shingon is all-inclusive, its essence pervades all levels of kalpa. 
Dasabhumi is the bodhisattva practice stage. But Shingon claims that 

all bodhisattva stages are inherent in the ftrst dasabhumi stage, pramuditii, 
the stage of realizing Buddha knowledge. As such, it holds that the ftrst 
nine of the ten stage classification are pre-dasabhumi stages because they 
have not yet developed the theory that the ftrst stage embodies all other 
stages. This does not mean that Shingon rejects other Mahayana-Ekayana 
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interpretations of da!abhumi. It recognizes the validity of their interpreta
tions, but because it holds to the triple formula theory-that improvising 
skillful means to implement compassion is the end result of enlighten
ment-it claims that all stages of dasabhumi are inherent in the first stage 
of da!abhumi. What Shingon means essentially is that one who has gone 
through the practices of the da!abhumi, stage by stage, and has reached 
the final stages, then realizes that all stages are inherent in the first stage. 
The practice-stage theory is gradual and inductive, while the inherent 
theory is direct and intuitive. 

So, in terms of the triple formula, skillful means is the ultimate result 
of the awakening of bodhicitta. 'Result' means that Shingon meditation 
has its validity only when the discipline cultivated within it is imple
mented to benefit all beings. In terms of the six nirbhaya theory, the ten 
stage classification, and the three kalpa theory, Shingon, which is the 
all-inclusive doctrine, is the final blooming of bodhicitta. In terms of the 
da!abhumi, the first stage embodies all the other stages. These theories 
have their origin in India, but Kiikai's interpretation of them is unique 
in itsel£ It is most succinctly revealed in his ten stage classification. The 
tenth, the Shingon stage, is an expository account of the theory that 
bodhicitta is inherent within the practitioner at all stages and at all times, 
and as such any one stage is capable of awakening bodhicitta. Kiikai 
neatly syncretized systems of thought developed in India and China 
and articulated his own theme-that Buddhahood or bodhicitta {the terms 
are synonymous, in that the awakening of bodhicitta is the realization 
of Buddhahood) is inherent in all beings. 

6. Instant Buddhahood: The Union of Man and Dharmakaya 

Mahavairocana 

Mahayana literature reveals the nature of Buddhahood. Mahayana 
practices are disciplines to achieve Buddhahood, and the goal of Maha
yana is the realization ofBuddhahood. However, questions as to whether 
Buddhahood consists of a theoretical or a factual possibility, a mental 
realization or an actual physical attainment, a state limited to Sakyamuni 
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or a universal one shared by all men, a past possibility, a present pos
sibility or a future possibility-these have been discussed and argued 
for centuries among Buddhists in Asia. The history of the development 
of Buddhist thought has been in large part a history of the evolution of 
the concept of Buddhahood. 

In India, after the death of Sakyamuni, Buddhahood was conceived 
as a possibility limited only to Sakyamuni. His immediate disciplies, no 
matter how great their intellectual and spiritual capacities may have 
been, did not dare to even consider the possibility of attaining the state 
of mind realized by their master. Reverence to Sakyamuni eventually 
gave rise to deification, transcending his historical personality, and later, 
to the development of the theory of the universal body of enlighten
ment, Dharmakiiya. The theory of universal Buddhahood paved the way 
for the development of the theory of inherent Buddha-nature. Universal 
Buddhahood was a subject that was discussed in India for many centuries, 
as Mahayana literature extant either in Sanskrit or in Tibetan and Chi
nese translations-such as in the Lotus, Nirviit;~a, Vimalakirti, and Srimiilii
devisi'1!haniida Sutras-attests. The Chinese and Japanese Buddhists ac
cepted this theory, but they were not satisfied to interpret it merely as 
the possibility of one becoming a Buddha, an idea which presupposes 
a duration of time and a process of becoming. Instead they emphasized 
that universal enlightenment means the recognition of the inherent 
property of enlightenment in all sentient beings. This means that all 
beings are in themselves, as they are, the embodiment of enlightenment. 
They are substantially the Buddha. 

Implicit in the notion of universal enlightenment is the Madhyamika 

theory of non-duality: the compound metaphor of the lotus and the 
mud most succinctly reveals the notion that there is no enlightenment 

apart from non-enlightenment; Kegon speaks of the non-duality be
tween mind and Dharmadhiitu; Zen claims that the mind-just as it is
is that of the Buddha, no distinction being made between man and 
Buddha; Pure Land holds that one who has accumulated merit must 

transfer it for the benefit of others to perfect enlightenment, making no 
distinction between nirviit;~a and sa111siira; and Shingon developed the: 
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theory of sokushin-jobutsu, that the "body, just as it is, is that of the 
Buddha." The Sokushin jobutsu-gi states. 

r) The six elements, without obstruction, 
can only be realized through yoga; 

2) The four mat;tqalas are inseparable; 
3) The three secret adhi~thanas are practiced 

and immediately Buddhahood is realized. 

4) The multitude of jewels co-reflecting their images in Indra's net, 

is like all phenomena reflecting within the human body; 
5) The wisdom ofVajrasattva lies inherent within all beings; 
6) The mind and its attributes are nothing beyond dust; 
7) Each of these [the mind and its attributes] possesses the five 

jfianas which are without limit 

8) The five jfianas are the true wisdom, 
because of the power of adarsa-jfiana (Buddhahood).16 

The first three lines describe the attributes of tathata, that is, the six 
elements (body), four mat;tqalas (marks), and three secrets (functions). 

The fourth line describes the harmony of the three attributes by employ
ing the Kegon world-description model. The last four lines provide the 
raison d'etre of the 'instant Buddha' theory: the fifth says that the wisdom 
of Vajrasattva, representing bodhicitta, is inherent in all beings; the sixth 

line, that the mind (alaya) and its attributes (vijfianas) are the sources of 
delusion (klesa); the seventh, that vijfianas are the wisdom (jfiana) mate
rials free of kle§a, for without vijfiana there is no jfiana. The seventh line 
deals wjth para1'rtti, the transformation from vijfiana to jfiana; hence, the 

eighth line says that adarsa-jfiana {the alaya-transformed pure conscious
ness) is inherent in the consciousness (vijfitina) of all sentient beings. In 
summation,jfiiina is the material ofBuddhahood and vijfiana is the mate

rial of sentient beings; but jfiana is the transformed material of vijfiana. 
Hence Buddhahood-substance (or Buddha-nature) is inherent in all 
beings. 

The Sokushin jObutsu-gi elaborates upon these verses. It describes how 
the identity of man and the Buddha can be realized instantaneously 
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through the practice of tri-guhya meditation. The Ihon Sokushin jobutsu-gi 
(The Later Sokushin jobutsu-gi)17 provides the rationale underlying the 
'instant Buddha' theory by classifying Buddhahood into three general 

categories: 

a) Rigu-jobutsu, literally, "principle-inherent Buddhahood." This 
theory holds that from the standpoint of 'ri' (the principle underlying 

phenomena), man is essentially a Buddha. It presupposes that man, 
whether enlightened or not, consists of the six elements, four mat;~qalas, 
and tri-guhya; that his body is the Garbhakosadhutu Mat;~qala; and that 
his mind is the Vajradhatu Mat;~qala. Therefore man, just as he is, is 
Dharmakaya Mahavairocana. Rigu-jobutsu is the Shingon version of what 
Plato referred to as 'noesis'. 

b) Kaji-jobutsu, literally, "adhi~thiina-Buddha"-the empirically realized 
Buddhahood. This theory presupposes that the mind of man is covered 
by klesa. Hence, despite the fact that man inherently is a Buddha, Bud
dhahood is a realm to be realized a posteriori-the actual (man) and the 
ideal (Buddhahood) integrated through the instrument of adhi$thana. 
Kaji-jobutsu affirms the theory of instant Buddhahood but requires prac
tice to realize it. 

c) Kendoku-jobutsu, 'ken' meaning "to reveal," 'doht', "to acquire." 

Kendoku-jobutsu means to acquire (Buddhahood) by revealing its inherent 
nature in the mind of man. 

In sum, rigu, the principle to be known, is the cause of Buddhahood; 
kaji, the practice to realize Buddhahood, is the conditioner of Buddha
hood; and kendoku, the union of principle and practice, is the actualiza
tion of Buddhahood. The term sokushin jobutsu therefore has three levels 
of meaning. On the rigu level, it refers to the Buddha as the ideal image 
of man; on the kaji level, it requires practice; and on the kendoku level, 

it refers to the Buddhahood inherent in all beings. These are not three 
distinct approaches to Buddhahood, for the first two are dependent 
upon one another to realize the third. Rigu provides the doctrinal 

premise for practice; kaji provides evidence of the validity of that pre
mise; kendoku is the goal of Shingon practitioners. Shingon is a com
bination of the gradual and abrupt methods to enlightenment: it is 
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gradual inasfar as a practitioner is concerned; it is abrupt inasfar as the 
enlightened one is concerned. It is a doctrine which has incorporated 
the Madhyamika notion of emptiness and non-duality and the Yogacara 
notion of transformation from vijiiiina to jiiiina, culminating in the 
sokushin jobutsu theory. 

The term sokushin jobutsu has been rendered as 'instant Buddhahood' 
in the absence of a better translation. However this translation needs 
to be qualified. The term 'instant' suggests a time element; the term 
'Buddhahood', in contrast to 'sentient beings', suggests the existence of a 
distinct body. No such implication is involved in sokushin jobutsu. Ideally 
this theory presupposes that there is neither a process of transformation 
nor a duration of time, neither a difference of identity nor of substance, 
between man and the Buddha. In Shingon man is the Buddha, just as 
he is. He is Dharmakiiya Mahavairocana. He is the Dharmadhiitu. 





EPILOGUE 

Phi!osophi2ing is a process of reawakening ourselves to our own 
authentic human situation. In this process Western existentialism is ex

tremely critical toward categorically fixed systems of philosophy; for 
inasfar as the existential nature of man is concerned, it must be under
stood in a state of flux. Jaspers therefore says, "A philosophy of systems 
is, as a man, like someone who builds a castle, but lives next door in a 
shanty."1 The authentic human situation cannot be adequately described 

or understood within the context of a given conceptual category. It 
must be understood experientially. For what is involved in such an 
awakening is not n~.:n·ss;arily the affirmation of a new conceptual horizon 
but the realization of a new socio-religious configuration of man. This 
vt:ry issue has b~:cu the problem of fundamental concern to Buddhists 
throughout the centuries. 

What the Buddhists aim at is mo~a, liberation from the fundamental 
sufferings of mankind. They seek nirvii1Ja. Nirviit;ta is a realm which one 

realizes after having exhausted all human efforts at rationalizing the 
nature of human existence and having awakening to the authentic human 
situation-that the nature of existence is not a fixed one but involves 
an intense awareness of one's own contingency and the realization of 

ultimate freedom. But inasfar as nirviiiJa is related to the human situation 
(sal'fiSiira), nirviil}a is a realm involved in the conventional; inasfar as the 
human situation is related to the awakening of man (nirviitta) by ex
hausting the rational, the human situation deals with the supreme. 

Mahayana sees nirviiiJa and sal'flsiira as one organic entity, not as oppo
sites. The Mahayana welta11schauung involves the identity of nirviiiJa and 
satpsiira. But what is the theoretical basis for the identity of nirviitta and 
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satpsiira. This subject leads us to examine the Yogaca.ra system of 'mind
onlyness' (citta-miitra), often referred to as the Vijfiaptimatrata. 

The term 'mind-onlyness' means that all things are of the mind 
(manomaya) and from the mind (manoja) and only the mind 'becomes'. 
Citta-miitra does not imply the changing of the world per se but the 
changing of the manner in which we cognize the world. Within that 
context, citta-miitra implies that existence cannot be adequately under
stood within a given conceptual category but within a flowing stream, 
in a flux. But in the analysis of the mind, it was said that in the root of 
the vijniinas-the instruments through which one cognizes the world
is the iilaya, which stimulates the forces of grasping. But is the iilaya a 
fixed, unchanging entity? No. The Vijfiaptimatrata system acknowledges 
two opposing realms inherent in the nature of the iilaya, the realm of 
true nature (tattva) and the realm of discriminating nature (vikalpa). The 
problem now is to describe in concrete terms how these two opposing 
realms are related to one another, because if true nature and discriminat
ing nature are totally unrelated, the citta-miitra theory has no relevance 
whatsoever in elucidating the nature of human existence. Let us now 
elaborate by making specific reference to the Vijfiaptimatrata literature. 

The She tai-cheng lun, Paramartha's Chinese translation of Asanga's 
Mahiiyiina-satpgraha, calls the iilaya the 'basic vijfiiina,' "the basic 'sub
stance' which discriminates."2 But is it possible for the iilaya, the reposi
tory of the seeds of discrimination, to transform itself into praj1iii-wisdom, 
the quality of which is non-discrimination? This is essentially what we 
mean when we speak of the co-relationship between true and discriminat
ing natures. The Vijfiaptimatrata system deals with this particular sub
ject in terms of the three svabhiiva theory (which we have briefly dealt 
with in Chapter ill). Let us review this theory. This theory analyzes the 
nature of things cognized by the human consciousness into: the discrimi
nated (parikalpita-svabhiiva), the relative (paratantra-svabhiiva), and true 
reality (parini~panna-svabhiiva). Parikalpita-svabhiiva means the nature of 

discriminative cognition-the grasping to those things which are essen
tially absent of an essence (svabhiiva). Paratantra-svabhiiva means the nature 
of things cognized through an understanding of the law of conditional 
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causation-that all things are conditionally caused and exist co-depend

ently, that all phenomena are therefore relative. Parini~panna-svabhiiva 
means the nature of perfect cognition-that is, insight into tathata, the 

ultimate reality. Hence, Vasubandhu's Commentary on the Mahiiyiina
Sat]lgraha says, "iilaya-vijiiiina is paratantra-svabhiiva. All vijfiiinas preceding 

it are parikalpita-svabhiiva."3 But dis~riminating nature and paratantra

svabhava are not of the same quality. How can unrelated qualities be 
identified as one? He elaborates: 

because it [the nature of discrimination] arises according to the con
ditions of its own perfuming seeds [viisanii-bija], it is dependent upon 
conditions and cannot self-exist. If it comes into being, it disinte
grates at an instant and is never in control of itsel£ Therefore it is 
called paratantra-svabhiiva. 4 

In the Vijfiaptimatrata system, the discriminated and the relative are 

accepted without question as the co-dependents. In other words, whether 

one sees a contradiction between the discriminated and the relative or 

not, depends on whether one considers the relative an antithesis of dis

crimination or the very nature of discrimination. The fact is that the 
relative involves the element of co-dependence as Vasubhandu has rightly 

pointed out: it gives rise to phenomena and it is the ground of human 

existence. This means that although individuality (the discriminated) is 

dissolved into the stream of dependent causation (the relative), it is this 

very stream which becomes the 'substance' of individual existence. 
We might now be able to understand in more concrete terms what 

citta-miitra means. If we were to seek the source which produces dis

crimination and grasping, the phenomena of which are reflected on the 

mind through the instruments of the vijfiiinas, we must penetrate beyond 
the surface of the empirical self, into the iilaya. But if the iilaya is not a 

permanent substance but an impermanent non-substance whose nature 

is determined by its perfuming seed, which in turn is dependently caused, 
the vijfiiinas must then be of a kind quite different from that which are 

rooted in an autonomous, independent and fixed source of grasping. 
The iilaya in fact is not autonomous and not independent. But if the 
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alaya is absent of an essence, the manas loses its own basis in asserting its 
own quality. The vijiianas, therefore, should not be considered the in
struments of grasping rooted in the alaya but co-dependently existing 
with the alaya. Hence, when we say that the alaya is the source of dis
crimination, what we actually mean is that the very 'substance' of dis
crimination is conditionally caused. As such, the discriminated and the 
relative are not substantially opposite qualities but are co-involved, 
co-dependent, and interwoven in the makeup of their own respective 
nature: the relative nature (paratantra-svabhava) enables discrimination, 
the discriminating nature (parikalpita-svabhava) itself is due to the nature 
of the relative. 

The theory that the discriminated and the relative are co-involved, 
co-dependent and interwoven, casts light upon our understanding of the 
essential nature of conditional causation. And only in the context of the 
alaya, the basic discriminating body, can this essential nature be brought 
into clear focus. Thus various modes of existence are nothing more 
than the conditioning of the vijiiana following the law of conditional 
causation. Asvabhava' s Commentary on the Mahayana Satpgraha therefore 
rightly points out that "All elements of existence are produced by con
ditional causation due to the nature of citta-matra."5 Dharmapala, in his 
Vijiiaptimatrata-siddhi, clarifies this issue. 

Dharmapala identifies two processes of causation inherent in the rela
tive, namely, contamination (satpkle!a) and purification (vyavadana). 6 

The process of causation by discrimination is referred to as COlltamina
tion; the process of causation by non-discrimination is referred to as 
purification. Thus underlying cognition, within the context of the rela
tive, are found the realms of discrimination and true reality. This means 
-taking the empirical cognition-subject as a point of reference-that we 
find, first of all, the cognition-object {the discriminated), but as the 
cognition-subject gradually ascends, so to speak, and becomes purified, 
we see the cognition-object simultaneously evolving to the realm of 
true reality. It is not clear whether Dharmapala conceived such pro
cesses, but the fact that he had conceived the element of conditional 
causation inherent in the relative and the fact that he had distinguished 
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two processes of causation within it seems to imply that he did. If so, 
does such an explanation have any validity in elucidating the existential 
nature of man? 

Because the relative refers to the cause-making-condition-nature, illu
sions are not in themselves the relative. Illusions are due to this relative 
nature, as we have already established. It then follows that because all 
things are conditionally caused, there can be no modes of being inde

pendently existing: discriminating nature is parikalpita-svabhiiva; dis

crimination-free nature is parini~panna-svabhiiva. This means then that 
the three modes of existential nature (parikalpita-, paratantra-, and pari
ni?panna-svabhiiva) point to the same nature, conditional causation or the 
relative. What is different is the position from which the nature of 
existence is pointed. If we were to conceive the three modes of being 

as independent realms we could not come to understand the underlying 
relationship between parikalpita-svabhiiva and paratantra-svabhiiva, nor 
could we explain the development of the dimensions of our encom
passing parikalpita-svabhiiva through parini~panna-svabhiiva within the 
structural totality of the human consciousness. Thus as the Madhyamika 

elucidated the fact that that which is conditionally caused should not be 

understood in terms of opposites, so likewise does the Vijfiaptimatrata 

system elucidate the fact that 'only the mind becomes' through the 
understanding of the principle of conditional causation as the basic 

ground of being. We can now see that insight into paratantra-svabhiiv•l 
enables us to encompass the worlds of the discriminated and the non
discriminated. And that insight provides us with the rational basis to 
understand the nature of the iilaya. But how is citta-miitra related to 
Shingon? 

The quest for an existential insight begins from probing into the 
nature of the human consciousness. Buddhists call the consciousness the 
"citta." It is a variation of'citra', meaning "various, different, manifold." 7 

The human consciousness is the repository of various seeds of experience 
collected as the result of karma. Kiikai described the human conscious
ness-empty of remorse, controlled by passion and greed, and unde
veloped beyond the satisfaction of the flesh-as follows: 
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In the triple world [i.e., the six destinies], 
Madmen do not know their rnadnes~; 
Among those from the four births [mammals, birds, fish and gods], 
The blind are unaware of their blindness. 
Birth, birth, birth and birth, 

They are blind at the begilming of birth; 
Death, death, death and death, 

They remain blind even at death.8 

Nevertheless, man is capable of introspecting the nature of his owu 

being (the citta) and of penetrating the authentic self. Kukai discovered 
that the world of the devil and of hellish beings, as well as the world of 

truth (tathatii) do not exist apart from citta. They are in fact the con
struction of the citta. Furthermore, most significantly, the citta is absent 

of its own essence, thus enabling it to construct the worlds. A mind ab
sent of an essence is technically called 'acitta',D which D. T. Suzuki 
rendered as 'mushin', the mind of no-mind.10 Acitta is the authentic self. 
Shingon calls it bodhicitta. Whether it is called acitta or bodhicitta, this 
state of mind absent of an essence, like an undistorted mirror, is capable 

of right cognition, because it is absent of the trappings of preconceived 
notions which stimulate discrimination and grasping. Bodhicitta is in fact 
the embodiment of the insight into the emptiness of an essence in the 
human mind; it is therefore capable of penetrating a realm which trans
cends dichotomy (such as discrimination and non-discrimination) and 

thereby liberates the mind from all forms of delusions (the trappings of 
preconceived notions); and, as such, it enables one the complete freedom 
of action-the practice of emptiness (siinyatiiyiim prayojanam), which is 
the implementation of theory into practice. 

A bodhisattva is possessed of this kind of insight. Specifically, he realizes 
non-discriminative wisdom while coursing from parikalpita-svabhiiva to 

parini~panna-svabhiivaj and he realizes discriminative wisdom while cours

ing from parini~panna-svabhiiva to paratantra-svabhiiva. There is nothing 
wrong with discrimination, provided that it is absent of a preconceived 
bias. Bias arises when one cognizes the world, the nature of which is 

paratantra-svabhiiva, through a deluded mind, a mind which does no. 
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cognize the world as paratantra-svabhiit•a. The world cognized through a 
deluded mind is the world of parikalpita-svabhiiva. A bias-free~discrimina
tive wisdom, cultivated while coursing from pariui~panna-svabhiiva to 

paratantra-svabhiiva, is essential for a bodhisattva to deal constructively 
with the problems of the empirical world. Let us now delve further into 
what we mean by non-discriminative wisdom and discriminative wisdom 
and see how these two types of wisdom are correlated and how they are 
related to practice. 

Non-discriminative wisdom refers to inherent wisdom and discrimina
tive wisdom refers to acquired wisdom. Inherent wisdom is a type of 
wisdom which characterizes that of a Buddha. It is therefore also called 
Buddha-citta. On the other hand, acquired wisdom is a bodhisattva wisdom. 

It forms the basis of bodhisattva practice. Bodhicitta, a term employed to 
refer to the enlightened mind of a sentient being and which gives rise to 
bodhisattva practice, is rooted in Buddha-citta. In other words, a bo
dhisattva, in the Mahayana context, is a sentient being whose bodhicitta 
has been aroused. As such, he is the practitioner-the implementor-of 

Buddha-citta. Buddha-citta is also called Buddha-nature. Buddha nature is 

inherent in all beings, if we were to accept the proposition that all beings 
maintain the potential, that is bodhicitta, to realize enlightenment. Proof 

of this proposition is revealed through practice, that is, bodhisattva prac
tice. It is in this context that faith is conceived as the basis of bodhisattva 
practice. Faith here means the unconditional acceptance of the proposi
tion that all beings maintain the potential to realize enlightenment. En

lightenment, in this case, refers to insight into Mahayana Dharma. 

Mahayana Dharma is the composite of wisdom and compassion, the 
former referring to the insight into emptiness and the latter referring to 
the practice of emptiness. Practice of emptiness means the application 

of the insight into emptiness in dealing with empirical matters, specifical
ly, the elimination of all notions associated with the self as an entity of 
reality. The grasping to the notion of reality of self breeds greed, hate 
and delusion. Hence, the practice of emptiness simply means the elimina

tion of ignorance (avidyii), which breeds the elements of greed, hate and 
delusion, in the process of dealing with actual empirical matters. 
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We have seen in terms of the three svabhava theory that insight into 
one's inherent Buddha-nature involves the process of development of 

the dimension of human consciousness from paratantra-svabhava to 

parini?panna-svabhava, while practice, the implementation of that insight, 
involves development of the dimension of human consciousness from 

parini$panna-svabhiiva to paratantra-svabhava. Bodhicitta, the nature of 

which is paratantra-svabhava, is the embodiment of this no-beginning, 

no-ending cyclic progression, between insight and practice. What is 

important to note here is that this kind of insight-insight into paratantra
svabhava-enables us to encompass the opposites and to identify them as 
one, as for example in the case of the identity of truth and delusion 

(as described in the Lotus Sutra), of the pure and the impure (as described 
in the Sukhavatfvyuha Sutra), of nirva~;~a and sa1J1siira (as described in the 

Nirvii1Ja Sutra), of inherent non-discriminative wisdom and acquired 

discriminative wisdom (in Yogadira). Puratantra-svabhava likewise pro
vides us with the rational basis to understand the Shingon theory of the 
integration of man and Dharmakaya Mahavairocana, for this integration 

is brought about within the context of bodhicitta. The term identity con

ceived within the context of paratantra-svabhava docs not mean mathe

matical identity. It means the relative, relative in the sense that the 

opposites are the necessary and supplementary entities of an organic 

whole. The organic whole is Dharmadhatu. Dharmakaya Mahavairocana 

is Dharmadhatu, the embodiment of emptiness which brings about the 

phenomena of co-arising. Man is the microcosm of Dharmakaya Maha

valrocana. 

We can now see that the Buddha conceived by Kukai was not the 

historical Buddha. Why was this so? Kiikai was not concerned with the 

theoretical issue of a past Buddha (e.g. Sakyamuni) or a future Buddha 

(e.g. Maitreya). He was concerned with the actualization ofBuddhahood 

in the present body, the container of klda, disturbed by the pains and 
tragedy of life. Drawing much of his ideas from Mahayana, such as the 

theory of the identity of nirvii1Ja and smpsara, and expressing such ideas 

symbolically, he systematized the theory of 'instant Buddhahood' -l-in
Buddha and Buddha-in-me-a theory which, in my view at least, is 
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based upon citta-miitra, a theory which awakens us to realize that the 
human consciousness is capable of infinite expansion (l-in-Buddha) and 

infinite extraction (Buddha-in-me), simply because it is absent of an 
essence, and simply because its nature is paratantra-svabhiiva. As such, 
man, just as he is, is substantially a Buddha, a realm realized experientially 

through bodhisattva practice, the practice of emptiness. Shingon is a sys

tem of religion in that it emphasizes faith. But it also provides the basis 
for humanistic concern because it emphasizes universal Buddhahood and 
thereby most strongly articulates the dignity of all beings. But most 
important of all is the fact that Shingon is a Mahayana school of Bud
dhism which has incorporated the philosophical tenets of Madhyamika 
and Yogacara, describes the realm of integration of man and Dharmakaya 
Mahavairocana-the cosmic Buddha-symbolically, and articulates an 
experiential approach to realize that realm. Shingon Mikkyo remains a 
'secret' only to those who are incapable of understanding the true nature 

of existence but no longer remains so to those who have understood 

that nature. 
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7 1-ching. Shi-yu ch' iu-fa kao-seng chuan (The Biography of Eminent Monks 

who Sought the Dharma in the Western Region), T. ss. 2066, p. I. 
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T'ang), T. 55. 2167, p. 1086. 

9 I-ching. Kao-seng chuan, T. 51.2066, p. 7· 
IO Contained and cited in Fei-cho. San-pao kan-ying yao-lueh lu (A Catalogue of 

Brief Essays concerning the Monks' Response to the Three Jewels), T. SI. 
2084, p. 383. 

n Toganoo Shoun. Himitsu bukkyii-shi (History of the Secret School of Bud
dhism). Kyoto: Naigai Press, I933 (first print), p. I7. 

I2 Z. 15. 8 (see preface). 
13 Z. 1. 36. I, p. 272. For details on Bolora, see Hsiian-tsang. Ta-T'ang shi-yu 

chi, T. 15. 2087, p. 884-
14 Toganoo. Himitsu bukkyii-shi, pp. 35-6. 
IS Yamada Ryiijo. Bongo butten no sho bunken (Buddhist Sanskrit Sources). 

Kyoto: Eiraku-ji shoten, 1958, p. 163. 
16 Matsunaga. The Eastern Buddhist, p. 8. 

CHAPTER TWO: THE SHINGON SYSTEM OF DOCTRINAL EVALUA
TION AND CLASSIFICATION 

I Hizii-hoyaku, T. 77· 2426, p. 263a. 
2 Ibid., P· 263C. 
3 Un-ji gi, T. 77· 2430, p. 405a. 
4 The Chinese translation of the Miidhyamaka-kiirikii (Chapter 24, Verse I8), 

T. 30. 1564. p. 33b. 
5 For a complete list of the seventy-five dharmas, see Richard H. Robinson, 

"Classical Indian Philosophy, Part I," Chapters in Indian Civilization, comp. 
and ed., Joseph W. Elder, Madison: Department of Indian Studies, I967, 
p. I67. 

6 Suttanipiita. I. I. 

7 Chapters in Indian Civilization, p. I88. 
8 Miidhyamaka-kiirikii. T. 30. I564, p. 1. 

9 See note no. 4, above. 
Io Hizii-hoyaku. T. 77· 2426, p. 370b. 
11 The Chinese term 't't, loosely translated as "substance," is commonly em

ployed in contrast to 'hsing' (appearance) and 'yung' (function). 'T'i' refers to 
the combination of marks (appearance of things) and the nature (of those 
things). It does not refer to svabhiiva. 

CHAPTER THREE: SHINGON DOCTRINAL CONCEPTS 

1 Nagao Gadjin, "On the Theory of Buddha-body (Buddha-kiiya)," The Eastern 
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Buddhist, Vol. XI, No. r, May, 1973, p. 30. 
2 Sir Monier Monier-Williams, A Sanskrit-English Dictionary, p. 983b. 
3 This is an abridged translation. For the complete, in the original, see Subha

karasiJllha's Commentary on the Mahavairocana Siitra, T. 39. 1796, p. 579a. (The 
Taishii gives 1-hsing as the composer of this Commentary. Actually, it was 
dictated by SubhakarasiJllha and recorded by 1-hsing, though it is possible to 
assume that many of the ideas contained in it are 1-hsing's.) For a detail de
scription of the term 'Mahavairocana', see Kongiichii giketsu, T. 39. 1798, p. 
8o8, and Dainichi-kyii giketsu, K. 1, p. 636. Watanabe Shoko discusses the rela
tionship between Virocana and Vairocana. See his "Virocana and Vairocana
A Prolegomena," Mikkyii-gaku mikkyii-shi ronbun-shii (Studies of Esoteric 
Buddhism and Tantrism), comp. and ed., Nakano Gisho. Kyoto: Naigai 
Press, 1965, pp. 371-390. 

4 Hizii-ki, K. 2, p. 10. 
5 Awakening of Mahayana Faith, T. 32. r666, p. 575b. The most recent English 

translation of this text is by Y. S. Hakeda (Columbia University Press, 1967.) 
The Commentary on this text, referred to as Shaku makaen-ron in Shingon, 
was introduced to Japan by Kaimin of Yakushi-ji in 779· Although alleged 
to be composed by Nagajuna, the authenticity of this Commentary's author 
was disputed from the time of its introduction. Kiikai, seemingly undisturbed 
by such arguments, made frequent reference to it in composing many of his 
works (e.g. Hizii-hiiyaku, Nikyii-ron, etc.). As a matter of fact, there is hardly 
any text composed by Kiikai that does not make reference to it. The great 
influence that this Commentary has had on Shingon can be seen by the fact that 
many studies on it were produced by Shingon masters. For example, Shaku 
makaen-ron shiki by Shinken (1259-1322), Shaku makaen-ron kotanzaku by 
Junkei (1260-1308), Shaku makaen-ron sho by Ukai (1345-14I6), Shaku 
makaen-ron kanchii by Gakugen (r6r9-1743), etc. Morita Ryiisen's Shaku 
makaen-ron 110 kenkyu (Kyoto: Fujii benseido, 1935) is perhaps the most com
prehensive study on this Commentary done in recent decades. As it is apparent, 
studies on the Shaku makaen-ron are interpretive accounts of the Awakening of 
Mahayana Faith from the Shingon point of view. 

6 Mahavairocana Siitra, T. 18. 848, p. 9b. See the verse which describes tathata. 
Similar lines can also be found in ibid., pp. 13, 19, 31, 38, etc. 

7 Kiikai explains the theory of the six elements in full in his Sokushin jiibutsu-gi, 
T. 77· 2428, PP· 38IC-82C. 

8 Franklin Edgerton, Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit (Vol. II. Dictionary). New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1953, p. 416. 

9 Toganoo Shoun. Mandara no kenkyu (Studies on the MatJ4ala). Kyoto: Naigai 
Press, 1927, pp. 1-2. This is possibly the most comprehensive study on the 
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matJ4ala in any modem language today. A selected bibliography on the 
ma,4ala is provided on pp. SI9-32· 

IO Ideas germane to the theory of the four ma,4alas can be found in texts which 
Kiikai makes reference to. For example, the Mahiivairocana Sutra, T. I8. 848, 
p. ~. Prajiiiipiiramitii-naya Sutra, T. I9. I004, p. 6Io, and others. Kiikai's 
interpretation of the four ma,4alas is treated in detail in his Sokushin jobutsu-gi, 
T. 77· 2428, pp. 382c-83a, his HizO-hoyaku, T. 77· 2426, pp. 363a-b, ibid., 
373a, and others. 

I I Edgerton. Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Dictionary, P· s6s. 
I2 Toganoo. Mandara no kenkya, p. 263. 
I3 Basic forms of Shingon mudrii are classified into twelve afijali (i.e. non-fist 

mudras) and four (sometimes six) fist mudriis. See the Mahiivairocana Sutra, 
T. I8. 848, p. 24, and Subl1:ik:irasimha's Commentary, T. 39· I796, p. 7I4. 
The origin and development of mudriis are m·;m·d in considerable detail in 
Toganno, Mandara no kenkya, pp. 469-89. 

I4 For details on adhi$!hiina, see HizO-ki, T. {ZuzO-bu I), p. 36, Dainichi-kyo 
kaidai, K. 4, p. 686, and others. 

IS For a comprehensive bibliography on 'A-ji' meditation, seeM. I, pp. I7c-2oa. 
I6 Mahiivairocana Sutra, T. I8. 848, p. IO. 
I7 Ga,4avyuha Sutra (i.e. Mahii-vaipulya-buddha-avat111J!Saka-satra), T. 9. 278, p. 

765. 
I8 Mahii-prajfiiipiiramitii-siitra, T. 8. 223, p. 256. 
I9 Ta chih-tu lun, T. 25. IS09, p. 408. 
20 For an interpretive account ofKakuban's A-ji meditation in modem Japanese, 

see Kusuda Ryoko, Shingon mikkyo seiritusu katei no kenkyij (A Study on the 
Evolution of Shingon Mikkyo Thought). Tokyo: Sankibo, I969, pp. 20I ff. 
For Kakuban's reform movement, see Matsunaga Yiikei, Mikkyo no rekishi 
(History of Mikkyo). Kyo to: Heiraku-ji shoten, I969, pp. 224-228. 

2I Nihon bunka jiten {Dictionary of Japanese Culture), comp. and ed., Kawasaki 
Yasuyuki, Morisue Yoshiaki, Wakamori Taro. Tokyo: Asakura shoten, I964, 
pp. 666--667 (honji-suijaku). 

22 Shotoku Taishi. ShomangyO-gisho (Commentary on the Srimiiliidevisi'1Jhaniida-
satra), ed. by Saekijoin. Tokyo: Morie shoten, I939, p. 7a. 

23 Subhakarasilllha's Commentary, T. 39· I796. p. s8o. 
24 Ibid., p. 598. 
25 A summary ofHoju's idea on 'honji-kaji' is presented by Takagami Kakusho, 

Mikkyo gairon (Outline of Mikkyo). Tokyo: Dai-ichi shobo, 1942, pp. IS8-
I6I. 

26 Alicia Matsunaga, The Buddhist Philosophy of Assimilation. Vermont and 
Tokyo: Sophia University and Charles E. Tuttle, Co., I969, pp. I-3· 
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27 Ui Hakuju and Miyamoto Shoson, eminent Japanese Buddhologists, chal
lenged the Shingon theory of the personified Dharma. See Ui, Bukkyo hanron 
(I). Tokyo: Iwanami shoten, I947 (first print), pp. 90-9I. See also Nasu 
Seiryii, "Dainichi-kyo no kyoshi ni tsuite" in the Chizan Gakuho Qournal of 
Chizan Studies). Tokyo: Kin'yO-sha, No. 66, Feb., I9S4. pp. 2-23, in which 
he answers the challenges of Ui and others and defends the Shingon position. 

CHAPTER FOUR: THE TWO MAl;>l.PALAS 

I GoshOrai mokuroku, K. I, p. 9S· 
2 Giuseppe Tucci. The Theory and Practice of the MaiJ4ala (trans., Alan Houghton 

Brodrick). London: Rider and Co., I96I, pp. 2I-48. 

3 M, I, P• 477Co 
4 Miyasaka Yiisho, "Indo no mikkyo" (Tantric Buddhism in India) in Koza 

bukkyo m. Tokyo: Daizo shuppan, I9S9. pp. 206--o7. 

s Toganoo. Mandara no kenkyU, p. 6s. 
6 Sir Monier Monier Williams. A Sanskrit-English Dictionary, p. SI3C. 
7 Toganoo. Mandara no kenkyu, p. 63. 
8 The Mahavairocana Siitra and Sllbhak:irasinlha's Commentary cite thirteen 

halls. Toganoo claims that the twelve-hall concept (as employed in the 
Garbhakosadhatu MaiJ4ala) is a Japanese device. See Toganoo, Mandara no 
kenkyii, p. I02. 

9 Mahavairocana Siitra, T. I8. 848, p. I b-e. 
IO SarvaniviiraQa-vi~bhi does not appear in the MaiJ4ala. Several contrasting 

view have been expressed by Mikkyo masters to explain this. Toganoo claims 
that in the process of transcribing verbal mav4ala into genzu mav4ala, Surya
prabha, who appears in the lower end portion of the Hall ofJ4itigarbha, and 
SarvaniviiraQa-viskambhi, who is seated adjacent to him, were intercllanged. 
See Toganoo, Mandara no kenkyii, pp. I7S-77-

II Gonda Daisojo. Mandara tsiige. Kyoto: Heigosha, I9I9, p. 3S· 
I2 Buddhist Texts Through the Ages, ed. and comp., Edward Conze, I. B. Homer, 

David Sndlgrove, and Arthur Waley. New York: Harper and Row, 1964, 
p. 32I. 

I3 In full, the Sravakabhumi says, "For what reason is it [i.e., that samadhi] called 
'diamond-like'? As follows: the diamond, being among all other gems, such 
as the ma!J,i, pearl, vai#1rya jewd, sankhasila jewd, and coral, chief, best, most 
hard, most firm, scratches those others and is not scratched by other gems. 
In just the same way, this samadhi, being among all learned samadhis, chief, 
best, most hard, most firm, overcomes all corruptions and is not overcome 
by productive corruptions. Therefore it is called diamond-like." (Translated 
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by Alex Wayman in his Analysis of the Sriivakabhumi Manuscript. Berkeley: 
University of California Press, r9(ir, p. 134.) 

14 In full, the Commentary says, "Vajra is like the wisdom or reality [Dharmakaya]; 
it surpasses all speeches and practices [ marga] ; it is that which is conditioned; 
it is not manifested dharma; it has no beginning, middle, or end; it is in
exhaustible and cannot be destroyed; it parts from all defilements and is un
changeable and indestructible." See Subhakarasilllha's Commentary, T. 39· 
1796, p. sSoa. 

IS Tattvasal]lgraha Sutra, T. 18. 87s, p. 329a. 
16 Sokushin jobutsu-gi, T. 77. 2428, p. 381c. 
17 Names of these bodhisattvas vary according to texts. TheM presents an out

line which gives the corresponding names used in various texts. See Vol. I, 
p. 629a-c. Regardless of how the names are presented, these four bodhidattvas 
are the personification of four types of klda. For detail concerning each of 
the bodhisattvas, seeM. III, p. 2218b (for I~ta-vajra), M. I, p. 437b and M. II, 
p. 1387b (for Kelikila-vajra), M. I, p. 3a (for Riiga-vajra), and M. III, p. 2091b
c (for Mana-vajra). 

r8 Hizo-ki, T. (Zuzo-bu I), p. 44· 

CHAPTER FIVE: THE PATH TO BUDDHAHOOD 

1 Bodhicitta Sastra, T. 12. 374, p. S3sb. 
2 Sammaya kaijo, K. I, p. 133. 
3 Nirvava Sutra, T. 12. 374, p. ss6c. 
4 Mahavairocana Sutra, T. 18. 848, p. rb-c. 
s Ibid., p. IC. 

6 For detail, see Ta-chih-tu lun, T. 2S. IS09, p. 120. 
7 The Shingon concept of kalpa and its tri-kalpa interpretation are derived from 

the M,.,.J,,r,·~iro,(mur Sutra. For detail, see Subhakarasilllha's Commentary, T. 39. 
1796, p. 6oo. 

8 Shinsho (n86-1242), Dohan (n78-1252), Shaken (1307-1392), and Yiikai 
(134s-1416) maintained that all Kengyo schools (including Tendai and Kegon) 
affirmed the traditional kalpa theory; Raiyii (1226-1304) and Unsho (1614-
1693) believed that Tendai and Kegon did not. 

9 Subhakarasilllha's Commentary, T. 39· 1796, p. 6oo. 
w Ibid., p. 6os. 
II For further detail, see the Mahava"ocana Sutra, T. 18. 848, p. 3· Also see 

Subhakarasilllha's Commentary, T. 39· 1796, p. 6os. 
12 For an English source on the da§abhumi, see Hat Dayal. The Bodhisattva 

Doctrine in Buddhist Sanskrit Literature. London: Kegan Paul, 1932. For Chinese 
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canonical sources, see Shih-ti fun, T. 26. I522, and Ta-ch' eng i'chang, T. 44· 
I85I. For a modem Japanese work, see Terada Masakatsu, Kegon-gyo jiiji-bon. 
Kyoto: Hozokan, I961. 

I3 The notion of 'first as final' is derived from Subhakarasi~pha's Commentary, 
T. 39· I796, P· 578C. 

I4 Srimiiliidevfsil]lhanada Siitra, T. I2. 353, pp. 2I8C-I9a. 
I 5 The idea of portraying enlightenment in terms of sixteen bodhisattvas is 

derived from Subhakarasitpha's Commentary, T. 39. I796, p. 605. 
I6 Sokushin jobutsu-gi, T. 77· 2428, p. 38Ic. 
I7 Ihon sokushin jobutsu-gi, K. 4, p. IO. 
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5 Asvabhava. Commentary on the Mahiiyiina-sal]lgraha (tr. by Hsiian-tsang), 
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This is a selected and annotated bibliography on contemporary Shingon studies 
with primary consideration given to book length sources, most of which are in 
Japanese, only a few in Western languages. Essays have been omitted simply 
because there are over 50,000 of them related to Buddhist studies published in 
academic journals in Japan from the late nineteenth century to 1971. Over 27,000 
essays appeared between 1931 and 1955, during a span of twenty-four years, and 
over 9,000 essays appeared between 1956 and 1971, during a span of fifteen years. 
Roughly some 500 essays on Shingon doctrine were written in the course of the 
last ten years. Many of these essays warrant serious attention, but to review them 
systematically constitutes a major project in itsel£ 

Despite the great interest in Shingon studies shown by Japanese Buddhologists, 
Shingon is a field of Buddhist studies that has hardly been touched upon by 
Western scholars. With the exception of Hakeda's Kiikai: Major Works and 
Tajima's Etude sur le Mahiivairocana-siitra, there is no comprehensive study either 
on Kukai, his thought, or texts upon which his thought is based. There is still no 
comprehensive and structured study on Shingon doctrine. Only few Western 
sources can be cited in this reference. 

This reference is primarily intended to introduce basic Japanese secondary mate
rials on Shingon for the benefit of Western Japanologists interested in Shingon 
studies. As such, primary works included in the Taishi5 Tripi taka and in the Shingon 
canons are omitted.* Interpretive studies on those works are included. Entries are 
classified into topic categories. 

I. Shingon Bibliography 

r A Bibliography on Japanese Buddhism. Comp. and ed. by Bando Shojun, Hana
yama Shoyu, Sato Ryojun, et al. Tokyo: CIIB Press, 1958. For Shingon 
titles, see pp. 81-90. Entries in this bibliography were compiled without 
scholarly discrimination and are limited to Western sources. Unannotated. 

* Canonical sources on Kukai' s major works and classical commentaries on 
those works are already provided by Y oshito S. Hakeda, Kiikai: Major Works, 
PP· 28I-28J. 
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2 Bukkyogaku kankei zasshi ronbun bunrui mokuroku. (A Catalogue of Essays in 
Buddhist Studies). Comp. and ed. by the Committee on the Collection of 
Essays on Buddhist Studies ofRyiikoku University. Kyoto: Nagata bunshO
do, 1972. Contains a total of 9,103 titles related to Buddhist studies which 
appeared in Buddhist academic journals and periodicals in Japan from 1956 
to 1971. For titles related to Shingon, see nos. 4277-4448, pp. 218-225. 
Unannotated. 

3 Bukkyogaku kankei zasshi ronbun bunrui mokuroku. (A Catalogue of Essays in 
Buddhist Studies). Comp. and ed. by Sato Tetsuei. Kyoto: Hyakka-en, 1961. 
Contains a total of some 27,000 titles related to Buddhist studies which ap
peared in Buddhist academic journals and periodicals in Japan from 1931 to 
I9SS· For titles related to Shingon, see pp. 247-300. Unannotated. 

4 Hakeda, Yoshito S. Kukai: Major Works. New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1972. For titles of major composition by Kiikai, see pp. 281-283; for 
titles concerning the life and thought ofKiikai, see pp. 283-287. Unannotated. 

s Kaitei zoho: bukkyo ronbun sii-mokuroku. (A General Catalogue of Essays in 
Buddhist Studies: New Edition). Comp. and ed. by Tsuboi Tokko and 
Kanayama Masayoshi. Tokyo: Taikando shoten, 1935. Contains a total of 
14,223 titles related to Buddhist studies which appeared in Buddhist academic 
journals and periodicals in Japan from late nineteenth century to 1935. For 
titles related to Shingon, see nos. I3,121-I3,332, pp. 673-683. Unannotated. 

6 Kitagawa, Joseph M. Religion in Japanese History. New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1960. Offers a general bibliography on Japanese religion, 
including Shingon, in both Japanese and Western languages (pp. 373-456). 
Unannotated. 

7 Kobo daishi kankei bunken mokuroku. (Bibliography on Kobo Daishi). Comp. 
and ed. by Koya-san: Koya-san University Library, 196o. This useful and 
important bibliography presenting works related to the life and work of 
Kobo Daishi (Kiikai) has had only limired distribution. Unannotated. 

8 Koya-san kankei bunken mokuroku. (Bibliography on Studies related to Koya
san.) Comp. and ed. Koya-san: Koya-san University Library, 1961. This 
useful and important bibliography offering works related to Koya-san 
scholarship has had only limited distribution. Unannotated. 

9 Mikkyo kankei shuyo shoseki mokuroku. (A Catalogue of Major Worh Related 
to Mikkyo). Comp. and ed. by Oyamr. Jinkai (in mimeograph). This useful 
Cibliography containing titles related to major works on Shingon, both 
classic and modem, extracted from the card catalogue ofKoya-san University 
Library compiled by a civil service official of the Bureau of Religious Affairs, 
the Ministry of Education, Tokyo has had only limited distribution. On
annotated. 
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ro "Shingon-shii kanko tosho mokuroku." (A Catalogue of books published by 
the Shingon school). Comp. by Hashimoto Kaizen in the Koya-san no kenkyii 
(Essays by specialists of Koya-san Monastery), (a Special Research Edition), 
comp. by Oyama Kojun. Kyoto: Naigan Press, 1936, pp. 1-38 (appendix). 
Excellent bibliography on Shingon works published from the late nineteenth 
century to 1936. Unannotated. 

II. Mikkyo Encyclopedia and Chronological Table of Shingon History 

r Mikkyo dai-Jiten. (Mikkyo Encyclopedia). Comp. and ed. by Matsunaga 
Shodo. Kyoto: Naigai Press. Vol. I, 1931; Vol. II, 1932; Vol. III, 1933. An 
indispensable source for serious studies on Shingon, this work includes entries 
on Shingon technical terms, personalities, classical works, etc. Topic index, 
an index on Shingon Sanskrit terms, and a Japanese alphabetical index are 
provided. This is the standard and most authoritative Shingon encyclopedia 
currently available. 

2 Shingon-sha nenpyo. (A Chronological Table of the History of Shingon). 
Comp. by Moriyama Shoshin. Tokyo: Shingi Shingon-shii shiimu-dho, 
1934. A convenient chronological table with source reference. A useful re
ference for a historical study of Shingon. 

III. Collected Works on Shingon and Kobo Daishi (Kiikai) 

1 Bunka shijo yori mita Kobo Daishi den (The Life ofKiikai-from the Perspective 
of Cultural History). Comp. and ed. by Moriyama Shoshin. Tokyo: Kokusho 
kankO-kai, 1973 (new print). (First print, 1934.) This collection of essays 
critically examines most of the available sources related to the life of Kiikai. 
The best critical source for those interested in a serious research on the life of 
Kiikai. Highly recommended. 

2 Kobo Daishi chosaku zenshu (The Collected Works of Kobo Daishi). Comp. 
by Hasuo Kanzen. Kyoto: Rokudai shimpO-sha, 1935· The most popularly 
employed collection of biographies ofKiikai. But the data this work employs 
are uncritically accepted and no distinction is made between history and 
legend. This collection is a revision of Kobo Daishi godenki (Biographies of 
Kobo Daishi) published in 1921. 

3 Kobo Daishi denki shuran (Compendium of the Biographies of Kobo Daishi). 
Comp. and ed. by Miura Akio. Tokyo: Morie shoten, 1934 (first print). 
(New print, 1970). Works related to the study of Kiikai are arranged ac
cording to the period of composition. A convenient source of reference. 

4 Kobo Daishi sho deshi zenshu (Collected Works of the Disciples of Kobo 
Daishi). Comp. and ed. by Hase Hoshii. Kyoto: Rokudai shinpO-sha, 1942 
(first print). (1974, new print). Excellent source to investigate Kiikai through 
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the records written of him by his disciples. 
5 Kobo daishi zenshii. {Collected Works of Kobo Daishi). Comp. and ed. by 

the Center of Mikkyo Cultural Study of Koya-san University. Tokyo: Y oshi
kawa kobunkan, I9IO (first print). (Subsequently, it was published in I934-
35, and 1965. Additional works are included in each successive print.) It 
includes Kukai's works contained in the Taisho Tripi{aka (as well as in other 
Japanese canons compiled in recent decades), modem Japanese translations of 
Kukai's works, and classical commentaries on his works. Excellent reference 
source. 

6 Mikkyii-gaku Mikkyo-shi ronbun-shii {Essays on Mikkyo: Doctrine and His
tory). Comp. and ed. by the staff of Koya-san University. Kyoto: Naigai 
Press, I965. Collection of essays on Shingon and related fields by both Japa
nese and Western scholars. A very useful reference to those interested in 
examining specific issues and problematics on Shingon. 

7 Shingon-shu zensho (The Collected Works of the Shingon School). Comp. 
and published by Koya-san: Koya-san University, I934· The most com
prehensive collection of works primarily on Shingon doctrine. Highly re
commended. 

8 Zoku Shingon-shii zensho {The Later Collected Works of the Shingon 
School). Comp. and ed. by Nakagawa Zenkyo. Koya-san: Koya-san Uni
versity, I973· This collection supplements the Shingon-shii zensho and is 
primarily a collection of Shingon rituals. The complete collection has not 
been published as of this date. Highly recommended. 

IV. Recent Works on the Life ofKukai 

I Hakeda, Yoshito S. Kukai: Major Works. New York: Columbia University 
Press, I972. For the "Life of Kiikai," see pp. 13-60; for the "thought of 
Kukai," see, pp. 6r-Ioo. This is the most comprehensible work on Kukai in 
any Western language. 

2 Miyasaki Ninsho. Shin Kobo daishi den (A New Biography of Kobo Daishi). 
Tokyo: Daihorin-kaku, 1967. An excellent interpretive work on the life of 
Kukai in good modem literary Japanese for the popular reader. 
Watanabe Shoko and Miyasaka Yusho. Shaman Kiikai (Sramana Ki.ikai). 
Tokyo: Chikuma shobo, 1967. The best among modem works on the life 
of Kukai for the popular reader. Flashing insights by the authors make this 
an extremely enjoyable and interesting book to read, even for those engaged 
in a serious historical study ofKukai. 

V. Shingon Doctrine and History 

I Kanayama Bokusho. Shingon Mikkyo no kyogaku (Shingon Mikkyo Doctrine). 
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Kyoto: Naigai Press, 1944. Though written in a pre-war Japanese literary 
style, this is a good work by an eminent Shingon scholar and practitioner. 
It deals with the historical development of Shingon doctrine, cites passages 
:&om primary sources but do not specifically identify them. One of the useful 
secondary reference works for those interested in serious research on the 
historical development of Shingon thought. 

2 Katsumata Shunkyo. Mikkyo no nihon-teki tenkai. (The Japanese Development 
of Mikkyo). Tokyo: Shunju-sha, 1970. One of the best in recent Shingon 
publications. This work deals with the history of the development of Shingon 
thought, cites reference, and indicates considerable sophistication in handling 
basic source materials. 

3 Kusuda Ryoko. Shingon Mikkyo seiritus katei no kenkyu. (A Study on the 
Development of Shingon Mikkyo). Tokyo: Sankibo, 1964. One of the most 
comprehensive and carefully researched works on Shingon ever published in 
recent years. In addition, this work contains adequate reference for those 
interested in serious research. Highly recommended. 

4 Matsunaga Yiikei. Mikkyo no chie. (The Wisdom of Mikkyo) (in the Showa 
bukkyo zenshii Series, No.6. 6). Tokyo: Kyoiku shinchO-sha, 1973. Excellent 
introductory book on Shingon for the popular reader. 

s -. Mikkyo no rekishi. (History of Mikkyo). Kyoto: Heiraku-ji shoten, 1969. 
This book deals with the historical development of Tantric tradition :&om 
India to Tibet, Chiua to Japan. The author makes reference to a variety of 
up-to-date Japanese and Western sources as well as classical sources in San
skrit, Tibetan and Chinese. It is carefully documented and is the best his
torical treatment of the history of Tantric Buddhism as it spread from India 
to East Asia. Highly recommended. 

6 Miyasaka v-usho. MikkyO-teki seimei no shibo. (The Quest for the Eternal 
Life of Mikkyo) (in the Showa bukkyo zenshu, No. 6. 1). Tokyo: Kyoiku 
shinchO-sha, 1967. This is a collection of Miyasaka' s essays which are designed 
to enhance Shingon and to interpret Shingon's social and ethical values today. 
It is Shingon described by its devotee and scholar in a sincere manner. 

7 Miyasaka Yiisho and Umehara Takeshi. Seimei no umi: Kukai (The Sea of 
Life: Kiikai) (in the Bukko no shiso Series, No.9). Tokyo: Kadokawa sho
ten, 1969. A good introductory book on Shingon, the theme of which is the 
eternal life of Ma.havairocana as conceived by Kiikai. 

8 Morita Ryiisen. Himitsu bukkyo no kenkyu (A Study on Mikkyo Buddhism). 
Kyoto: Rokudai shinpO-sha, 1935. This is essentially a study on Shingon 
doctrine and considered one of the best on Shingon published in pre-war 
Japan. 

9 Nagaoka Keishin. Sokushin jobutsu no michi. (The Path to 'Buddhahood 
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Realized in the Present Body'). Tokyo: Kyoiku shinchO-sha, 1965. A useful 
popular reference to those interested in examining the Shingon theory of 
sokushin-jobutsu. 

10 Nakano Gisho. Mikkyo no shinko to rinri (Mikkyo: Its Religious and Ethical 
Aspects). Tokyo: Kyoiku shincho-sha, 1970. An interesting work on the 
religious and ethical aspects of Shingon written by one of the leading con
temporary Shingon scholars and practitioners. 

II Oyama Kojun. Mikkyo-shi gaisetsu to kyori. (Mikkyo: Its History and Doc
trine). Kyoto: Taian-do, 1961. A comprehensive and well researched work 
on the history and the development of Shingon Mikkyo by one of recent 
Shingon scholars. Highly recommended. 

12 --. Shingon Mikkyo e no tebiki. (A Guide to Shingon Mikkyo), (in the 
Showa bukkyo zenshu Series, No. 6. 2.) Tokyo: Kyoiku shincho-sha, 196b. 
A good introductory text on Shingon dealing with Kiikai, Shingon thooght 
and its problematics, history of Koya-san Monastery, Shingon practice and 
mm;4alas. 

13 Takagami Kakusho. Mikkyo Gairon (Introduction to Mikkyo). Tokyo: Dai
ichi shobo, 1938 (first print). Excellent introductory work to Shingon with 
doctrinal themes presented in a well structured manner. 

14 Takubo Shiiyo. Shingon darani-zo no kaisetsu (An Interpretive Account of 
Shingon DhiiratJi Literature). Tokyo: Sanyo bijitsu insatsu, 1960. A careful 
study on Shingon dhiiratJi literature. It deals with the history of the develop
ment of dhiirat]i practice and literature in India, the impact of its practice and 
literature on the development of Mahayana literature, and on the develop
ment of Shingon. For the specialist. 

15 Toganoo Shoun. Himitsu bukkyO-shi (History of Mikkyo Buddhism). Kyoto: 
Naigai Press, 1933 (first print). A new print of this book is contained in the 
Gendai bukkyo meicho zenshu (Collection of Modem Buddhological Works, 
Vol. 9) comp. by Nakamura Hajime, Masutani Fumio, and Joseph Kitagawa. 
Tokyo: Ryiibunkan, 1964). The best among works dealing with the history 
ofShingon written before World War II. It deals with the Indian foundation 
of Tantric Buddhism, the history of Chen-yen (Shingon) and Lamaism in 
China, a brief historical sketch of the same in Korea, and a fuller treatment 
of Japanese Shingon history. Despite the date of its composition, this work 
cannot yet be completely ignored, because of the excellent source materials 
the author cites and also because the author shows considerable sophistication 
in handling historical data, particularly with reference to the Indian founda
tion. But this work also needs to be examined critically because of the vast 
amount of new information uncovered by both historians and Buddhologists 
in the last four decades, information which was not available in Toganoo's 
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time. 

VI. Shingon Textual Studies 

I Hakeda, Yoshito S. Kukai: Major Works. Translated with an Account of his 
Life and a Study of his Thought. New York: Columbia University Press, 1972. 
This work contains the translation of the following works of Kukai: 

r) "Indications of the Goals of the Three Teachings," pp. IOI-139· 
2) "A Memorial Presenting a List of Newly Imported Sutras and Other 

Items," pp. 14o-rso. 
3) "The Difference between Exoteric and Esoteric Buddhism," pp. 151-

157· 
4) "The Precious Key to the Secret Treasury," pp. 157-224. 
5) "Attaining Enlightenment in this very Existence," pp. 225-234. 
6) "The Meanings ofSound, Word, and Reality," pp. 234-246. 
7) "The Meanings of the Word Hu/'fl," pp. 246-262. 
8) "The Secret Key to the Heart Sutra," pp. 262-275. 

These are excellent translations of texts heretofore unavailable in any Western 
languages. However, a preface describing the central theme of a given text 
and a more elaborate annotation of the translation would have contributed 
to a better understanding of these very difficult texts. 

2 Kambayashi Ryujo. Dainichi-kyo, Rishu-kyo Kogi (Lectures on the Maha
vairocana Sutra and on the Prajiiiipiiramitii-naya-parivarta [a chapter on the 
Mahiisankhya Vajramogha-satya-samaya-sutra]), (Daizo-kyo kogi series, Vol. 6). 
Tokyo: Toho shoin, 1933. An excellent translation and commentary on the 
Mahiivairocana Sutra and on the Prajiiiipiiramitii-naya-parivarta, analyzing the 
contents passage by passage. Technical terms are adequately defmed. An 
excellent source for those interested in serious studies of these two important 
Shingon texts. Highly recommended. 

3 Kanayama Bokusho and Yanagida Kenjuro. Nihon Shingon no tetsugaku. (The 
Philosophy of Shingon). Tokyo: Kobundo shobo, 1943 (first print). This 
work, despite its title, is essentially an interpretive account of the Hizo-hoyaku. 
It is a useful work for a beginner to gain some understanding of the doctrinal 
contents of the Hizo-hoyaku. Kanayama Bokusho was one of the eminent 
Shingon scholars and practitioners of pre-war (and the period immediately 
following post-war) Japan. Yanagida Kenjuro's field is Western philosophy. 
(He later became a left-wing writer of some sort.) But one hardly notices a 
Western philosophical interpretation of the HizO-hoyaku in this work. 

4 Katsumata Shunkyo. Himitsu mandara jujushin-ron (The Ten Stages of Mental 
Development). Tokyo: Meiji shoin, 1954. This is essentially a translation of 
the juju shin-ron into modem Japanese. The translation is carefully accom-
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plished. But the greatest value of this work lies in citing primary sources 
Kiikai employed in the composition of the Juju shin-ron. It is not an inter
pretive work. As such, it is not designed for the popular reader but rather 
for advanced students in Shingon studies, particularly for those interested 
in philological and textual research. 

s Miyasaka Ninsho. Dainichikyo ni kiku (An Interpretive Account of the Maha
vairocana Sutra). Tokyo: Kyoiku shinchO-sha, 1970. A useful reference for 
those interested in familiarizing themselves with the general contents of the 
Mahavairocana Sutra. Not necessarily a source to be employed for serious 
research. 

6 Miyasaka Yiisho. Ningen no shujuso. (The Destinies of Man). Tokyo: Chiku
ma-shobo, 1967. An excellent interpretive account of the HizO-hoyaku for 
the popular reader. A good classical bibliography on the Hizo-hoyaku, with 
some entries on modem works, is provided in the appendix. Even those 
seriously committed to investigate the Hizo-hoyaku might do well to examine 
this work written by a respectful Shingon scholar. 

7 Morita Ryiisen. Shaku makaen-ron no kenkyu. (A Study on the Commentary 
on the Awakening of Mahayana Faith). Kyoto: Yamashiroya bunseido, 1935. 
A writer of many works on Shingon, such as Kobo Daishi 110 nyujO-kan (Kobo 
Daishi's concept of Nirva~;~a), Shingon Mikkyo no honshitsu (The Essence of 
Shingon Mikko), Himitsu bukkyO-shi (History of Shingon Buddhism), etc., 
Morita is an accomplished Shingon scholar representative of the pre-war 
generation. The Shaku makaen-ron is one of the most important texts from 
which many of Kiikai's ideas are derived. Morita's Shaku makaen-ron no 
kenkya is the standard work on studies of Shaku makaen-ron, despite the fact 
that it was published four decades ago. This work deals with the history 
of the transmission of the Shaku makaen-ron from China to Japan, the role 
that this text played in the history of the development of Buddhism in Japan, 
and a careful analysis and interpretation of the text itsel£ No comprehensive 
work of this kind has yet been published in recent years. Highly recom
mended. 

8 Tajima Ryiijun. Etude sur le Mahavairocana-satra (Dainichikyo); avec Ia traduc
tion commentee du premier chapitre. Paris: Adrien Maisonneuve, 1936. This is 
the only available translation of the Mahavairocana Sutra (first chapter) in a 
Western language. The translation was made from the Chinese. 

9 Takai Kankai. HizO-hoyaku, Ben kenmitsu nikyO-ron, Sokushin jobutsu-gi kogi 
(Lectures on the Hizo-hoyaku, Ben kenmitsu nikyO-ron and Sokushin jobutsu-gi) 
(Daizokyo kogi Series, Vol. 15). Tokyo: Toho shoin, 1935. An excellent 
reference for those interested in a serious study of these important Shingon 
texts. It contains a carefully annotated translation, followed by a detailed 
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interpretation and analysis of the texts. Highly recommended. 
xo Toganoo Shoun. HizO-hoyaku to kaisetsu (An Interpretive Study of the Hizo

ll;'i·al.:u). Koya-san: Koya-san University Press, 1949- The HizO-hoyaku is 
translated into modem Japanese, with some footnotes and content analysis. 
A good classical bibliography on HizO-hoyaku studies is provided in the ap
pendix. Not for the popular reader. 

11 Sakai Shinten. Dainichi-kyo no seiritsu ni kansttru kenkya. (A Study on the 
.\f,l/,;;!'.iir.•w;:,l Siitra). Koya-san: Koya-san University Press, 1962 (first print), 
1974 (second print). An elaborate study on the Mahiivairocana Siitra, com
paring the Chinese and Tibetan translations, and written by a contemporary 
Shingon Tibetologist and Sanskritist. An indispensable source for those in
terested in philological and textual study of the Mahiivairocana Siitra. The 
Japanese syntax needs more careful editing. For the specialists. 

12 Sango shiiki Shoryo-shii. (A Guidline to the Three Systems of Thought and 
Collection of Poems), tr. into modem Japanese by Watanabe Shoko and 
Miyasaka Yiisho (in the Nihon koten bungaku taikei Series). Tokyo: Iwanami 
shoten, 1965 (t:,.~l print), 1967 (second print). An important source to under
stand the thought of Kiikai. Carefully edited and translated into good mod
em literary Japanese. The SangO-shiiki is a composition ofKiikai. It discusses 
the three systems of thought-Buddhism, Taoism and Confucianism. The 
ShoryO-shii is a collection of poems allegedly composed by Kiikai. 

VII. Shingon Art 

1 ARS Buddhica-Daigo-ji. Comp. by the Academic Council of Buddhist Art 
(Bukkyo geijitsu gakkai), Vol. 42· Tokyo: Mainichi Press, 196o. A collection 
of studies on Daigo-ji's Mikkyo art with illustration and explanation. 

2 Butto (Buddhist Stiipa). Comp. by Tsujimura Taien. Nara: GangO-ji (un
dated). Pictorial illustrations and identification of ancient collection of stiipas 
found in the monasteries ofNara. 

3 Gorinto no kigen (The Origin of the five-story stiipa). Comp. by Yabuta 
Kaichiro. Kyoto: BunkO-sha, 1967. Interesting essays concerning the origin 
and development of the five-story stiipas by art historians. 

4 Kobo Daishi no riso to geijitsu (Kobo Daishi's Ideals and Art). Camp. by 
Mikkyo kenkyii-kai ofKoya-san. Koya-san: Koya-san University, 1948. An 
interesting work to be read by a beginner interested in Shingon doctrine and 
its art. 

5 Mikkyo to ojo (Mikkyo and the Imperial City). Camp. by Takeuchi Rizo 
and Sawa Takaaki (in the Bunka no rekishi Series, No. s). Tokyo: Toppan 
insatsu, 1969. Mikkyo thought and practice are described through Mikkyo 
art. Excellent pictures. Indispensable material for those interested in the socio-
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cultural aspect of Mikkyo. Highly recommended. 
6 Sawa Takaaki. Kukai no kiseki (The Miracles of Kiikai). Tokyo: Mainichi 

Press, 1973. futeresting book describing Kiikai from the perspective of art 
history. 

7 --. Mikkyo no bijitsu (:~·fi~..'.·r·' Art) (Nihon no bijitsu Series, No. 8). Tokyo~ 
Heibon-sha, 1964. A valuable book on Mikkyo art. Excellent pictures with 
comments are presented in historical sequence. Of particular interest are the 
mafJ4alas presented in outline form. Highly recommended. 

8 Taishi no midera (Kobo Daishi's Monastery). Comp. and published by Kyoto:· 
Toji bunkazai hozon-kai, I965. The standard work on pictorial illustrations. 
related to the Toji monastery. Excellent pictures. 

9 Watanabe Shoko, Shimizu Zenso. Butsuzo hyakutai (Hundred Buddha Stat
ues). Tokyo: TankO-sha, I964. Excellent pictorial illustration and explanation 
of Shingon deities by a Shingon scholar and an art historian. 

10 Hokyointo no kigen (The Origin of the Seven-story Stiipa). Comp. by Yabuta 
Kaichiro. Kyoto: Sogei-sho, I967. This is a continuation on the previously 
cited stiipa study (no. 3 above), both of which are excellent sources for 
specialists in the field of stUpa .~t m! i 1 ·~, 

VIII. Shingon MafJ4ala 

I Gonda Daisojo. Mandara tsilge (futroduction to MatJ4ala). Kyoto: Heigosha,. 
19I9. A very carefully researched work and a classic in mandala studies. But 
this work might be difficult to be found in many libraries. Toganoo's work 
(see no. 4 below) therefore is recommended instead. 

2 Hamada Ryiicho. Mandara no sekai (The World of the Ma(z4ala). Tokyo: 
Bijitsu shuppan-sha, 1971. Useful and interesting reference on Shingon 
MatJ4alas with illustrations. 

3 Tajima R yiijun. Les Deux Grand MatJ4alas et Ia Doctrine de I' Esoterisme Shingon. 
Tokyo: Maison Franco-Japanaise, 1959. An excellent introductory work on 
the Garbhakosadhiitu and Vajradhiitu Maf}~alas, with illustrations. 

4 Toganoo Shoun. Mandara no kenkyu (A Study on the Ma(z4alas). Kyoto: 
Naigai Press, 1927. The best among all possible mafJ4ala studies in any lan
guage, this work deals with the history of the development of mat:t4alas in 
general, as well as with the two major Shingon mafJ4alas-Garbhakosadhiitu 
and Vajradhiitu-making reference to both Sanskrit and Chinese sources. 
Index in both Sanskrit and Chinese. Excellent bibliography. Highly recom
mended. 

IX. Shingon Ritual and Practice 

I Akiyama Masami. Butsuzo no inso o tazunete (Mudriis in Buddhist Statues). 
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Tokyo: Bunshindo, 1973. Excellent source for those interested in Shingon 
mudras. Good illustrations. 

2 Saunders, E. Dale. Mudra: A Study of Symbolic Gestures in Japanese Buddhist 
Sculpture. New York: Bollingen Foundation, 1960. A good study on the 
Shingon mudrii, based upon actual research at the Koya-san monastery, with 
illustrations. Though it lacks adequate doctrinal interpretation, this is the 
only English source on Shingon mudrii presented in a comprehensive manner. 

3 Tamura Buemon. Zuin-shu (Mudra). Kyoto: Kokusho kanko-kai, 1972 (new 
print). (First print in 1883). Interesting reference for those interested in 
mudriis. 

4 Toganoo Shoun. Himitsu jiso no kenkyu. (A Study on Mikkyo Practice). 
Kyo to: Naigai Press, 1959. One of the most comprehensive works on Shin
gon jiso (ritual-practice) treated historically and analytically, making reference 
to a vast range of primary source materials. Excellent bibliography. Index in 
both Japanese and Sanskrit. Highly recommended. 

5 Yamasaki Yasuhiro. Mikkyo no meiso-ho (Method of Mikkyo Meditation). 
Kyoto: Nagata bunshO-do, 1974. Interesting work on Shingon meditation 
for those interested in the practical aspect of Shingon. 

<i Zoku Shingon-shu zensho. (See "Collected Works on Shingon and Kobo 
Daishi (Kiikai)," (no. III-8, above) for full citation and comments. This is the 
standard reference work on Shingon practice. 





GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL TERMS 

This glossary provides definitions of technical terms employed in this work. 
It is limited to doctrinal terms, not terms designating places, personalities, deities 
and texts. Entries consist of terms in Sanskrit and in Japanese. (Romanized terms 
in parenthesis, whenever indicated, is the Chinese reading of a Japanese term.) 
Each entry is followed by Chinese (sometimes Japanese} characters. A Chinese 
character in parentheis refers to an alternate rendition of a Buddhist Sanskrit 
term in Chinese. The alternate rendition of character is not provided for all 
characters. It is provided only for the most commonly ones the reader may find 
in Buddhist Chinese texts, dictionaries and encyclopedias. No distinction is made 
between the 'old' and 'new' Chinese translation of Buddhist Sanskrit terms. I 
have selected the characters most frequently employed in Buddhist Chinese today. 

Abhidharma lli'I .Fe liM I. One of the three great divisions of the Buddhist Canon 
or Tripi taka. That section which consists of the systematic exposition and inter
pretation of Buddhist doctrine by early disciples and scholastics. 2. The title 
given to the Sarvastivadin branch of Hinayana, after the time of King A§oka, 
and based upon the voluminous analytical texts termed 'Abhidharma literature'. 
The basic doctrine is the theory of the absence of a self-essence (aniitman, asvab
hiiva) and the theory that only momentary elements (dharmas) do exist within 
the impermanence of the cognitive process. 

iiciirya lli'IIil~ A Buddhist descriptive term and epithet, describing a master or 
teacher of doctrine and practice. Also a senior monk. 

iidarJa-jiiiina ::kOO•!W In the Yogacara Vijiiapti-matrata doctrine (conscious
ness-only) this term describes the transformed or purified iilaya-vijiiiina-the 
post-pariivrtti pure consciousness of the bodhidtta or Buddha-nature. 

adhimukti fflM A general Buddhist term for 'faith', signifying the security and 
peace of a practitioner's mind undisturbed by any doubts which normally 
accompany initial faith. It also means faith-understanding. 

adhi$thiina :110~ The Tantric Buddhist theory of doctrine and practice, which 
is an idealization of the mystical power of the Dharmakiiya Mahavairocana as 
the universal source ofTantric enlightenment. Adhi$.tniina is the union between 
the tri-guhya characterization of Mahavairocana (kiiya-guhya, viig-guhya, mano-
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guhya) and the tri-karma actions of sentient beings (kiiya-karma, viik-karma, 
manab-karma). 

A-ji meditation lli'I*il The idealization of the principles of Tantric Buddhist 
doctrine, in a visual and oral form of the letter A. As the first letter of the 
Sanskrit alphabet, it is the source of all things (of all other letters), and the 
symbol both of emptiness and co-arising. 

alak$at}a ~;fiJ 'Markless or aspectless'. A Buddhist technical term in contrast to 
laksana (having perceivable 'marks' or aspects), alak$a1Ja denotes the complete 
absence of any kind of perceivable mark or aspect in a phenomena or entity. 

iilaya-vijniina lli'Jii!J{JID11ll!i The eighth level of consciousness in the Yogacara doc
trine of vijnapti-miitratii (consciousness-orJy). This is the store consciousness 
which contains and collects defiled seeds from discriminative cognition as well 
as the dormant pure seeds of bodhicitta. The iilaya is the repository of seeds 
and potentials; it is the basis of the first seven levels of consciousness; and that 
level of the mind where the karmic process thrives. The iilaya's close relation
ship to the deluded and discriminative manas produces the false impressions of 
an ego in the minds of sentient beings. And it is also in the iilaya that through 
pariivrtti (transformation), the bodhicitta or Buddha-nature is awakened. 

anutpiida (akiira-anutpiida) *-1'~ Non-arising, non-creation or birth. In Hina
yana it signifies nirvana, no further arising or extinction; Mahayana Mad
hyamika enlarges the concept to a universal, the Middle Path of no birth and 
death. and non-arising and non-destruction of phenomena and activities. 

anuttarayoga ~l:~flm A Tantric Buddhist doctrinal and textual criterion, mean
ing 'the supreme yoga'. 

asa111skrta dharma ~~~ 'Unconditioned dharma'. That which is not created 
or does not arise, and is not produced by causation. The unconditioned is 
alluded to by the conceptual expressions of Buddhist truth like bodhi, tathatii, 
nirvii~;~a, etc. 

asvabhiiva ~ § •fg: A Buddhist technical term in contrast to svabhiiva (own
being, essence or self-nature), asvabhiiva denotes the complete absence of any 
kind of basis, own-being, essence or self-nature in any phenomenon or entity. 
Asvabhiiva implies that phenomena and events originate due to the nature of 
co-arising (pratitya-samutpiida). There is also the second implication in Mahayana 
Buddhism, that the true basis, essence and nature of phenomena and events is 
emptiness (Siinyatii). 

iiSviisa ··~ or ~~ To 'revive the mind', to rediscover the bodhicitta wisdom 
inherent within the minds of sentient beings. 

avidyii ~IYJ A traditional Buddhist technical term denoting 'ignorance' as the 
inhibition of sentient beings bound to karma and salflsiira, and as the absence of 
an understanding of Buddhist truth and the inherent realization of one's bod-
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hidtta. 
avijiiapti (karma) 1!W;$<*= An Abhidharma (e.g. Sarvastivada) teclmical term 

denoting non-bodily (unmanifest or unseen-mental) activity and the retribu
tive effect which must accompany it. 

hal a jJ One of the ten piiramitiis or perfections of bodhisattva practice. Specifically 
bala is 'power' or the constant energy necessary to enlighten all sentient beings. 

bhadrakalpa Jtt;f; A Buddhist measurement of time, bhadrakalpa is distinguished 
as the present era, in which a thousand buddhas of wisdom are said to exist. 
The previous era was a thousand buddhas of glory and the future era will be a 
thousand buddhas of celestial (constellar) quality. 

Bhagaviin ilt$ A common literary epithet of a Buddha, meaning 'the world
honored one'. 

bhik~ .lt.Ei: An ordained male or monk, as one of the four categories of early 
Buddhist practitioners established by Sakyamuni. 

bhik~uvi .lt.Ei:JE. An ordained female or nun, as one of the four categories of 
early Buddhist practitioners established by Sakyamuni. 

bhumi ±!H A Sanskrit noun meaning 'earth, ground, site, position' with the 
Buddhist connotation of 'foundation' (for practice). Frequently translated as a 
stage. 

bodhi '!¥~ A traditional Buddhist term for the concept of 'enlightenment'. 
Bodhi also represents nirviiva (expiration) and prajiiii (wisdom). Bodhi teclmically 
differs from nirvana in that the latter has a negative connotation of the expira
tion of all delusion and liberation from all suffering, while the fermer connotes 
the positive aspect of success in achieving the wisdom of Buddhist truth. 

bodhicitta 'I¥11E•C..' 'The mind of enlightenment'. A traditional Buddhist doc
trinal concept expressing the aspiration to enlightenment, the Buddha-nature 
inherent in all sentient beings. 

bodhisattva '!¥~ 1. In early Indian Buddhism, the term was used to describe 
Sakyamuni (e.g. in thejiitaka tales) ofhis previous births. 2. With the rise of 
Indian Mahayana Buddhism, this term was used in contrast to Sriivaka and 
Pratyekabuddha, and came to mean the compassionate Mahayana practitioner
who by virtue of the bodhisattva vows and practice of the piiramitiis, strives to 
aid in the enlightenment of all sentient beings. 3. Later, the term was used, 
particularly in Chinese and Japanese Buddhism, as a title of respect bestowed 
upon an eminent monk or layman, who exemplifies Mahayana practice. 

Brahmanism ~NIF~~ The title of an ancient Indian religious tradition which 
centered upon the ritual texts and sacrifices of the Vedas. 

buddha 1!1fl An Enlightened One, an Awakener, the Knower. 1. In Hinayana: 
A successful practitioner who has realized the truth of Buddhist teachings 
through a meditative process, and experienced the parivirviiva or the total ex-
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tinction of action and retribution and body and mind (referring specifically to 
Sakyamuni). 2. In Mahayana: The embodiment of enlightenment defined by 
the tri-kiiya doctrine of Dharmakiiya, sarpbhogakiiya and nirmii~Jakiiya, and the 
ultimate goal of the bodhisattva wisdom qualified by the compassion to enlighten 
all sentient beings. 

Buddhayiina .f?t* The vehicle of practice resulting in Buddhahood. This term 
denotes the all-encompassing characteristic of Ekayiina, and in Shingon speci
fically refers to the universal realm or sphere of the Dharmakiiya Mahavairocana. 

caitta 'L'F.Jf Mentals, that which the mind possesses. In relation to the function 
of the mind, a caitta is the existence of objects or mentals which the mind 
utilizes in the cognitive process. 

cakrakaya W~,llr Literally 'wheel body', the 'body' which spreads the Dharma. 
Shingon conceives of three wheel-bodies: svabhiivacakrakiiya (truth per se which 
is represented by Dharmakiiya Mahavairocana), saddharmacakrakiiya (compassion 
per se) and iide§aniicakrakiiya (compassion through anger). (The second and third 
represent attributes of Mahavairocana.) 

caryii fT (fiif9t) A Tantric Buddhist doctrinal and textual criterion, specifically 
referring to mental activity or meditational purpose in the practice of ritual. 

caryiigiti 7-\' 9 -\"- 2f -7 -{ A vernacular Tantric literature developed by the 
Sahajayana branch ofVajrayana. 

chi (chih) ~ A Chinese philosophical concept, developed from the I-ching, and 
adapted by Chinese Buddhism to mean 'awareness, understanding, knowledge'. 
In Shingon chi came to denote me 'knower'. In contrast to ri, 'that which should 

be known'. 
cintiimaiJi .flD;i:~~ A fabulous wish-fulfilling jewel, legendarily claimed to be 

obtainable from the niiga or dragon king. 
citta 'L' Simple traditional Buddhist descriptive term denoting the mind. 
citta-miitra PfU~ The Y ogacara doctrinal concept of consciousness-only, that all 

phenomena and events are of the mind and from the mind. Therefore this mind, 
which is the only entity of perception, cognition and discrimination, is not a 
fixed state but a constant flowing stream, wherein the effects of action ace 
deposited to mature. And in contrast to the pre-realization vijiiapti-miitra con
cept of consciousness-only, citta-miitra signifies the purified mind of true cogni
tion, which is Buddha-nature. 

citta-utpanna fJtfH.!!'L' To 'awaken the mind', to develop the realization of 
enlightenment, the bodhicitta. 

Confucianism The title of the indigenous Chinese system of moral and social 
philosophy, based upon the writings of Confucius and Mencius, which formed 
the social and ethical basis for traditional Chinese civilization. 

dana ~:blii; One of the six piiramitiis or perfections of bodhisattva practice. Specifi-
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cally dana is 'charity' or 'offering', the ability to present Buddhist truth or any 
other possession for the purpose of enlightening all sentient beings. 

da§abhumi +±-lh The Buddhist technical term signifying the forty-first through 
fiftieth stages of the fifty-two stages of Mahayana bodhisattva practice. As the 
most important group of stages within this practice, the (ten) da§abhumi stages 
are designed to realize the union of self-enlightenment and the enlightenment 
of others. Shingon, however, claims that the first da§abhumi stage is the ultimate, 
incorporating within itself all other da§abhumi stages. 

dhiirat;i WE.JB The idealization of a Tantric Buddhist principle within the con
text of a simple verse, which contains spiritual potential when utilized in 
Tantric Buddhist practice. Dhiirm:zi is not to be confused with mantra, for mantra 
is a simplification of a dhiirat)i. 

dharma ¥};; I. An element of existence, a perceivable element subject to asvabhava 
and co-arising. 2. The truth, teachings or doctrinal laws of Buddhism which 
correctly describe the universal condition of sentient beings and enlightenment. 
3. Codified morality. 

Dharmadhiitu ~!ft. The embodiment of Buddhist truth in the form of the realm 
of sentient beings or the universe. This term characterizes, for example, the 
world-view of the Chinese Hua-yen school of Buddhism, which by application 
of its Four Dharmadhiitu theory, finds the phenomenal realm to be the only true 
existence, as the co-dependent relationship between delusion-suffering and en
lightenment (saqtsiira-nirviil}a) is established. 

Dharmadhatu-svabhava-jfiiina ~Jft-f*:t!:!l One of the five jfiiinas of Shingon 
doctrine. This jl}iina represents the universality of the truth of Shingon doctrine 
(the wisdom of Mahavairocana) and encompasses the other four of these five 
jfiiinas, which are the adarsa-, pratyavek~al}ii-, krtyiinu,thiina-, and samatii-jiiiinas 
of the purified mind within Yogacara Vijiiapti-matrata doctrine. 

Dharmagupta ¥};;~fm A faction which developed from the Mahisasaka group 
of the Sarvastivadin branch of Hinayana Buddhism, claiming lineage from the 
disciple Maudgalyayana. The Dharmagupta developed the mantra from its 
minor position in the Pali Canon. 

Dharmakaya ¥};;:!if One of the tri-kayas, the three aspects or bodies which charac
terize the concept of Buddha within Mahayana Buddhist doctrine. The Dhar
makiiya is the Dharma-body, the embodiment of the highest Buddhist truth, 
which is the absolute and unconditioned Buddha-nature, otherwise termed 
tathata. 

Dharma-mal}qala ¥};;1i'f*• One mal}qala of the Shingon Four Mal}qala theory 
which together function as doctrinal representations to portray the Six Elements 
theory in terms of four different aspects. The Dharma-mal}qala is a characteriza
tion of the Tantric Buddhist relationship between words, letters and sounds and 
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their potential for expressing doctrinal truth. 
dharma-Si:inyatii ¥!~ An application of the sunyatii concept to the concept of 

dharmas, .~i~"':ii)·in!r that all elements and activities of existence have no svabhiiva 
or self-essence, and implying that dharmas arise due to the nature of co-arising. 

dhiitu $¥. A Buddhist technical term meaning 'sphere, realm, region or sense
field'. A st:mc-lldcl or realm is the context which defmes the limits of a 
particular perception or activity. 

dhyiina :iE I. A general term for meditation, a practice of mental concentration 
which attempts to eliminate or transcend the reasoning process of the intellect 
and to increase awareness by the exclusion of extraneous thoughts. The general 
goal of an i1W,'Il~,. ;mrl well-developed dhyiina practice is the realization of 
bodhicitta. 2. One of the six paramitas of bodhisattva practice. Specifically 
dhyiina is 'meditation', the mental concentrative practice to intuitionally ex
perience understanding Buddhist truth which is essential for enlightening all 
sentient beings. 

dohii }.:" -.r· A vernacular Tantric literature developed by the Sahajayana 
branch ofVajrayana. 

du~kha '!!; Suffering or pain, and the central tenet of the first of the early Bud
dhist four noble truth theory-du~kha-satya, that all existence is suffering. Also 
one of the elements in the early cyclic causational theory of kle5a, karma, du~kha 
(delusion, action-retribution, suffering). 

Ekayana -* In contrast to the doctrinal distinctions of Hlnayana, Mahayana 
and tri-yiina, the Ekayana or the One, universal and all-encompassing vehicle, 
is the cumulative doctrinal theme of later Mahayana Buddhism popularized in 
China and Japan. As doctrine, this concept totally asserts the Buddha-nature 
inherent in all sentient beings, and as practice this concept implies the encom
passing or inclusion of all previous methods and disciplines of both H!nayana 
and Mahayana schools of Buddhism. 

garbha 8~ A Sanskrit noun, meaning "womb, interior, embryo" with the Bud
dhist connotation of a 'fertile interior (which something develops from), the 
true potential'. 

Garbhakosadhiitu MatJ4ala 8~~$¥-!if~fif. One of the two great forms {kinds) of 
Shingon matJ4ala. This matJ4ala of the 'repository of truth' symbolizes the con
cept of the five elements as ri, the known. The matJ4ala also expresses the doc
trinal relationship between bodhicitta, compassion and skillful means. 

gati :@ The traditional Buddhist hierarchy of sentient beings within the three 
realms of desire, form and non-form. This hierarchy consists of six stages of 
existence or destinies: hell, hungry-beings, beasts, fighting-beings, men, and 
gods. 

genzu mandara ffl.fiHlB'iiB. A Shingon descriptive term meaning 'iconographic 
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mav4ala'. 
gorin ji5shin 3i~PX;:!\r A symbolic characterization of the Shingon theory of the 

five elements of the universe (the jewel as space, the half-globe as wind, the 
trapezoid as fire, the globe as water and the square as earth). Gorin ji5shin is the 
ideal combination of components to comprise the 'perfect body'. This 'five 
element developing-body' is a doctrinal idealization of the Dharmakiiya Maha
vairocana which the practitioner attempts to identify 1\"lt;, and realize as his 
own body. 

hetu-pratyaya jzg~ A Buddhist technical term describing the process of causation, 
as the combination of a primary or direct cause (hetu) and secondary or indirect 
causes (pratyaya). 

Hinayana ;H~ The 'Lesser Vehicle', the pejorative term used to describe early 
Indian Buddhist schools and practices based upon the Pali or early Canon, 
specifically referring to the disciplines of the Sriivaka and Pratyekabuddha. These 
disciplines and goals are taken by Mahayana to be individually-oriented and 
therefore inferior to the compassion to enlighten sentient h:·iut;'- of the bod
hisattva practice. 

hompushi5 *;if'~ The Shingon term for anutpiida. 
honji *!& The 'fundamental essence or nature'. In Shingon, honji denotes 

Dharmakiiya {the Buddha Mahavairocana) and particularly the six elements as 
the essential nature of the Dharmakiiya Buddha. 

Rosso {Fa-h.~iang) ~;j:§ The Chinese and Japanese Yogacara schools based upon 
the Vijfiaptimiitratii-siddhi. One of the thirteen major Chinese schools and eight 
major Japanese schools. Rosso means the 'marks or aspects of dharmas' and 
refers to the Yogacara analysis of constituents and the question of the reality 
which underlies them. 

hrdaya ,c,, A Sanskrit noun, meaning 'heart, interior, core' with the Buddhist 
connotation of'the essence or center, heart'. 

hyotoku-mon :a\C~F~ A Japanese Buddhist technical term which denotes the posi
tive reality of all dharrnas as an expression of the origins of virtue. In contrast 
to shaji5-mon. 

Ichinen sanzen (1-hsin san-ch' ien) -~.::=:. =f 'Three thousand realms in one mind'. 
The Tendai doctrinal and meditational concept which integrates all possible 
realms of sentient beings into a relationship of synthesis within the mind of an 
individual. 

Indra's Net Wf)\llij Indra's Net expresses one view of the relationship between all 
phenomena and events in the Universe. It is a metaphor of the net in the heaven 
of the Brahmanic god Indra, and in this net there is a jewel affixed at the inter
section of each point where one strand of rope crosses another. One jewel 
reflects the light of all other jewels while each of the others in tum reflects the 
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first jewel reflecting them, and these multiple reflections continue. The jewels 
represent the co-dependency of individual phenomena and activity while the 
light represents the relationship of truth and tathatii to phenomenal activity. 

Isshin Sangan (I-hsin San-kuan) -,L.<:::M 'Three meditations in one mind'. The 
Tendai doctrinal and meditational concept which synthesizes three Madhyamika 
concepts into a simultaneous phenomenal view: emptiness, co-dependency and 
the middle (which transcends the dichotomy created by positing the first two). 
This integration is characterized by Tendai as the three aspects of phenomena. 

jiso $:f:§ Ritual practice in contrast to doctrine, within Shingon Buddhism. 
jniina %1 (~) 1. A Budd.~ist technical term denoting knowledge or intellectual 

judgement of phenomena and activities and their fundamental laws. Sometimes 
used in contrast to prajnii (wisdom or intuitive realization cf Buddhist truth). 
2. One of the ten piiramitiis or perfections of bodhisattva practic~. Specifically 
jniina is 'knowledge', the intellectual understanding of Buddhist doctrine as the 
rational communication of Buddhist truth necessary to enlighten all sentient 
beings. 

kaji }Jj]}-'j In contrast to honji, the Dharmakiiya Mahavairocana as the fundamental 
nature, kaji refers to any manifested body or form of this nature. The interpreta
tion of kaji in relation to Mahavairocana (honji) became the major element in 
doctrinal schism within the Shingon sect. Kaji is the Japansee version of ad
hi~thiina. 

kaji-jobutsu :IJj]}-'f]Jjtf;Jt One of the three categoric of Shingon 'instant buddha
hood' theory in the Ihon sokushin jobutsu-gi (The Later Sokushin jobutsu-gi). It 
denotes that the successful realization of man as Buddha requires the adhi~!hiina 
integration of tri-guhya and tri-karma. 

kalpa '#] A unit of measuring time within traditional Buddhism, to denote 
periods of progression toward doctrinal goals. Loosely defined as an eon, 
Shingon interprets the concept to mean stages of progression or levels of 
spiritual proficiency instead of the mere temporal measurement of such. 

karma ~ The basic Buddhist doctrinal concept of mental or bodily action and 
necessarily-resultant retribution, which establishes the context for the suffering 
and ddusion of sentient beings. 

Karma-mav4ala ~-_,;:1.f;iKJ One mav4ala of the Shingon Four Mav4ala theory, 
which together function as doctrinal representations to portray the Six Elements 
theory in terms of four different aspects. The Karma-mav4ala is a characteriza
tion of the effort and activity ofbuddl1as and bodhisattvas in their advocation of 
Buddhist enlightenment. 

karut}ii ~7'-.,1; The general Buddhist term which describes compassion as the 
motivation of bodhisattva practice, and the necessary co-relative of prajiiii in the 
bodhisattva effort to enlighten all sentient beings. 
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kiiya-guhya ~!it; One of the tri-guhya Tantric Buddhist theory of dow inc and 
practict>, kli•p:t-;1!uily:J is the 'body' characteristic of the Dharmakiiya Maha
vairocana, which parallels the kiiya-karma (body) action of sentient beings. It is 
through the adhi${hiina practice of the mudrii that the union between practitioner 
and Buddha is effected. 

kiiya-karma ~:it One of the tri-karma Tantric Buddhist theory of doctrine and 
practice, kiiya-karma is the 'body' action of sentient beings. It is through the 
adhi${hiina practice of mudrii that the union between practitioner and Buddha 
is effected. 

Kegon (Hua-yen) -~ One of the thirteen majo;· schools of Chinese Buddhism, 
founded br Tu-shun (557-640) and systematized by Fa-tsang (643-7I2), and 
based upon the Avatal!lsaka Siitra. This indigenous Chinese Ekayiina school is 
characterized by its theories of co-arising, the Four Dharmadhiitu, the Six 
Aspects, and the Ten Theories of causation. Its world-view is then expressed 
by the term 'dharmadhiitu'. One of the six scholastic sects of Japanese Nara 
Buddhism. 

kendoku-jobutsu ~W11JG-!* One of the three categories of Shingon 'instant bud
dhahood' theory in the Ihon sokushin jobutsu-gi (The Later Sokushin jobutsu-gi). 
It denotes that successful adhi${hiina practice of the body, speech and mind 
(tri-guhya realized in tri-karma) is the complete revelation of Buddha-nature as 
inherent in sentient beings. 

kengyo ~it& A descriptive term used by Shingon Buddhism to contrast its 
textual interpretation, texts, doctrine and practice, from those of all other 
Buddhist schools. The textual interpretations, texts, doctrines and practices 
of all other schools are termed the 'revealed teaching' or exoteric Buddhism. 
The title connotes not only the difference but also the inferiority of non-Tantric 
teaching in relation to Tantric teaching, in terms of the potential for enlighten
ment. 

kle.Sa rn·~ The general Buddhist technical term which describes delusion, as the 
natural and ordinary condition of the ignorance, suffering and discrimination 
of sentient beings. Delusion must be understood, purified and removed, to 
achieve enlightenment and recognize inherent Buddha-nature. 

kriyii F.Jf{'p A Tantric Buddhist doctrinal and textual criterion, specifically re
ferring to the physical practice of ritual, or its 'external form'. 

krtyiinU$thiina-jfiiina )jjGfi)ff'f~ In the Y ogacara vijiiapti-miitratii doctrine (con
sciousness-only) this term describes the transformed or purified first five levels 
of consciousness-which is the post-paravrtti non-discriminatory perfect practice 
(the perception of truth) of the bodhicitta or Buddha-nature. 

k$iinti ;§.!# One of the six piiramitiis or perfections of bodhisattva practice. Spe
cifically k$iinti is 'patience', the constant endurance and understanding of dif-
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ficulties encountered in enlightening all sentient beings. 
kyO-han (chiao-pan) Wc!f!IJ The system of dm:trin.:~l evaluation and classification 

developed by Chinese Buddhist philosophers to organize and synthesize the 
irregular body of imported Indian Buddhist textual materials and doctrines. 
This ahistorical critical doctrinal apparatus was utilized by Chinese schools to 
d"evelop and justify their teachings, and this mo<id was adopted by Kiikai in 
soldifying Tantric Buddhist teaching and material as the basis for his Shingon 
doctrine and practice. 

Lotus Ekyiina ~~-* The particular ur.iversal and all-encompassing vehicle 
or practice (ekayana) as defined by the doctrines of the Lotus Stitra. 

Madhyarnika r:f:lfl One of the two major philosophical schools of Indian 
Mahayana Buddhism, founded by Nagarjuna and based upon his writings. Its 
basic doctrinal position is the 'Middle Path'-the negation of all forms of ex
treme views. 

Mahii-mat~4ala *~*S One mat}4ala of the Shingon Four Mav4ala theory, 
wbch together function as doctrinal representations to portray the Six Element 
theory in terms of four different aspects. The Ma~mat}4ala characterizes the 
universality of the existence of the Dharmakiiya Mahavairocana. The Samaya-, 
Dharma-, and Karma-mat}4alas act as three attributes of Mahavairocana. 

mahiisukha :;k~ (~:&) 'The great bliss', the union of male and female energy 
in Tantric doctrine. 

Mahavairocana j( a The idealization of the principles of Tantric Buddhist 
doctrine in the context of Dharmakiiya. The idealization of Mahavairocana as 
the Tantric source of all truth and enlightenment, parallels the image of the 
light as the universal source of all life. 

Mahayana ** The 'Greater Vehicle', the self-complimentary term used to 
describe the later schools oflndian, Chinese and Japanese Buddhism, centering 
upon the bodhisattva practice. 

manaf:,-katma fsl:~ One of the tri-karma Tantric Buddhist theory of doctrine 
and practice, manab-karma is the 'mind' (consciousness) action of sentient beings. 
It is through the adhi~thiina practice of yoga that the union between practitioner 
and Buddha is effected. 

manas if: The seventh level of consciousness in the Yogacara doctrine of 
vUnapti-miitratii (consciousness-only). This is the value-judging level of con
sciousness, which measures, calculates and discriminates the conceptualized 
sensory-material it has received from the sixth level, the mano-vijniina. 

mat}4ala ~*· The idealization of a Tantric Buddhist principle as the symbolic 
embodiment of a circular diagram and its individual components. The artistic 
expression of doctrinal elements and their unification in the complete diagram 
contains spiritual potential when utilized within Tantric Buddhist practice. 
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mano-guhya fi:!/!'i One of the tri-guhya Tantric Buddhist theory of doctrine and 
practice, mano-guhya is the mind (consciousness) characteristic of Dharmakiiya 
Mahavairocana, which parallels the manab-karma (mind) action of sentient 
beings. It is through the adhi~thiina practice of yoga that the union between 
practitioner and Buddha is effected. 

mano-vijiiiina *m:a The sixth level of consciousness in the Yogacara doctrine 
of vijiiapti-miitratii (consciousness-only). This is the sense-center of mind-con
sciousness which receives and collects the perceptions cognized by the first five 
levels of consciousness. It is said to organize or conceptualize this sensory-data. 

mantra ~ (Jjt~) The idealization of a Tantric Buddhist principle as an em
bodiment of sound. Therefore a sacred syllable or incantation which contains 
spiritual potential when utilized within Tantric Buddhist practice. 

Mantrayana Jlif!~ The mantra-vehicle or Tantric Buddhist discipline and 
practice which utilizes the sound expression of the mantra. 

miira ~!Jil: The traditional Buddhist theory of the three evils or poisons of 
greed, hate and delusion. 

miirga J!i A 'path', system of precepts or structure of religious practice which 
leads to liberation from delusion and suffering. 

mikkyo !/!'iWt The 'secret teaching' or esoteric Buddhism, which refers to the 
interpretation of Buddhist texts by Tantric Buddhist doctrine, and to Tantric 
Buddhist texts, doctrines and practices. 

mudrii FP The idealization of a Buddhist principle in the form of a hand gesture, 
either in practice or in the artistic representation of a Buddhist deity. 

mula ;f:! A term denoting 'basic', with the Tantric Buddhist connotation of 
'condition', as one of the three aspects of the Triple Formula of the Mahii
vairocana Sutra. 

Nikaya schools .:::. '}J ~ -1" ($7*-M!Wt) Early Indian Buddhist doctrinal factions 
which began to divide a century after the Buddha's death, until they formed 
the twenty schools ofHinayana by the time of King Asoka (ca. 256-232 B.c.). 

11irbhaya ~-N A stage of mental peace within the process of awakening, in the 
Shingon Six Nirbhaya theory. Nirbhaya is a state of awakening by freeing one
self from the bonds of delusion, and awakening the realization of one's inherent 
Buddha-nature. 

nirmiit}ii-Dharmakiiya ~f~r!,!lt A Shingon doctrinal concept referring to the 
nirmanakaya aspect specifically of the Tantric Buddhist Dharmakiiya Maha
vairocana. However this particular nirmiit}akiiya is qualified by the audience 
which it discourses to-only practitioners such as Sriivaka, Pratyekabuddhas and 
pre-daiabhumi bodhisattvas. 

nirmiit}akiiya ~f~,!lf One of the tri-kiiyas the three aspects or bodies which char
acterize the concept of Buddha within Mahayana Buddhist doctrine. The 
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nirmiiQakiiya is a historical personality (e.g. Sakyamuni) who explains Buddhist 
teachings to sentient beings and is the embodiment of the wisdom and com
passion of enlightenment subject to the limitations of the discrimination of 
sa!pSiira. 

nirviiQa 71E~ 'Blowing out, extinction', the state of enlightenment attained by 
Sakyamuni and the Hinayana goal ofliberation from the suffering and delusion 
of sentient beings. The goal of the Sriivaka and Pratyekabuddha. 

nirvikalpa ~:$)-}JIJ'L' In contrast to vikalpa, this is the non-discrimination resultant 
from the process of paravrtti. Nirvikalpa is true cognition of experience based 
upon the pure seeds of Buddha-nature (which had laid dormant in the iilaya
viiiiiina prior to pariivrtu). 

niryanda-Dharmakiiya ~~j!!Jir A Shingon doctrinal concept referring to the 
nirmiiQiikiiya aspect specifically of the Tantric Buddhist Dharmakiiya Maha
vairocana. However this particular nirmiiQakiiya is qualified by the audience 
which it discourses to-only deluded sentient beings within the six destinies. 

piiramitii ~-.Wg; In early Buddhism, the term denoted 'crossing to the other 
shore' (Arhatship), but in Mahayana the term evolved into an abstract quality 
which characterized a bodhisattva. Here it meant 'perfection', and technically 
there are six piiramitiis which must simultaneously be perfected for success in 
enlightening all sentient beings: charity (dana), morality (sila), patience (k$iint1), 
effort (virya), meditation (dhyiina) and wisdom (prajiiii). There later developed 
ten piiramitiis, for four supplementary perfections (practices) were included to 
aid in bodhisattva practice: vow (praQidhiina), skillful means (upiiya), power 
(bala) and cognition (iiiiina). 

parasarpbhoga-Dharmakiiya f&§tJHj!!Jir A Shingon doctrinal concept referring to 
one aspect of sarpbhoga-Dharmakiiya. Shingon divides the .• ~;;;;.'J!J,~~-:~·.iy.; con
notation of the enjoyment body as the embodiment of chc c;I•'>JT and perfection 
of enlightenment, into self-enjoyment and othcu-cllioyJ~lCI::~. T:u is the others
enjoyment aspect. 

paratantra-svabhiiva it{f&lal'l~ One aspect of the Yogacara three svahbiiva theory 
dealing with the nature of cognition. Paratantra-svabhiiva is the nature of 
co-dependent and conditional causation in the universe. It is traditionally likened 
to correctly realizing a rope to be a rope (see 'parikalpita-svabhiiva') but also 
understanding the elements of the rope and their relationships. 

paravrtti See pravrtti. 
parikalpita-svabhiiva l!iilftmtlt One aspect of the Yogacara three-svabhiiva theory. 

Parikalpita-svabhiiva is the nature of false discrimination, a belief in the svabhiiva 
of elements, events, and self. It is traditionally likened to falsely conceiving a 
rope to be a snake, and the real fear which arises in spite of the untrue percep
tion. 
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parini!panna-svabhiiva OOP.lt~tt One aspect of the Yogadira three-svabhiiva 
theory. Parini$panna-svabhiiva is the ultimate-reality (tathatii), the Buddhist truth 
which underlies all phenomena in the three realms and six destinies. It is tradi
tionally likened to the wisdom accomplished by having realized the mistake of 
taking a rope to be a snake (parikalpita-svabhiiva), and then understanding the 
relationship of all elements (paratantra-svabhiiva). 

paryavasiina ~jt A technical term denoting 'kle§a' (that which entraps sentient 
beings in action-retribution and transmigration), with the Tantric Buddhist 

connotation of 'result', as one of the three aspects of the Triple Formula of the 
Mahiivairocana Siitra. 

piitayantikii ~t!{!lf: A monastic moral or ethical offense related to speech, as 
defmed by precept within the early Buddhist code of discipline, the Vinaya. 

prajnii :W~ (!llt~) I. The general term which describes wisdom as the ability 
to correctly understand essential Buddhist doctrine (i.e. co-arising, asvabhiiva, 
emptiness, tathatii) to be the true circumstance of all life and activity in the 
universe. 2. One of the six piiramitiis or perfections of bodhisattva practice. 
Specifically prajnii here means wisdom, the quality of distinguishing between 
delusion and truth in enlightening all sentient beings. 3. In a general Maha
yana sense, wisdom is the necessary co-relative of compassion, in the bodhisattva 
effort to enlighten all sentient beings. . 

prat)idhiina 11 One of the ten piiramitiis or perfections of bodhisattf!4Practice. 
Specifically prat)idhiina is 'vow' or 'resolution', a formal spiritual declaration 
of the bodhisattva's total devotion to enlightening all sentient beings. 

pratitya-samutpiida ~)@ 'Co-arising or dependent co-production'. A central con
ception in Buddhist doctrine, which describes the relationship of all phenomena 
and activities within the universe, to consist of total co-dependency. Co
arising is the theory of conditioned causality which combines with the theory 
of the absence of any own-being, essence or self-nature (asvabhiiva) as well as 
with the impermanence of all phenomena, processes and goals, to produce the 
Buddhist conception of reality based upon emptiness. 

pratyavek!atJii-jniina WJ;fi~:W In the Y ogacara vijnapti-miitratii doctrine (con
sciousness-only) tllis term describes the transformed or purified mano-vijiiiina
which is the post-pariivrtti insight into particulars (individual phenomenon) of 
the bodhicitta or Buddha-nature. 

Pratyekabuddha ~jl; (l!Rlt) A Buddhist practitioner who acllleved enlighten
ment independent of receiving doctrinal instruction or monastic discipline and 
practice, based upon a thorough realization of the twelve-fold cycle of causation. 

pravrtti (or pariivrtti) ifi*illl The Yogacara doctrinal process which explains the 
revolution or transformation of the first seven consciousness levels from being 
subject to delusory cognition and discrimination (and thereby depositing defiled 
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seeds in the iilaya-vijniina), to becoming purified to truthfully cognize experi
ence based upon the pure eeds sof Buddha-nature (which had previously laid 
dormant in the iilaya). 

pudgala-sunyatii ~~ An application of the sunyatii concept to the concept of 
pudgala. Pudgala is the early Indian Buddhist concept of the existence of a 
permanent self which lies beneath and unifies the experience of impersonal 
dharmas. Pudgala-sunyatii signifies that the pudgala or permanent self has no 
svabhiiva or self-essence, and implies that the self is due to the nature of co
arising (pratitya-samutpiida). 

piijii ~,. A traditional Buddhist descriptive term meaning 'to offer, to honor, 
veneration, worship'. 

ri (li) ;@ A Chinese philosophical concept, developed from the 1-ching and 
adapted by Chinese Buddhism (particularly the Hua-yen school) to mean the 
'essence underlying phenomena, principle, an absolute'. In Shingon ri as 
'essence' came to denote 'the truth that should be known'. In contrast to chi, 
the 'knower'. 

rigu-jiibutsu :@~JJ.lt-M: One of the three categories of Shingon 'instant-buddha
hood' theory in the Ihon sokushin jiibutsu-gi (The Later Sokushin jiibutsu-gi). It 
denotes that because of ri (bodhicitta) man is really a Buddha. 

rupa {g A traditional Buddhist descriptive term for matter, which has mass, 
is capable of obstruction and disintegration. 

Sahajakiiya ~,!it Literally 'self-body'. A Sahajayiina concept which realizes ulti
mate truth within the context of the self. 

Sahajayana 1"/' ~ ""* A branch ofVajrayana. Sahaja means 'self'. This school 
attempts to realize ultimate truth within the context of the self. 

samiidhi .:=:1* 'Trance of concentration'. A specific level of meditation which is 
the concentration of the mind upon a single subject or theme. 

samatii-jniina .)jl.~·ti~ In the Yogacara vijnapti-miitratii doctrine (consciousness
only) this term describes the transformed or purified manas-which is the post
pariivrtti non-discriminatory knowledge (perception of tathatii) of the bodhicitta 
or Buddha-nature. 

Samaya-maf)t/ala .:=:.-JfiS~*It One maf)t/ala of the Shingon Four Maf)t/ala 
theory, which together function as doctrinal representations to portray the Six 
Element theory in terms of four different aspects. The Samaya-maf)t/ala is a 
characterization through symbolic representation, of upiiya or skillful means, 
to show the varieties of attitudes and methods which must be the true talent of 
the bodhisattva in attempting to enlighten all sentient beings. 

safllbhoga-Dharmakiiya ~ffl~,!!f A Shingon doctrinal concept referring to the 
SQfllbhogakiiya aspect, specifically of the Tantric Buddhist Dharmakiiya Maha
vairocana. This safllbhoga-Dharmakaya has two aspects, svasafllbhoga-Dharmakiiya 
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and parasal]'lbhoga-Dharmakiiya. 
sal]'lbhogakiiya ~Jfl !t One of the tri-kiiyas, the three aspects or bodies which 

characterize the concept of Buddha within Mahayana Buddhist doctrine. The 
sal]'lbhogakiiya is the enjoyment body, the embodiment of the glory and perfec
tion of enlightenment in its role as celestial teacher and savior. This body is 
the successful result of bodhisattva practice and serves as the vehicle of expres
sion among buddhas and bodhisattvas. 

Satflsiira ~~ Transmigration, the traditional ~uddhist term which denotes the 
perpetual repetition of birth and death in the/ three realms and the six destinies 
(gati). Transmigration is due to action-retribution (karma) which is caused by 
the ignorance and delusion of sentient beings. 

sm]tskrta-dharma :ff~i* 'Conditioned dharma' or all phenomena, entities and 
activities whi..J, arise or are produced through causation. Common phenomena 
in contrast to sal]'lskrta-dharma. 

Sanron (San-lun) ~tni The Chinese and Japanese Madhyamika schools. One of 
the thirteen major Chinese schools and eight major Japanese schools. Sanron 
means the 'three siistras'-the Mula-madhyamaka Siistra and the Dviidafa-dvara 
Siistra by Nagarjuna, and the Sata Siistra by Aryadeva. 

sattva-citta !fK1:_,[,, (fL;K'L') The general Mahayana Buddhist term denoting the 
deluded mind of sentient beings. 

shajO-mon ~twF~ A Japanese Buddhist technical term which denotes the elimi
nation of ordinary Jc-!mi,,l" or false conceptions. In contrast to hyotoku-mon. 

Shingon t ·~ : ;· One of the eight major schools of Japanese Buddhism, founded 
by Kukai (774-835) and based upon the Mahiivairocana and "1 .. ·r;l·:: .• ,l'l-:~r,1hrT 
Sutra and the Bodhicitta Siistra. It is defined by Kiikai's interpretations of ·r ~mric 
Buddhist doctrine and practice. The school's doctrinal importance is its esoteric 
utilization of adh~!hiina, the Dharmakiiya Mahavairocana and the sokushin
jobutsu theory ('Buddhahood realized in the present body'). 

Shinto jji$Ji 'The Way of the Gods', or the indigenous Japanese worship of 
natural phenomena, embodied as spirits and supported by textual mythology, 
ritual and architecture. 

shoji soku goku 19Ji!!!.~Pfi A Shingon phrase which denotes that all the fifty-two 
stages of bodhisattva practice are implicit or totally included in the first stage. 
By implication the phrase signifies that although the fifty-two stages are logically 
explained as a progression, in practice they cannot be attained in a gradual 
sequence. 

Six Elements ** The traditional Buddhist and basic Shingon theory of the six 
elements of earth, water, fire, wind, space and mind, which comprise the uni
verse and all entities within it. These are not physical but symbolic elements 
representing the Shingon Dharma. 
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sokushin jobutsu ~ptfpjtf!i!J A Shingon phrase which describes the identity of sen
tient beings and the Buddha. Because all sentient beings have inherent Buddha
nature (bodhicitta) there exists the definite potential for realization of enlighten
ment by all sentient beings. Shingon characterizes this potential as realization of 
the Dharmakiiya Mahavairocana within the body (present existence) of a suc
cessful practitioner. 

sraddha f~ (113{,,, M't'L') A general Buddhist term for 'faith' or belief (in the 
inherency of the Buddha-nature, the possibility of enlightenment, or the innate 
purity of the mind). 

Sriivaka fo'llfl An early Buddhist practitioner who attempted attainment of 
Arhatship, based upon a thorough realization of the four noble truths. The 
arhat practice consists of four stages of stream-winner, once-returner, no
returner and arhatship. Specifically, the term refers to the direct disciples of 
Sakyamuni. 

stiipa f?lltl 1. Originally a dome-shaped monument in Indian Buddhism, gen
erally erected over sacred relics of Sakyamuni or upon a site consecrated as the 
scene of an activity of Sakyamuni. 2. Also popularly known as pagoda, a 
towerlike storied structure, in India, Southeast Asia, China, Korea and Japan, 
with symbolic connotations, which had architecturally evolved from the dome
shaped Indian Buddhist monument. 

suijaku ~~ 'Trace or manifestation of fundamental nature'. A term descriptive 
of a theoretical development in Japanese Shinto and folk religion, which was 
the result of application of the honji-kaji theory. In Shingon, honji (as the funda
mental essence or nature of the Tantric Dharmakiiya Mahavairocana) provided 
the theoretical basis for the Shingon identification of Shinto deities as mani
festations of Mahavairocana's fundamental nature. Historically, the successful 
application of this theory hastened the acceptance and assimilation of Shingon 
Buddhism within Japanese culture. 

siinyatii ~ Emptiness. The basic doctrinal concept of the Indian Madhyamika 
Buddhist school and a fundamental concept of Mahayana Buddhism. The 
intuitive realization that all dharmas, processes and goals are empty or absent 
of any own-being, essence or self-nature. As such, all things and activities exist 
in a co-dependent causal relationship, with emptiness as the source or basis for 
this relationship. 

siitra $I One of the three great divisions of the Buddhist canon or Tripi taka. 
The siitra is the basic scripture, in the form of a discourse or group of discourses 
by a buddha, upon a definite theme. 

svabhiiva § ·~ An early Indian Buddhist technical term, related in meaning to 
iitman, and describing the own-being or self-nature of a dharma-the unchanging 

essence of any phenomena or event, which Buddhist theory denies. 
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svabhiiva-Dharmakiiya § ·til*:!if A Shingon doctrinal concept referring to the 
essence, nature or source of the Dharmakiiya Mahavairocana. This essence is 
emptiness, which possesses the spiritual potential within Tantric Buddhist doc
trine and practice, to enable the Shingon practitioner to accomplish 'Bud
dhahood in the present body'. 

svasatr~bhoga-Dharmakiiya § ~ffll$;~ A Shingon doctrinal concept referring to 
one aspect of sa11zbhoga-Dharmakiiya. Shingon divides the satr~bhogakiiya connota
tion of the enjoyment body as the embodiment of the glory and perfection of 
enlightenment, into self-enjoyment and others-enjoyment. This is the self:. 
e~oyment aspect. 

tantra -7 :..-' }- 7 Tantra per se is pre-Buddhist and refers to religious ritual, but 
in post-eighth century A.D., Indian Mahayana Buddhism incorporated tantras 
which supplanted the siitra as the chief doctrinal source and systematized 
Tantric Buddhism. 

Tantric Buddhism t8'i~ A later school oflndian Buddhism, characterized by the 
incorporation of tantric elements (rules and rituals) in doctrine and practice. 

Taoism Jl!Wc The loose descriptive title of the indigenous Chinese philosophy 
based upon the writings of Lao-tzu and Chuang-tzu and folk religion based 
upon mythology and alchemy. 

Tathiigata tm* (#O$;) An epithet of a buddha, denoting 'thus gone' or com
plete success in the understanding and practice of enlightenment, and the 
wisdom and compassion implied thereo£ The term, however, is translated as 
'thus come' in the Sino-Japanese Buddhist context. 

tathatii ~#0 The Mahayana Buddhist conception of the true reality which 
underlies all phenomenal discrimination. It is an attempt to express the inex
pressible of Buddhist truth, and is translated into English as 'suchne,s' or 'thus-

' ness. 
tattva ii!i~ A general Buddhist term which means truth, reality, and implies the 

truth of Buddhist doctrine and practice. 
ten tathatiis +:tiD :Ilk The Tendai doctrine of ten aspects of existence or ten ta

thatas. The ten aspects are marks, nature, substance, potentiality, function, 
primary cause, secondary cause, effect, retribution, and the first nine combined 
as one. 

Tendai (T'ien-t'ai) :R.il One of the thirteen major schools of Chinese Bud
dhism, founded by Chih-i (538-597), and based upon the Lotus Siitra. This 
indigenous Chinese Ekayiina school is characterized by its theories on the rela
tionship between nirviiva and satr~siira, such as 'three thousand realms in one 
thought' (ichinen sanzen) and its meditative practices. A major Japanese Bud
dhist school. 

Tri-guhya :=.~&; The three Tantric Buddhist 'teaching-practices of the Buddha' 
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theory, revealed through the functions ofbody, voice and mind of the Shingon 
Buddha, Mahavairocana. The three 'guhya' (kiiya-guhya, viig-guhya and mano
guhya) are characterizations of Mahavairocana which theoretically parallel the 
tri-karma practices of sentient beings. These parallel triads of characteristics are 
to be united through adhi$!hiina, the instrument of integration, which is a 
Tantric idealization of the mystical power of Mahavairocana as the universal 
source ofTantric enlightenment. 

tri-karma .::::.:m The three Tantric Buddhist practices of man theory, kiiya-karma, 
viik-karma and manaJrkarma, which parallel the tri-guhya theory of the charac
teristics of the Dharmakaya Mahavairocana. These parallel triads of charac
teristics are to be united through the concept (and practice) of adhi$!hiina, which 
is a Tantric idealization of the mystica I power of Mahavairocana as the uni
versal source of Tantric enlightenment. 

triyiina .::::.* 1. The Mahayana categorization of Buddhist practice in terms of 
three vehicles or methods, the Sriivaka, Pratyekabuddha and bodhisattvas. 2. A 
Hi:nayana categorization of three different practices toward the goal of Arhat
ship. 

upiisaka '61~~ A male layman, as one of the four categories of early Buddhist 
practitioners established by Sakyamuni. 

upiisika 11~~ A female 'lay,man', as one of the four categories of early Buddhist 
practitioners established by Sakyamuni. 

upiiya ;5"-lf: 1. 'Skillful means', the infinite variety of possible methods to aid 
sentient beings to realize Buddhist truth and achieve enlightenment. 2. With
in the kyO-han system of doctrinal evaluation and classification, upiiya specifi
cally refers to characterizing a teaching or doctrine as a temporary or provisional 
teaching limited by the attitudes, intelligence or experience of the audience. 
Positing that this upiiya attitude formed the true motive for the (alleged tem
porary) doctrine's exposition, the doctrine is then reinterpreted, replaced or 
transcended by the utilizer of the kyO-han system. 3. One of the ten piiramitiis 
or perfections of bodhisattva practice. Specifically upiiya is the existence of 
spontaneous originality in methods and approaches to enlighten all sentient 
beings. 

viig-guhya 1=1 1/l!i One of the tri-guhya Tantric Buddhist theory of doctrine and 
practice, viig-guhya is the voice (sound) characteristic of the Dharmakiiya 
Mahavairocana, which parallels the viik-karma (voice) action of sentient beings. 
It is through the adhisthana practice of dhiirat}i and mantra that the union be
tween practitioner and Buddha is effected. 

vajra :&Jill] A diamond. In Tantric Buddhism, the vajra is the symbol of the total 
indestructability of Buddhist truth. 

vajra-citta :&Jilllj,e,, A Tantric Buddhist descriptive term signifying the 'diamond 
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or indestructible mind', which doctrinally is the successful union of the mind of 
a sentient being (Tantric practitioner) with the idealized mind of the Dharmakiiya 
Buddha Mahavairocana through adhi$!hiina practice. 

Vajradhiitu MatJ4ala ~jm]rJ.W.~-*,11 One of the two great forms (kinds) ofShin
gon mat)4ala. This mat)4ala symbolizes the 'knower' upon which the 'known' 
( Garbhakosadhiitu MatJ4ala) is reflected. 

Vajrakiiya ~jm]IJ{,' The diamond-body. Charaterizing the form of the Tantric 
practitioner as an indestructible embodiment of idealized Tantric Buddhist 
principles. 

Vajrayana ~l!ijlj* The diamond vehicle. The indestructible practice and dis
cipline ofTantric Buddhism which guides the practitioner, through the utiliza
tion of the doctrine of emptiness, to the successful realization of truth and 
enlightenment. 

viik-karma 1=1 ~ One of the tri-karma Tantric Buddhist theory of doctrine and 
practice, viik-karma is the voice (sound) action of sentient beings. It is through 
the adhi${hiina practice of dhiirani and mantra that the union between practitioner 
and Buddha is effected. 

viisanii-bija ~1!1ifil In the Yogacara vijfiapti-miitratii doctrine (consciousness
only), this is a 'perfuming seed' or potential. This is an attempt to describe the 
transference of sensory impressions by the first six levels of consciousness through 
the manas to the iilaya-vijfiiina, where this seed will ripen to produce the retribu
tive effects of actions. 

Vatsiputriya ~-1-fm A faction which developed from the Sarvastivadin branch 
of Hinayana Indian Buddhism, claiming lineage from the disciple Sariputra, 
and advocating the controversial pudgala concept of the existence of a per
manent self which lies beneath and unifies the experience of impersonal dharmas. 

Vibhajyavada :5t'i31Jtllfm (~~Ail~m) A faction which developed from the 
Sarvastivadin branch of Hinayana Indian Buddhism, of which little is known, 
other than the title, 'those who make distinctions'. 

vijfiiina ~ Cognition by discrimination. In the Y ogacara vijfiapti-miitratii doc
trine (consciousness-only) this is the general descriptive term for the discrimi
native quality of ordinary consciousness. The discriminative vijfiiina becomes 
the non-discriminative jfiiina through the pariivrtti transformation. 

vijfiapti *~ An Abhidharma Buddhist technical term denoting bodily actions 
and retributive effect which must accompany them. 

vijfiapti-miitratii It~ The Yogacara doctrine that all phenomena and events are 
of the mind and from the mind. Therefore this mind which is the only entity 
of perception, cognition and discrimination, is not a fixed state but a constant 
flowing stream wherein the effects of action are deposited to mature. Included 
in this doctrine is the analysis of the mind into eight levels of consciousness (the 
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sight-, hearing-, smell-, taste-, and touch-vijiiiina, the mano-vijiiiina, the manas, 
and the iilaya-vijfiiina). In contrast to the citta-miitra concept of consciousness
only, vijfiapti-matratii signifies the deluded mind which can only produce false 
discrimination because of ignorance of the buddha-nature. 

vikalpa ?J'-]Jlj 'Discrimination'. A technical term used extensively in Yogadira, 
describing the ordinary delusion-based cognitive-discriminative process of the 
eight levels of consciousness in the minds of sentient beings. 

vimoksa MJU 'Liberation', enlightenment, freedom or release from delusion and 
suffering, which is the context of the existence of sentient beings in the universe. 

virya ~:I!§ One of the six piiramitii or perfections of bodhisattva practice. Specifi
cally virya is 'effort', the continual energy and enthusiasm necessary to enlighten 
all sentient beings. 

vyavadiina Till'# A Buddhist technical term in contrast to sm?Jkle§a (impurity), 
vyavadiina means 'to purify or cleanse what is defiled by delusion'. 

yoga Ii<t1bll A Tantric Buddhist doctrinal and textual criterion, specifically re
ferring to the doctrinal and physiological methods and principles regulating 
meditation within the practice of Titu;c]. 

Yogacara fi<t{f]u (Pi~) ~ One of the two major philosophical schools oflndian 
Mahayana Jh,ddl"~"'• systematized by Maitreyanatha, Asanga and Vasubandhu. 
Its basic doctrinal concept is the vijfiapti-miitratii (consciousness-only) theory
that discrimination and false perception is based upon an analysis of the mind 
as eight levels of consciousness or vijfiiina. The effect of action, characterized as 
'seeds', is deposited through the first six levels, to be interpreted in the defiled 
manas and to mature as consequence in the iilaya. The school's basic position is 
the three svabhava theory of existence: parikalpita-svabhiiva or falsely-discrimi
nated existence, pam/,,,/r,,-,wab/,,.kn or complete co-dependence and conditional 
causation-based existence, and }'.tf;tli~j-'11111117-.wtJM!.ii!'ol or tathatii, the ultimate 
reality-based existence. 
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